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ABSTRACT 
With the importance of international interfirm relationships increasing, it becomes 
critical to understand the antecedents and consequences of relationship formation. Difficulty 
in relationships occur when firms with differing cultural value orientations attempt to 
engage in exchange. 
Culture affects the international firm in several ways: 1) difficulty in establishing a 
single organizational culture when a firm is comprised of multi-national employees; 2) 
difficulty in serving the market when cultural differences exist in the consumer; and 3) 
difficulty in establishing interfirm relationships across cultural boundaries. Individually, 
these problems are difficult to resolve, combined they can lead to failure. The first two have 
received considerable treatment in the management and marketing literature. · The third 
area, international interfirm relationships, is just beginning to be investigated. It is this third 
area that is the subject of this investigation. 
In order to test the relationship between culture and relationship structure, we must 
be able to measure the cultural value orientations of firms. Current measures of cultural 
value orientations are insufficient. Most existing measures of culture focus on societal 
culture without specifically recognizing the specialized environment of business. The 
measures that are operationalized in a business context have received heavy criticism 
concerning their development, and the validity of the resulting measures. The primary 
focus of this study is to develop a set of measures of cultural value orientations within a 
vi 
business context. These measures are then used to test the relationship between culture and 
interfinn interaction. 
In this study, a conceptual framework of business decision making within a cultural 
context is developed and tested. The conceptual framework consists of a matrix created by 
intersecting five cultural value dimensions: individualism/collectivism, Logic/Emotion, 
Tolerance for Ambiguity, Equality/Hierarchy, and Time Orientation; with seven business 
context variables. The result is a thirty-five cell ·matrix with each cell identifying a 
particular behavioral situation. The situation is described by a pair of terms representing 
the polar extremes of the cultural dimension. Scale items were developed for each behavior 
situation and were administered along with measures of channel relationship preferences. 
Data was collected from Hungarian managers, and from U.S. managers. This 
sample allowed for known group comparisons for each of the five cultural value dimension 
scales. Comparisons are made between the scales under development, and Hofstede' s 
scales measuring the same dimensions. Finally, tests of predictive ability were made 
between the scales and measures of business relationships. The results of the study show 
moderate evidence of the scales' validity. Findings include the identification of a set of 
post-socialism cultural values that are unique to the Hungarian experience, and may reflect 
the values held by many throughout Central and Eastern Europe. 
vii 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
With increasingly uncertain and turbulent market environments , considerable 
attention has been focused upon the firm's ability to cope through reducing risk in the 
environment wherever possible. One prime area for risk reduction exists in business-to­
business relations. For all the same reasons that two fi� in a domestic market may 
come together, firms are forming relationships across national boundaries. These 
relationships primarily ease entry into new markets and reduce the risk associated with 
international marketing. Many firms are forming international relationships as a part of 
their competitive strategies in existing markets. Regardless of the impetus for formation, 
there is little understanding of how these relationships form, or how they are structured. 
With the importance of international interfirm relationships increasing, it becomes 
critical to understand the antecedents and consequences of relationship formation, and the 
context within which particular relationship structures will benefit the parties involved. It 
is this researcher's contention that an organization's cultural value orientation is a primary 
antecedent for the structural formation of interfirm relationships, and that certain culture 
types will support or favor particular relationship structures. Difficulties in relationships 
occur when firms with two differing cultural value orientations attempt to form a 
relationship. This difficulty occurs between two firms with differing corporate cultures, 
but is most evident between two firms from differing national cultures. 
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Cultural differences have been explored in the management literature leading to 
recognition of how differences in values result in behavioral and perceptual differences. 
Research has focused upon international relationships between western business cultures 
in predominantly hierarchical relationships, (Carmen 1990; Frazier & Rody 199 1 ;  Hallen, 
Johanson, and Seyed-Mohamed 199 1) .  These relationships represent a somewhat 
homogenous sample of the various international interfirm relationships that currently 
exist. In addition, the comparatively large similarities between the cultures investigated 
masks the true level of difficulty that exists in forming international relationships between 
firms from more culturally distant nations. For example, Johnson et al ( 1993) in one of 
the few studies using a non-western culture, investigated interfirm power between 
Japanese and U.�. firms and found that the Japanese viewed power along different 
dimensions than the U.S., and proposed that these differences in preference and 
understanding would result in mixed messages. In short, actions considered appropriate 
by Americans would be deemed inappropriate by Japanese. 
Research efforts need to focus on dev�loping a better understanding of the 
differing cultural value orientations and their influence upon the development of interfirm 
relationship structures. Firms will have preferred relationship structures based upon 
which structure fits within their existing cultural value orientation. What is proposed is 
an investigation into the relationship between culture and relationship structure, where 
culture is viewed as an antecedent to the fonnation of interfinn relationship structures. 
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In order to test the relationship between culture and relationship structure, we 
must be able to measure the cultural value orientation of firms. Current measures of 
culture value orientations are insufficient. The primary focus of this study is to develop a 
set of measures of cultural value orientations that can be used to compare businesses. In 
order to accomplish this, the measures must be defined in a business context. These 
measures will then be used to test the relationship between culture and interfirm 
relationship structure. 
This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter I provides an overview of the 
thesis and begins by outlining the importance of understanding international exchange 
relationships, and the current understanding of interfirm relationship structures. Next, the 
effect of culture on the formation of international exchange relationships, and the need for 
measures of culture are discussed. Finally an overview of the research design, analysis 
and results is presented. Chapter II provides an in-depth review of relevant literature 
concerning the culture concept, history of cultural value dimensions, applications in 
marketing, development of a conceptual framework and presentation of hypotheses. 
Chapter III outlines �e methodology used in developing the measures and the 
methodology used in testing the hypotheses. Chapter IV details the analysis and 
hypotheses tests. Chapter V is a discussion of the findings, implications of the research, 
and future research directions. 
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Importance of International Market Exchange 
International marketing, once only one strategic choice among many for most 
U.S. firms, is becoming necessary for s·urvival (Czinkota 1995). In the past, U.S. firms 
were able to avoid international marketing because of the size of their domestic market. 
However, "over the last 20 years, the U.S. market has become saturated with foreign­
made products" (Czinkota et. al. 1995 p.3). In order to compete as well as maintain 
growth rates and utilize production capacity, many firms now must enter international 
markets (Cateora, 1993 p. 7). 
The global business environment is constantly changing, bringing new 
opportunities and threats (Czinkota et al. 1995 p. 1 ). In order to take advantage of new 
opportupities and reduce threats, firms are forming strategic alliances across national 
boundaries. Alliances are being used to keep abreast of rapidly changing technologies, 
gain access to specific foreign markets and distribution channels, create new products, 
and ease problems of worldwide excess productive capacity (Parkhe, 199 1  p. 580). 
Alliances fonn because it is nearly impossible for even the larger multinationals to 
independently compete in the global marketplace (Czinkota 1995). Failure of alliances is 
often a result of ineffective management of intercultural relations (Deresky, 1994 p. xiii). 
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The Role of Culture 
Culture is considered to be the primary detenninate of individual values, attitudes 
and behavior. It is generally recognized that national culture consists of the values and 
the resulting expressed behavior shared by the people of a nation, and that regional sub­
cultures consist of the values and behaviors shared by the people of a region. For the 
purpose of understanding business organizations, corporate culture consists of the values 
and resulting behavior shared by employees of a corporation. In addition, there is a 
business culture that consists of the values and behaviors shared by professional 
businessmen/women across corporations· and nations. 
The behavior expressed in any situation is a result of the cultural values held by 
the individual (or group) that apply in that particular context. We view behaviors by 
others according to that context, and evaluate appropriate reactions based upon the range 
of expected, acceptable, and preferred behavior for that context. In the context of 
business negotiations or interactions, this interplay of behavior by two individuals reaches 
a critical level. When misunderstandings occur due to differing cultural interpretations of 
expressed behavior, there can be disastrous results. Many times, parties may not even 
realize that their behavior was misinterpreted and a series of confused interactions can 
_result. The situation increases in difficulty as our reactions to particular behaviors are 
influenced by the various cultural value sets in which we each belong. 
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Segal et al. ( 1993) depict a paradigm of cross-cultural values that exist for each 
individual operating in a business context (see Figure 1 ). Dependent upon the context of 
the behavioral situation when deciding what behavior to express ( or when evaluating 
someone else's expressed behavior), we are influenced by different levels of culture. The 
more similar the cultural value sets are for two parties in a particular context, the fewer 
the misunderstandings. However, in most international interfirm relations, value sets 
differ on every level. 
Most existing measures of culture focus on societal culture (Kluckhohn & 
Strodtbeck 196 1; Dean 196 1; McClellend 1976; Kahle 1983; Mitchell 1983; The Chinese 
Culture Connection 1987; Hui & Triandis 1986; Rokeach 1970). Few studies specifically 
recognize the specialized environment of business. It is important to recognize that 
values and behavior are context specific. Therefore, if understanding how a person's 
cultural values would result in different sets of behaviors dependent upon the context, 
would aid in smooth interfirm transactions, it is important to understand those values in 
the context in which they will take place. Measures that are useful at the societal level 
are potentially misleading at the business level. Knowing the sibling relationship 
responsibilities in Japan and how they differ from those in the U.S. may aid a U.S. 
business person. But knowing the expectations of fellow workers in Japan is much more 
useful infonnation. 
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Figure 1: A Croa-Cultural Value Network Paradigm (Segal et al. 1993) 
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Hofstede ( 1980) was the first researcher to utilize measures of culture that were 
�perationally defined in a business context. Hofstede's work is considered a landmark 
study in cross-cultural psychology, even though there are many criticisms of his approach, 
(Triandis 1982): His study provided strong support for the existence of four universal 
dimensions of culture; individualism/collectivism, masculinity/femininity, uncertainty 
avoidance, and power distance. In the literature, similar dimensions had been previously 
theorized to exist. Hof stede has provided strong evidence that the four dimensions exist 
and discriminate between cultures. Hofstede's critics do not fault this part of the research, 
they focus on the representativeness of the sample (Hunt 198 1 ;  Shackleton and Ali 1990), 
the validity of the claims made by Hofstede concerning the application of the dimensions 
(Triandis 1982), the ethnocentrism of the items used to measure the dimensions (The 
Chinese Culture Connection 1987), and the weakness of the items' ability to serve as a set 
of measures for the dimensions identified. 
Cross-cultural management research has utilized the cultural value dimensions 
identified in the literature (Parsons & Shils 1 95 1 ; K.luckhohn & Strodtbeck 196 1 ;  
McClelland 196 1 ,  19?6; Hall 1976, 1990; Hofstede 1980, 1990) to explain cultural 
differences in behaviors, beliefs and preferences as expressed in the workplace. Studies 
of this nature do not measure the dimensions per se, but rely on either Hofstede's ( 1980) 
placement of countries on his dimensions (see Tables l through 4), or intuition, to choose 
samples for comparison. Differences in behavior, beliefs, and preferences are then 
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Table 1 :  Indh·idualism/Collectivism Values (Hofstede 1990). 
I. WE. A�D THEY 53 
Table 3. 1 Individualism index ( ID\') values for 50 countries and 3 regions 
Score Country or ID\l Score Country or /DV 
rank region score rank region score 
CSA 91 :?8 Turkev 3i 
"'I Australia 90 :?9 Uru2u·av 36 -
� Great Britain 89 30 Greece . 35 
� '5 Canada 80 31 Philippines 3: 
� ·" �ether lands 80 3:? Mexico 30 
6 �ew z�aland �9 33!35 East Africa 
Italy i6 33/35 Yu2oslavia -,-
8 Be12ium ".'5 33/35 Ponuizal .,-
9 De;mark 7� 36 Mala,7sia :6 
10.' l l  Sweden -::'l 37 Honiz Kon2 :5 
10/ 1 1  France �1 38 Chile ., .. -� 
1 :  Ireland 70 391�1 West Africa :?O 
(Republic of) 39/41 Singapore :o 
13 �ol'\,·a,· 69 39/�l Thailand :o 
1� Switzerland 68 �: Sal\'ador 19 
15 German,· F .R.  67 �3 South Korea 1 8  
16 South Africa 65 � Taiwan 17 
17  Finland 63 �5 Peru 16 
18 Austria :5 46 Costa Rica 15 
19 Israel 5� �7148 Pakistan 1� 
w Spain 51 �i/�8 Indonesia 1� 
: 1  India �8 �9 Colombia 13 
::.':3 Japan �6 50 Venezuela 1: .,.._ ,., ... --· -� Ar2entina 46 5 1  Panama 1 1  
:� Iran �1 5:? Equador 8 
�5 Jamaica 39 53 Guatemala 6 
:?6 ':i Brazil 38 
:?6i:7 Arab countries 38 
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Table 2 :  Masculinity Femininity Values (Hofstede 1 990). 
Table 4. 1 Masculinity index (�AS) values for 50 countries and 3 regions 
Score Coumry or .W.H Score Country or .\.US 
rank region score rank region score 
Japan 95 :s Singapore 48 
... Austria 79 :9 Israel 47 
Venezuela ... 30/31 Indonesia 46 .J ' ·' 
4 5  Ital\· iQ 30/31 West Africa 46 
4 '5 Switzerland 70 32/33 Turkev 4,1; 
6 Mexico 69 � -i ,� �  ,J _,  .J.J Taiwan 45 
i!S Ireland 68 3� Panama � 
(Republic of) 35/36 Iran !3 
il8 Jamaica 68 35i36 France 43 
9:10 Great Britain 66 37:'38 Spain 4: 
9 110 German,· FR 66 37/38 Peru 4: 
1 n: Philippines � 39 East Africa 41 
1 1:' 1: Colombia � .io Salvador *o 
13.'lJ Sou th Africa 63 4 1  South Korea 39 
13 -' 14  Equador 63 41 Uru2ua,· 38 
15 L'SA 6: 43 Guatemala 37 
16 Australia 61 � Thailand 34 
1� �ew Zealand 58 4'i Portugal 31 
18.' 1 9  Greece 'i"" • I 46 Chile 28 
18, 19 Hon2 Kon2 .;:- 47 Finland 16 
10,:1  Ar2entina So 48,'49 Yugoslavia : 1  
10,: 1 India 56 48/49 Costa Rica 11 
..,.., Bel2ium 54 50 Denmark 1 6  
.., .. _., Arab countries 53 5 1  �etherlands 14 
:4 Canada 51 . .., .,_ Sorway 8 
:s:26 Malavsia 50 53 Sweden 5 
:s1�6 Pak is.tan 50 
27 Brazil 49 
1 0  
Table 3: Uncertainty A,·oidance Values (Hofstede 1990). 
Table 5 . 1  L'ncenainry 3\'0idance index (UAI)  \'alues for :'0 countries and 3 regions 
SL·ore Country or c.;.4.J Score Country or C.4./ 
rank region score rank region score 
·Greece 1 1 : :s Equador 6i ., Ponuizal 10-' 19 Germany FR 65 -
, Guatemala 101 30 Thailand � .. L"ru2ua,· 100 31,·31 Iran 59 
5, 6 Be!�um 9-4 3113: Finland 59 
5 16 Sal\:ador 9-' .... Switzerland 58 �� 
; Jaoan 9: 3-' West Africa 54 
s Y�izosla\'ia 88 35 Netherlands 53 
9 Peru S: 36 East Africa �., 
10.' 15 France 86 37 Australia 5 1  
10.1 15  Chile S6 3S Norwav 50 
10.' 15 Spain S6 391.W South .�frica -.9 
10!15 Costa Rica 66 39/.W �ew Zealand ,.9 
10, 15 Panama S6 -U/41 Indonesia -+8 
101 15  Anztntina S6 4114: Canada -+8 
16/17 Turkt" S5 4"' � l'SA � 
16,' 17 Sl.)uth ·Korea 85 44 Philippines � 
1S Mexico s: 45 India .w 
19 lsratl S l  46 Mala\'sia 36 
10 Col"'mbia so 4i/-'S Great Britain 35 
:1 :: \"entzutla 76 47148 Ireland \ Repubiic of) " �, 
:1 :: Brazil 76 49/50 Hone K",n2 ,:9 =� ltaiy -� 49/50 Swedtn :9 : .. ·:� Pakistan 7U 5 1  Denmark .. � __ , 
.: .... :5 Austri�1 ill . ., .,_ Jamaica 13 
:o Tai,, an 69 53 Singapore s 
"'"'.' Ar:it'I countri�s 68 
1 1  
Table .a: Power Distance Values (Hofstede 1990). 
Table 2. 1 P1Jwer distance index ( PD I )  "alues for 50 countries and 3 regions 
Score Cowury or PD/ Scort Country or PD/ 
rank region score rank rtgion scort 
Mala\'sia 104 17/28 South Korea 60 
:.'� Guatemala 95 :9130 Iran 58 
: .. � Panama 95 19130 Taiwan 58 
� Philippines 94 31 Spain 57 
5, 6 �lexico 81 .. .., .,_ Pakistan .. ..  
5.·'f, \"enezuela 81 33 Japan 54 
Arab countries 80 34 Italy 50 
8 '9 . Equador 78 35/36 Argentina 49 
8 '9 Indonesia 78 35/36 South Africa 49 
10 · 1 1  India -� I ,  37 Jamaica �5 
10. ·1 1 West Africa 77 38 USA � 
1: Yu2osla\'iil 76 39 Canada 39 
i;  Singapore 74 � Netherlands 38 
1� Brazil 69 41 Australia 36 
15116 France 68 4�44 Costa Rica .:� 
15 '16 Hon2 Kon2 68 4:/� German,· FR .,, 
17 Colombia - 67 4�44 Great Britain 35 
1s:19 Sah·ador 66 45 Switzerland 34 
18/19 Turkev 66 46 Finland .... ,:_ ..
20 Bellliu°m 65 47/48 Norwa,· 31  
2 1::3 East Africa 64 47/48 Sweden 3 1  
21 ::3 Peru 64 49 Ireland (Republic of) 28 
� 1 .·:3 Thailand 64 50 New Zealand ..,.., 
24, :5 Chiie 63 5 1  Denmark 18 
24 :s Portu2al 63 . ., .,_ Israel 13 
26 Uru2ua\' 61 53 Austria 1 1  
27::s Greece . 60 
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attributed to the country's position on the dimension in relation to the comparison 
country. Care is taken to attribute only those behaviors that meet the definition of the 
dimension under study, however, few studies attempt to measure the degree to which the 
sample conforms to the dimensions themselves. The few researchers that do measure the 
dimensions either use existing measures of societal culture, or Hofstede's scales. 
The Structure of Intertirm Exchange Relationships 
Research concerning interfinn relations has a traditional stronghold in marketing 
focusing on buyer-seller relations in the channel. Recent research has focused on the 
integration of existing theories from several schools of thought into a single framework or 
typology that identifies business-to-business relationships that vary in purpose and 
structure (Heide & John 1992, Heide 1994, Robicheaux & Coleman 1994 ). The 
framework is usually conceptualized as a continuum ranging from discrete transactions to 
full relational exchange (Dwyer, Schurr and Oh 1987; Hiede and John 1992, Kaufmann 
and Dant 1992). This continuum of relationships differs from the traditional approach 
primarily in that it dc;,es not rely solely upon definitions of power or control over the 
trading partner to fonn the continuum, but combines both economic and socio-political 
process components equally in its fonnation (Heide 1994, Robicheaux & Coleman 1994 ) .. 
An important addition to the understanding of the structuring of relationships is 
the recognition of relationships governed by social values, rather than by contract, (Heide, 
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1 994). These socially governed relationships have resulted from a firm's need to adapt to 
uncertain, turbulent environments where, in a sense, a flexible ally is most important. In 
these situations, it is nearly impossible to write a contract that would define the roles and 
responsibilities of the parties, thus a relationship is built upon trust as a result of shared 
values (Heide and John 1 992 : Dwyer Schurr and Oh 1987). According to Stem and Reve 
( 1 980), the socio-political processes existing within a channel impact transaction cost 
and decision structures, and dictate the structure of the interfinn relationships. These 
socio-political processes will differ according to the cultural value orientation of the firms 
involved in the relationship. 
Conclusions 
In order to understand the effect of culture on international business relationship 
structures, the following must occur: I )  establish that there is a difference in cultural 
value orientations of firms from different nations; and 2) evaluate the relationship 
between their cultural value orientation and preference for interfinn relationship 
structures. For this to take place, we must be able to measure the cultural value 
orientation of fmns. 
Existing measures of culture have the following limitations: I )  measurement of 
the cultural values occurs at the societal level, therefore ignoring the specialized 
14 
environment of business in general, and the specific organization in particular, and 2) 
scales that measure cultural values in a business context are in need of further 
development, and rely upon Likert-type scales for measurement when ranking 
methodologies are more appropriate in the measurement of values. The following 
research objectives are proposed. 
Research Objectives 
l .) To develop measures of cultural value orientations that discriminate 
between cultural groups using methods appropriate for measuring values . 
2.) To develop these measures in a business context, and 
3.) To investigate the relationship between cultural value orientation and 
preferences in business relationship structures. 
Research Plan 
Five cultural value dimensions (CVD) are investigated and include: 
Individualism/Collectivism, Logic/Emotion, High Tolerance for Ambiguity/Low 
Tolerance for Ambiguity, Equality/Hierarchy, and Short-Tenn Time/Long-Tenn Time. 
Known group comparisons will be critical in establishing evidence of construct validity. 
There is a rich literature base to draw from that allows for certain well studied cultures to 
hypothetically be placed on the continuums. 
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In <?rder to evaluate the cultural value dimension measures, they must be 
compared to constructs that measure the same phenomena. Hofstede's measures are 
utilized for this comparison. In addition, predictive ability of the cultural value 
dimension is evaluated using Kaufman and Dant's ( 1992) dimensions of commercial 
exchange relationships to test the relationship between culture and interfirm relationship 
structure. Finally, the study controls for various other variables that could effect the 
relationship between culture and interfirm relationship structure, such as, industry, size . of 
firm, position in the firm, respondents' age and gender, and number of foreign languages 
spoken. 
Data was gathered from U.S. and Hungarian business managers. Within each 
country, two groups were surveyed; managers who are involved in international business 
relationships, and managers who are involved in domestic business relationships. This 
results in four culture groups for comparison. The research instrument was pre-tested in 
each culture group. The insttument was translated into the native language of each of the 
relevant culture groups. Data analysis utilized item response theory to evaluate construct 
validity. 
Cultural values mold human behavior into unique interaction systems. Our 
interactions with other people, objects and institutions in our environment are directed by 
our cultural value orientations. Any one individual may exist within several overlapping 
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yet distinct cultural value orientations. For example, a national culture, subculture, 
professional culture, and an organizational culture, may comprise the cultural value 
orientations of a marketing manager. Cultural values dictate appropriate behavior for an 
individual according to the context in which the behavior will occur. In order to 
understand the affect of cultural value orientations on the behavior of individuals acting 
in a business context, cultural values must be measured in a business context. This will 
provide a more complete understanding of which values dominate in a business context 
· for that individual or group. 
One particular area of marketing that can benefit from the development of cultural 
value dimensions is international interfinn relationships. Whether a discrete transaction 
or highly relational exchange, culture could directly affect the interactions between firms 
and trust and commitment in the relationship. Trust and commitment are critically 
important in relationship structures that rely on relational norms as opposed to contracts 
to govern the relationship. Therefore, it is proposed in this research that regardless of the 
strategic purpose of the relationship or the uncertainty of the environment in which it will 
operate, individuals and organizations will prefer particular relationship structures 
depending on their cultural value orientation. 
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Implications 
The successful development of a set of measures of cultural dimensions in a 
business context would allow for the future development of a set of cultural typologies 
based upon the dimensions. This would parallel the usefulness of other typologies used 
in management such as Meyers-Briggs. The primary difference between a cultural 
typology and the personality type.indicator (Meyers-Briggs) is the focus upon group 
orientations and classification according to cultural group behaviors, expectations, and 
perceptions; This would be useful particularly in understanding the formation of 
international business relationships and can be applied in the following ways: 
1 )  as an educational tool within the organization to aid in a better 
understanding of existing business partners. 
2) as a tool for understanding potential new partners in business and aiding in 
the quick and efficient formation of pref erred relationship structures. 
3) as an educational tool in the training of persons who will be working in 
multicultural work teams. 
The globalization of markets has become commonplace in today's business 
environment. Whether through the needs of economies of scale, protection of market, or 
the promise of an extended product life cycle, more and more businesses are entering into 
international business relationships. Therefore, _it is critical to understand the 
environment in which these relationships will take place, as well as the incredible 
variation in expectations between parties. Most everyone readily agrees that cultural 
18 
differences exist. However, the degree to which they impact international business 
relationships is not as easy to agree upon. Many times, business persons from various 
nationalities have remarked that it all comes down to money, and all cultures understand 
money . It is equally interesting that in their next breath, they inevitably list the many 
problems that they have had in international relationships. Yet, all continue to court 
international business. 
1 9  
CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
The objective of this research is the development of measures of five cultural 
value dimensions in a business context. This chapter contains a review of literature 
beginning with a discussion of the culture concept followed by a presentation of the 
historical development of cultural value dimensions. The importance of culture in 
international marketing will then be discussed and the dimensions most important to 
understanding interfirm relationships will be identified. A conceptual framework will be 
presented placing the dimensions in a business context. And finally, after a discussion of 
the conceptual framework, hypotheses will be presented. 
The Conceptualization of Culture 
There are many ways in which to conceptualize culture. This was aptly outlined 
by Kroeber and Kluckhohn ( 1952) in their historical review of literature. They collected 
and categorized over 160 definitions of culture· from various disciplines that study the 
phenomena. The definitions were categorized into six classes (see Table 5), (Sodjin et. 
20 
Table 5: Definitions of Culture (Kroeber & Kluckhohn 1965) 
A. Descriptive definitions, with an emphasis on the enumeration of content. (e.g. by Tylor 
'Culture . . .  is that complex whole which includes knowledge.belief. art, law morals, 
custom.and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society. )  
8 .  Historical definitions, with an  emphasis on social heritage or tradition (e.g. Sapir, 
'Culture . .  .is . . .  the socially inherited assemblage of practices and beliefs that determines the 
texture of our lives.'). 
C. Normative definitions, with an emphasis either on rule or way or on ideals or values and 
behavior (eg. Wissler, "The mode of life followed by the community or the tribe is 
regarded as culture . . . [it] includes all �tandardized social procedures . . . .  A tribal culture . . .  is 
the aggregate of standardized beliefs and procedures followed by the tribe.) 
D. Psychological definitions, with four subcategories: 
I .  Adjustment, or culture as a problem solving device (cg.Ford ,"Culture, in the 
form of regulations governing human behavior, provides solutions to societal 
problems.) I 
2. Learning; ( eg. Davis, "Culture ... may be defined as all behavior learned by the 
individual in conformity with a group.) 
3. Habit (eg. Tozzer, "Culture is a rationalization of habit"). 
4. Purely psychological definitions; (eg. Roheim , '  By culture we shall understand 
the sum; of all sublimations, all substitutes, or reaction formations, in short, 
everything in society that inhibits impulses or permits their distorted 
satisfaction.) I 
E. Structural definitions, with emphasis on the patterning or organizing of culture (e.g. 
Willey, " A Culture is a system of interrelated and interdependent habit patterns of 
response.") 
F. Genetic <Ujinitions, with three subcategories 
I .  Culture is a product of artifact (Willey, "Culture is 'that part of the environment 
which man has himself created and to which he must adjust himself.'") 
2. Emphasis on ideas (eg. Wissler," Culture is a definite association of complex 
ideas. 
3. Emphasis on symbols (cg. B_ain, "Culture is all behavior mediated by symbols.") 
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al ., 1 990 p20). From this study, Kroeber and Kluckhohn developed their own 
comprehensive definition of culture: 
Culture consists of patterns. explicit and implicit, of and for behavior 
acquired and transmitted by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievement of 
human groups, including their embodiments of artifacts; the essential core of 
culture consists of traditional (i.e. , historically derived and selected) ideas and 
especially their attached values; culture systems may on the one hand be 
considered as products of actions, on the other as conditioning elements of further 
action, (p357). 
This definition, however, is unwieldy. Researchers still must take it upon 
themselves to define exactly what they mean by culture, knowing that the concept has 
become so wide and general (Bohannan, 1973), that it must be delineated at the beginning 
of any theoretical discussion to alleviate the inevitable semantic confusion that would 
otherwise result. Following in that tradition, this paper will discuss the culture concept, 
it's variations, and the approaches that define various disciplines that study the 
phenomena. Finally the concept most appropriate for this research will be discussed. 
The Nature of the Culture Concept 
Over the years, volumes of research have been conducted in trying to underst?.nd 
culture, how it is acquired, how it changes, and what it impacts . .  Generally, it is agreed 
that culture is learned; that it is shared; that it used to adapt people to the natural and 
social environment; that it varies; and that it is manifested in social institutions, thought 
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patterns or ideology, and material objects/technology, (Herskovits 1 967, LeVine 1 988 :  
Nanda 1987). Most researchers would agree that culture is  the part of the environment 
created by humans, whether through technology or thought (Herskovits, 1967; Triandis 
1988 p. 1 22). That is, that culture is nurture, not nature. It is not biological, but social. It 
is created through interaction of humans with other humans and their environment. 
Culture is learned. The process of learning one's culture is termed enculturation. 
Enculturation begins at birth and continues throughout our lives. Cultural learning occurs 
when people interact. What is transmitted from one individual to the next is not agreed 
upon by researchers. Whether we term it behavior, ideas, or traditions, researchers seem 
to be in agreement that initially parents have the highest degree of cultural transmission to 
their child. Culture is also transmitted by other individuals and sources including media, 
peer groups, non-parental relatives, siblings, other non-related individuals as well as from 
children to parents, (Cavalli-Sforza et al 1982; Boyd and Richerson, 1980 1982, Druham 
1976, 1977, 1982; Pulliam 1982; Ruyle 1973; Werren and Pulliam 198 1  ). 
What is important to remember is that cultural learning or transmission is dynamic 
across time. We continue to build on our experiences throughout life with new 
experiences and interactions adding and supporting our previous cultural understandings 
or causing dissonance as disconfirming information is presented. "The difference 
between the nature of the enculturati ve experience in the early years of life and later, is 
that the range of conscious acceptance or rejection by an individual continuously 
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increases as he grows older," (Herskovits 1 967 p.25). The adult only has to make 
conscious decisions of acceptance or rejection of ideas or behaviors when he or she is 
presented with a new situation. Therefore, it is enculturation that allows most behavior 
and perceptions of behavior to occur below the level of conscious thought. As a result, 
most individuals will subconsciously evaluate the appropriateness of a particular behavior 
according to the connotations and meanings associated with the behavior in that context 
in their own cultural value system. 
Culture is shared. A particular culture is made up of a set of inter-related 
behaviors, beliefs, symbols, and or objects, that are shared by individuals who are part of 
that culture. Culture exists between individuals as the communication process or overall 
language used to understand the needs of each other. "Those who hold that culture exists 
by and �f itself emphasize that traditional ways of life continue generation after 
generation, without reference to the span of life of any given person." (Herskovits 1967 
p.8). Culture is very complex ! "In populations of considerable size, with a high degree 
of specialization and a class structure, it is beyond the capacity of any one person to know 
his entire culture." (Herskovits 1 967, p. 8). It is because of this complexity that 
researchers usually defme only a part of culture as their area of research interest. 
Culture is an adaptive system. As people are socialized, or enculturated, they are 
learning the behaviors accepted by their culture for adapting to the physical and social 
environment. These behaviors, whether focussed upon physiological needs or 
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interpersonal interaction, are not necessarily the most efficient behavior for the task at 
hand. Each adaptive behavior is just one of many possible solutions to the problem faced 
by those existing in that environment, (Nanda 1987 p. 78). 
Humans must learn to sort through an enormous amount of information in their 
environment. Adaptive behaviors and behavioral systems have developed over the 
centuries, allowing humans to function in their environment with a high level of 
effectiveness. These adaptive behaviors are passed from one person to the next as 
culture. What you believe, how you solve problems or make decisions, or even what you 
consider appropriate to consume, is shaped by your cultural value system. 
Culture varies. Within any culture, there is variation in any particular individual's 
behavior from accepted cultural norms. These behavioral variations are quite acceptable 
within the scope of variation allowed in a culture. "It is only when the limits are 
overstepped that we become aware of them," (Nanda 1987 p. 73 ). In addition, there are 
wide variations in behavior, beliefs, and artifacts, between cultures. Some researchers 
purpose that the variation between cultures is decreasing as intercultural communications 
increase. However, "It has become abundantly clear that . . .  world cultures as a whole are 
resisting homogenization, even as they eagerly embrace Western consumer goods and 
bureaucratic forms" (LeVine 1988 p. 80) . 
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Disagreement on the Concept of Culture 
Where researchers differ is in the focus of their investigations into culture. These 
different foci can be categorized according to White's ( 1959) tripartite view of culture 
consisting of the following subsystems: 
1 .  Ideological Subsystem: c<?ntains ideas, beliefs, and knowledge as expressed with 
language or symbols and includes mythologies, philosophy, science, and common 
sense as well as legend, theologies and folk wisdom. 
2. Sociological subsystem: consists of interpersonal relations expressed in patterns of 
behavior which could include social, kinship, economic, ethical, political, 
occupational and professional systems. 
3 .  Technological subsystem: consists of  the material, mechanical, physical and 
chemical instruments as well as their techniques for use. 
Investigations into the beliefs held by members of a culture would focus on the 
ideological subsystem. Investigations into familial roles would focus on the sociological 
subsystem. Investigating the individual objects or products preferred by members of a 
culture would focus on the technological subsystem. To simplify, studies can be placed 
into the categories based upon the level of analysis used in the research. In the 
ideological subsystem, the individual is the focus; in the sociological. subsystem, the 
group is the focus; and in the technological subsystem, objects and artifacts are the focus. 
Each of the three subsystems are highly interrelated and directly as well as indirectly 
affect each other. 
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Equally important to the focus of the research is the discipline or approach used in 
investigating the phenomena. Culture is studied in a wide variety of disciplines. each 
with its own theories, conceptual models and preferred methodologies. The following 
discussion will review the approaches most applicable to understanding how culture 
affects behavior of the individual; these include anthropology, psychology, sociology �d 
the interdisciplinary areas of social psychology, and cultural psychology. The approaches 
not discussed include, among others, those which focus on historical development, 
structural description, and evolution of cultures. 
Anthropology. There are two broad areas of belief within anthropology 
concerning culture, (Rohner 1 984). The first views culture as behavior. The second 
views culture as a system of symbols, or meanings in the minds of multiple individuals. 
The line between these two views is blurry. Currently the dominant view is the second 
one -- that culture should be defined as a symbolic meaning system, (Rohner 1984, p 1 1 9). 
Rohner also states that historically, anthropologists have purposed the belief of cultural 
homogeneity where it is assumed that members of a culture share the same cognitions and 
motivations, (Murdock 197 1 ;  Wallace 1970). An opposing and more current view is that 
individuals in a culture share approximate or equivalent learned meanings. For example, 
two individuals within a culture understand the tenn or symbol of 'father' , but have 
differing personal emotions, and experiences that are associated with that symbol. 
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Psychology. Psychologists are traditionally interested in individual human beings. 
The primary focus of study is the individual's mental processes. These processes are 
traditionally analyzed with little, if any, reference to cultural setting in which they were 
found. Three schools of psychology have most stimulated the study of the individual in a 
cultural setting; Behaviorism, Gestalt or Configural, and Psychoanalysis (Herskovits 1967 
p. 3 1  ). 
Behaviorism emphasizes conditioned response. Learning can be a conditioning 
process. Investigations into how culture is learned are greatly enhanced by conceptual 
and methodological tools borrowed from behaviorism. 
Gestalt psychology and its focus on the whole of the phenomena emphasizes 
viewing the individual within his or her culture as a part of the whole. "To differentiate 
the individual from his culture, leads inevitably to a distorted perspective on behavior, " 
(Herskovits 1967 p. 32). 
Freud's work had the greatest impact from psychoanalysis. The emphasis upon the 
first five years of life in forming personality prompted anthropologists to study children, 
their lives and their training, in non-literate cultures. Freud's focus on sex in his studies 
also encouraged anthropologists to add the sexual habits of various cultures into their 
studies. 
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It is possible to place the psychological approaches into two schools of thought 
concerning the usefulness of the culture concept (van de Vijver, and Hutschemaekers, 
1 990, pp5-6.). 
( 1 )  Culture as a 'Gestalt' of ideas, practices, norms and meaning that organize 
behavior as a system: Other similar approaches view culture as a system, a 
set of interrelated and inextricably linked elements; and as a 'superordinate 
organizer' with a pervasive influence on its constituent elements (e.g. , 
Peters, 1 978). 
(2) Culture as a molecular structure: An immense set of distinct, often loosely 
related variables such as level of education, ecological constraints, 
economic (actors and so on. Culture is a summary label of these variables; 
cultural differences are the sum of differences on the variables (Segall, 
1984 ). Metaphors such as 'unwrapping the packaged variable culture', 
(Whiting, 1 976) and "peeling the onion called culture" (Poortinga et al, 
1 987) have been used to clarify the molecular structure of the concept. 
In addition, there is concern in psychology that concepts and methodologies do 
not have a universal validity but are only appropriate for a restricted cultural setting. This 
implies that classical psychological concepts and methodologies developed in a western 
cultural context are not suited for the study of other cultures. 
An opposing view maintains that psychological concepts and methods are 
basically valid across cultures. Here, western developed concepts and methodology is 
taken to be essentially useful in nonwestem cultures. This position is typically used in the 
natural sciences, where methodologies concerning the measurement of tangible entities 
are the focus of research. 
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Sociology. Sociology traditionally focusses upon the group or collective, and its 
role in society. One of the more prolific social scientists recognizing the role of culture. 
was Talcott Parsons. Parsons, along with many others, developed the 'theory of reasoned 
action' which delineated the domains of personality, social system and culture . The 
domains are define4 as follows, (Parsons and Shils 1 962, p. 7): 
Personality: is the organized system of the orientation and motivation of action of 
one individual actor, 
The social system: is made up of the relationships of individuals. It is a system 
which is organized around the problems inherent in or arising from social 
interaction of a plurality of individual actors rather than around the problems 
which arise in connection with the integration of the actions of an individual actor. 
The social system is not a plurality of personalities. 
Culture: apart from embodiment in the orientation systems of concrete actors, and 
existing as a body of artifacts and as systems of symbols, culture is not in itself 
organized as a system of action. Therefore, culture as a system is on a different 
plane from personalties and social systems. 
Parsons and Shils ( 1 962) identified three major classes of cultural patterns that are 
useful when viewing the differentiation of motivational orientation: systems of ideas or 
beliefs; systems of expressive symbols; and systems of value orientations. 
The theory of reasoned action is a holistic view of the structure and interaction of 
the individual and the society as expressed through behavior. Parson's writings have 
heavily influenced the development of interdisciplinary areas of social psychology and 
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cultural psychology, providing a framework for investigation of the interaction of groups 
and individuals. 
Social psychology/Cultural psychology. Social psychology has developed as an 
overlap between sociology and psychology. An increasing amount of research is being 
conducted in cross-cultural social psychology, where comparisons are made between 
cultures (Bond 1988, Smith & Bond 1993). Social psychologist's are those researchers 
who take a psychological approach to understanding the influence of society on the 
individual. Areas of research include; group decision making, leadership, social 
deviance, conflict and cooperation, and obedience to authority. When researchers in this 
area make cross-cultural comparisons, they rely upon the theory base of cultural 
anthropology to help explain their findings. 
Cultural psychology is an area that has developed between anthropology and 
psychology. This area has developed out of the search for understanding the meaning 
behind behavior expressed by an individual in a particular context (van de Vijver and 
Hutschemaekers 1990 p. l ). The following list of research topics compiled by Fortmann 
( 197 1 )  delineate the domain of cultural psychology (pp. 203-204): 
1 )  the influence of cultural elements on the individual, 
2) the influence of the individual on his or her culture, 
3)  the way in which the individual experiences cultural institutions, 
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4) psychological mechanisms which are used by a culture, 
5) human characteristics as a function of cultural factors, 
6) the relation between culture and mental health, and 
7) the relation between cultural factors and ·national character .  
Cultural psychology and cross-cultural social psychology share the same theory 
base with little delineation between the two areas. The primary difference occurs at the 
level of analysis with cross-cultural social psychology focussing on groups, and 
individuals in group interaction; and cultural psychology focussing on the individual as 
the level of analysis. Both, however, rely predominantly upon the measurement of 
cultural values in identifying differences between cultures. Whether measured by the 
ranking of values, or by inferring values through expressed behavior; research 
predominantly compares value orientations across cultures, and the relationships between 
values and various behaviors, prc�ercnces, and attitudes . 
Le Vine's ( 1982 p.4) definition of cul� will be used in this study, which states 
"an organized body of rules concerning the ways in which individuals in a population 
should communicate with one another, think about themselves and their environments, 
and behave toward one another and toward objects in their ·environments. The rules are 
not universally or constantly obeyed, but they are recognized by all and they ordinarily 
operate to limit the range of variate in patterns of communication, belief, value, and 
social behavior in that population. "  Le Vine's focus is on the rules of communication 
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which link cognitive to the sociological subsystem. However, the effect of these rules 
upon the ideological subsystem and technological subsystem is also important in his 
view. 
What are Values 
It is important to understand what is meant by the term value. Value has various 
meanings in marketing ranging from the values held by an individual, to the monetary 
value of a product. This research is concerned with the theoretical construct of value as 
defined by Rokeach ( 1970, 1973) where value is "an enduring belief that a specific mode 
of conduct ... is personally or socially preferable to an opposite mode of conduct". Values 
are assumed to be central to cognitive organization of the individual and to serve as a 
basis for the formation of attitudes, beliefs, and opinions (Rokeach· 1 970, 1973; Williams 
1968 ; Alwin & Krosnick 1985). "Many values remain unconscious to those who hold 
them. Therefore they cannot be discussed, nor can they be directly observed by outsiders . 
They can only be inferred from the way people act under various circumstances" 
(Hof stede 199 1 p. 8) .. 
Rokeach ( 1970, 1973) extensively defined the properties of values and their 
relation to other psychological constructs such as beliefs, and attitudes. His work stands 
as the basis for most conceptualizations of value and value systems. The following 
sections outline his views concerning the properties of 'values'. 
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Values as beliefs. According to Rokeach ( 1968) There are three types of beliefs: 
descriptive or existential beliefs, those capable of being true or false ; evaluative beliefs, 
wherein the object of belief is judged to be goo� or bad; and prescriptive or proscriptive 
beliefs, wherein some means or end of ·action is judged to be desirable or undesirable . A 
value is a belief of the third kind, judging actions as desirable or undesirable . "A value is 
a belief upon which a man acts by preference" (Allport, 196 1 ,  p. 454 ) .  
Values, like all beliefs, have cognitive, affective, and behavioral components. To 
say that a person has a value is to say that cognitively he or she knows the correct way to 
behave. A value is affective in the sense that a person can feel emotional about it. A 
value has a behavioral component in the sense that it is an intervening variable that leads 
to action, (Rokeach 1973 ). 
Values and Attitudes. An attitude refers to an organization of several beliefs that 
are all focussed on a given object or situation. A value is a single belief that transcends 
objects and situations, (Rokeach 1973). "Value is a more dynamic concept than attitude, 
having a more immediate link to motivation. If an attitude also has a motivational 
component, this is so only because the valenced (valued) attitude object or situation is 
perceived to be positively or negatively instrumental to value attainment" (Rokeach 
1973). 
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Antecedents and consequences of values and value systems. "Values have a long 
history as theoretical constructs used by social scientists to explain the behavior of 
individuals. they have been shown to influence perception, affect problem solving, 
detennine the selection of alternatives, and help coordinate and stabilize behaviors in 
social systems. "  (Bamberger, 1986, Segal, Segal and Niemczycki 1993). Values are a 
result of all the cultural, institutional, and personal forces that act upon a person 
throughout his lifetime, and have far-reaching effects on virtually all areas of human 
behavior, (Rokeach 1973). 
Cultural Values and International Marketing 
Differences in cultural values between organizations pose 'cultural risk' (Terpstra 
& David 199 1 ). The interaction between firms with different cultural orientations set the 
stage for miscues and misunderstandings that can cause a lack of trust by either 
participant. In addition, costly mistakes can occur causing millions of dollars in damage 
to the companies involved (Terpstra & David 199 1). 
Anecdotes of business blunders fill international marketing and management 
textbooks (Czinkota Ronkainen Moffett & Moynihan 1995 ; Czinkota & Ronkainen 1995; 
Cateora;· 1994; Deresky 1994; Hodgens & Luthans 1994; Terpstra & David 199 1 ). Each 
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blunder incurs financial ramifications for the firms through wasted negotiations; lost 
purchases, sales, and contracts ; and poor customer relations . (Czinkota et al , 1995) .  
Parkhe ( 199 1 )  noted that "effective handling of such cultural differences must 
begin with developing an understanding of the other's modes of thinking and behaving . 
For .example, reflecting on the failed AT&T - Olivetti alliance, AT&T group executive 
Robert Kavner regretted, 'I don't think that we or Olivetti spent enough time 
understanding behavior patterns' (Wysocki 1990)". 
Culture affects the international firm in several ways: 1) difficulty in establishing 
a single organizational culture when a firm is comprised of multi-national employees; 2) 
difficulty in serving the market when cultural differences exist in the consumer; and 3) 
difficulty in establishing interfirm relationships across cultural boundaries. Individually, 
these problems are difficult to resolve, combined they can lead to failure. The first two 
have received extensive treatment in the management and marketing literature. It is the 
third are� international interfirm relationships, that is just beginning to be investigated, 
and is the subject of this investigation. 
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Interfirm Relationships 
Despite the importance generally ascribed to the idea of exchange, marketing 
research has largely neglected the relationship aspect of buyer-seller behavior 
while tending to study transactions as discrete events. The lack of attention to 
antecedent conditions and processes for buyer-seller exchange relationships is a 
serious omission in the development of marketing knowledge (Dwyer, Schurr aQd 
Oh 1987). 
The activities that take place between firms invo�ved in buyer-seller transactions 
can be described according to the level of involvement required by the two parties. 
Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh ( 1 987) presented a framework that places exchange relationships 
on a continuum from discrete transactions to relational exchange according to Macneil's 
( 1980) typology. A comparison of the endpoints of the continuum is provided in Table 6. 
All exchange relationships have some level of relational exchange properties, even 
though some exchange transactions should be considered practically discrete, (Dwyer, 
Schurr and Oh 1 987). This overt recognition of the relational aspect of exchange has 
developed into the area of research: relationship marketing. Relationship marketing 
concentrates on the relational aspects of exchange as opposed to purely contractual short­
term profit based exchange transactions. The point of which is the realization of higher 
profits over the extent of the relationship. Higher profit occurs through the use of 
interf mn relationships to enter new markets and disperse risk associated with the new 
market. Relationship marketing is a relatively young area of research. Research is . 
needed to understand relationship formation, its antecedents and its consequences. 
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Table 6: A Comparison of Discrete and Relational 
Exchange (Dwyer Schurr and Oh, 1987) 
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Dwyer, Schurr and Oh ( 1987) present a model delineating the relationship 
development process (see Figure 2). This process consists of four phases - Awareness, 
Exploration, Expansion, and Commitment - that result in a set of shared values and 
governance structures between the two parties. In addition, the authors propose several 
subprocesses that occur to deepen the dependence of the two parties and move the 
developing relationship from one phase to the next. One of the subprocesses is norm 
development. Norm development occurs in the exploration phase of the relationship and 
provides guidelines and expected patterns of behavior. The authors acknowledge the fact 
that norms of behavior exist within each party prior to any interaction between the two 
parties and are brought into the relationship. These norms guide perceptions of social 
exchange and exert powerful influences on behavior (Dwyer, Schurr & Oh 1987 p. 18). 
As the two parties interact, new relational norms are developed specific to their shared 
relationship. Relational norms is a higher order construct consisting of multiple 
dimensions (Macneil 1980, Heide & John 1992, Kaufmann and Dant 1992). These 
dimensions explore the strength or interconnectedness of the relationship and include 
measures of: relational focus, solidarity, restraint, role integrity, conflict resolution, 
flexibility, mutuality, and information exchange ([see Table 7] Heide and John 1992; 
Kaufmann and Dant 1992). The development of relational norms results in the building 
of trust between the two organizations. 
Trust is an important element in defining the strength of relationships, and is 
essential to sustaining long-term relationships (Rocha 1993). The interaction of two 
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Figure 2: The Relationship Development Proc� 
(Dwyer, Schurr and Oh 1987) 
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Table 7: Definitions of Relational Norm Dimensions (Kaufmann & Dant 1992) 
RELATIONSHIP SOURCE DEFINITION 
NORM 
Relational Focus Macneil 198 1 :  The commercial exchange process is comprised of both the individual 
Kaufmann and Dant discrete transactions and the relationship which encompasses them. 
1 992 Relational focus reflects the extent to which the exchange relationship is : 
perceived as relatively more important to the parties than the individual 
transactions. I 
Solidarity Macneil 1 98 1 : Solidarity refers to the process by which an exchange relationship (as 
! I 
Kaufmann and Dant distinct from a series of transactions) is created and sustained. In the 
1 992: Hiede and John more discrete fonns of governance. the parties rely on :inns-length 
1 992 bargaining and legal enforcement to create and sustain each transaction. 
To accommodate more complex and indefinite relational forms. 
i However. the parties rely on trust and other internal process. 
Mutuality Macneil 198 1 ;  Mutuality implies the requirement of a positive incentive to exchange for 
Kaufmann and Dant both parties. Under discrete governance. the parties require positive 
1 992 outcomes fonn each discrete transaction and envision the monitoring of 
each transaction as if it were the last and. therefore the only event 
capable of delivering the desired outcomes. Under relational exchange, 
the panics expect generalizes reciprocity emanating from the ongoing 
and indeterminate relationships. 
Flexibility Macneil 198 1 :  I f  change is to occur in the contracts between parties do that they 
Kaufmann and Dant confonn to changes in the environment, it must either be envisioned and 
1 992; Hiede and John permined within the existing relationship (relationship exchange) or it 
1992 must be possible for the outdaled transactional specifications to be 
terminated and new, appropriate ones created (discrete transacting). 
Role Integrity Macneil 198 1  ; To provide the necessary predictability for contracting relationships. the 
Kaufmann and Dant roles of the panics must remain relatively $table. the more discrete the 
1992 transaction, the more simplistic become the roles to be maintained by the 
parties. By contrast. relational exchange requires the parties to maintain 
highly complex and multidimensional roles. 
Resuaint Macneil 198 1 ;  Contracts can be seen as the mutual creation of rights and obligations 
Kaufmann and Dant limited only by their specification. Under discrete governance structures 
1992 those rights will be exercised subject only to limitation by the law. This 
is the natural corollary to the arms-length bargaining which produces 
those rights. While recognizing dw such legitimate power exists. more 
relational governance st:ructures created expectations that its use will be 
voluntarily limited. This dimension reflects the degree to which the 
parties restrain their use of legitimaae power. 
Conflict Resolution Macneil 198 1 :  The more relational an exchange becomes. the more a separate and 
Kaufmann and Dant distinct social order is crated within the relationship itself. In discrete 
1992 transacting. conflict resolution is  a formal external process (e.g. 
litigation). in relational exchange, conflict resolution is infonnal and 
intemal. 
4 1  
firms will occur, and continue, only if each perceives the relationship as an attractive one 
(Hallen et al 199 1  ). Trust and power are two mechanisms that allow firms to interact. 
The relationship process evolves over time as the actors mutually and sequentially 
demonstrate their trustworthiness (Hallen et al. 1 99 1  ). According to Bond and Forgas 
( 1984 ), trust (in equal status relationships) is equivalent to subordination. That is, in 
those relationships where power cannot ascertain that behavior will be appropriate, trust 
is what takes its place and allows the relationship to function. In cross-cultural 
relationships the establishment of trust can be difficult. "The acts of trust may differ from 
culture to culture; the need for the guarantee of trustworthiness will be invariant," (Bond 
& Forgas 1984 P. 348). 
Trust is a critical element in successful relationship marketing (Morgan and Hunt 
1 994). According to Morgan and Hunt ( 1994) "Relationship marketing refers to all 
marketing activities directed toward establishing, developing, and maintaining successful 
relational exchanges. " The authors present a conceptual framework (see Figure 3) where 
relationship commitment and trust are central to successful relationship marketing for the 
following reasons: relationship commitment and trust encourage marketers to 1 )  work at 
preserving relationship investments by cooperating with exchange partners, 2) resist 
attractive short-term alternatives in favor of the expected long-term benefits of staying 
with existing partners and 3) view potentially high risk actions as being prudent because 
of the belief that their partners will not act opportunistically. 
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Figure 3: The KMV Model of Relationship Marketing (Morgan and Hunt 1994) 
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Shared values are a precursor to trust and commitment in the relationship (Dwyer 
Schurr and Oh 1 987; Morgan and Hunt 1 994) . Shared values and the behaviors 
expressingn those values are developed and reinforced over the life of the relationship. 
These shared values and norms of the relationship exist within the value set of the 
individual organizations as well as the individuals involved in the interactions. In order 
to accept a particular norm, it must fit within the existing value orientation of the 
individual or organization involved in the relationship. Therefore, the cultural value 
orientation of the organization acts a:s an antecedent to the formation of relational norms 
which affect the level of trust and commitment that exist within the relationship (see 
Figure 4 ). By referring back to the conceptual framework of value orientations presented 
by Segal et al, (Figure I ), as an illustration of the interaction of various value orientations 
in which an individual or organization operates, it is evident that the systems must 
compliment one another. Relationship norms accepted by a particular group or individual 
are a set of context specific behaviors that are in accordance with existing value 
orientations. Value orientations can be conceptualized as a set of individual dimensions 
forming a continuum between opposing values. It is unknown as to the number of 
cultural value dimensions that exist, however those that have been identified in the 
literature have proven extremely useful in understanding behavioral differences across 
cultures, 
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Antecedent to Relationship Formation 
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Identification of Cultural Dimensions 
Before discussing the cultural value dimensions that have been identified in the 
literature, it is important to understand the history behind their development. A brief 
discussion of their development will be followed by a discussion of the dimensions that 
have been identified and the research that lead to their discovery. 
Historical development of cultural value dimensions 
Research on cultural value dimensions developed from an era of governmental 
funding during the world wars that promoted research on the enemy in order to design 
propaganda and negative stereotypes. This research attempted to measure the construct 
'National Character'. National character is theorized as the personality of a nation, that is, 
the personality shared by the citizens of a nation. Primarily the approach and theoretical 
base came from anthropology, therefore, the following assumptions were made 
concerning national character in accordance with the conceptualization of culture at that 
time: 
1 )  virtually all individuals behave in conformity with the prescribed norms of 
their society (Inkeles and Levinson 1969); 
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2) it is that personality structure that is most congenial to the prevailing 
institutions and ethos of the society (Lint 1946; Kardiner 1939) ; 
3) it consists of those traits that are required for effective functioning in a 
given society (Fromm);  and 
4) its components are relatively enduring personality characteristics, higher · 
abstractions that refer to stable, generalized dispositions or modes of 
functioning and may take a great variety of concrete behavioral forms. 
Currently, sharp disagreement exists concerning the assumptions made by these 
early researchers (lnkeles and Levinson, 1 969). It is now recognized that great variety in 
values exist within nations ,  even those nations that are quite homogeneous. Therefore, 
existence of a single national personality is unlikely. The second assumption has little 
empirical evidence for support. Much of the research occurred at the level of the 
institutions, and societal systems, therefore, any national character identified through this 
approach would naturally match with the institutions and ethos of the society. The third 
assumption is rejected due to the disagreement over what equals efficient functioning in a 
society, as well as, recognition that many behaviors considered appropriate in a particular 
culture are not always the most efficient for the task. Finally, the fourth assumption is 
rejected by those holding the viewpoint that values are under continuous development as 
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the individual is exposed to multiple influences supporting or negating his or her current 
value system. 
Because of the funding purposes that began national character research, as well as 
the intended and unintended ways in which the resulting information was used, the area 
garners a negative reaction from most researchers. Typical of the time, this information 
was used to stereotype nationalities as inferior or superior, and behaviors as right or 
wrong. 
Modal personality. Recognition· that not all individuals in a given society 
conform to a single dominant character type, as well as, disagreement with some of the 
anthropological assumptions concerning the conceptualization and measurement of 
culture, lead research to the next area of inquiry termed 'Modal Personality'. Modal 
personality is quite similar to national character in that it is trying to capture the 
similarities shared by a group of individuals that make that group distinctly different from 
another. Modal personality is concerned with the extent to which patterned conditions of 
life in a particular �iety give rise to certain distinctive patterns in the personalities of its 
members, (Inkeles & Levinson, 1968). Growing interest in the study of deviant behavior 
lead researchers to realize that the individual's conformity to a given culture was 
dependent upon the degree to which the individual had internalized these dominant 
cultural values. 
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Linton ( 1945; 1949) delineated modal personality from national character by 
theorizing a modal distribution of various personality types to be present within any 
single national boundary. He used the statistical concept of mode to explain that there are 
a great variety of individual personality patterns, and that a modal personality is one that 
occurs with considerable frequency within a society. In addition, it is possible to have 
more than one 'modal personality' within a given society, (lnkeles & Levinson 1 969). 
The various modal personalities would presumably equate to various subcultures within a 
society. While modal personality refers to distribution modes of individual personalities, 
national character predominantly addressed group phenomena, where rituals, institutional 
structures, folklore, mass communication media and other collective variables were 
measured. 
Inkeles and Levinson ( 1969) provided a review of the existing literature bases and 
the state of the art concerning modal personality research. After an extensive review of 
the literatures, they proposed that research should concentrate on the development of a 
limited number of psychological issues that meet the following criteria. 
1 )  They should be found in adults universally, as a function of maturational 
potentials common to man and of sociocultural characteristics common to 
human societies. 
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2) The manner in which they are handled should have functional significance 
for the individual personality as well as for the social system, in that their 
patterning in the individual will affect his readiness to establish, accept, 
maintain. and or change a given sociocultural pattern. 
From these criteria, and based on the findings and theories in the existing 
literature of the time, Inkeles and Levinson ( 1969) proposed the following as common 
basic issues that cross national/cultural boundaries. They proposed that these issues guide 
the research efforts in the field: 
l .  Relation to Authority: Viewed as an aspect of personality, the individual's 
relation to authority includes at least the following aspects: 1 . ) his ways of 
adapting behaviorally in interaction with authority; 2) his personal 
ideology, that is, his beliefs, values, and attitudes regarding authority and 
authority-subordinate relations; and 3) the more central fantasies, defenses, 
and conception of authority and self that underlie and are reflected in his 
behavior and ideology. 
2. Conception of Self. An individual's conception of himself is ordinarily 
many-sided and internally contradictory. To determine and interrelate its 
many facets is no small undertaking. We need to know which facets of the 
self-conception are unconscious; which facets are conscious and how they 
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are regarded (for example, with pride, resignation, guilt, or casual 
acceptance); what the person thinks he is , what he would like to be, and 
what he expects, eagerly or anxiously, to become. Pervading the overall 
conception of self will be the individual's concepts of masculinity and 
femininity ; his values, in the fonn of both moral prohibitions and ideals; 
and his modes of dealing with inner dispositions and with external 
opportunities and demands. 
3. Primary dilemmas or conflicts, and ways of dealing with them: control of 
aggression, maintenance of self-esteem, trust vs mistrust, autonomy vs 
shame and doubt, initiative vs guilt, industry vs inferiority, identity vs role 
diffusion, intimacy vs isolation, modes of cognitive functioning, styles of 
expressive behavior, handling of major dispositions· (such as aggression, 
dependency, curiosity, and homosexuality) 
Categories of investigation into modal personality include: psychoanalytic theory, 
which places the research in the conceptual framework of dynamic systems (id, superego, 
ego) and structural systems of consciousness; learning theory, which views the individual 
as acting in an environment according to conditioned responses and focus on childhood 
training; and value-motive-trait theories, which emphasize values and/or motives as 
fonning enduring personality traits that operate as important factors in societal integration 
and change (lnkeles & Levinson 1969). 
5 1  
Value-motive-trait theories focus mainly on the individual's orientation to his 
social world. Its researchers have been criticized due to a seemingly unstructured 
approach to the phenomena. Values chosen for research are rarely placed in a larger 
framework and you are left pondering the importance of those chosen for study. A 
second criticism by psycholo�ists is the values chosen are not systematically related to 
other dimensions of personality. This may all be due to the high percentage of 
anthropologists who work in this area where they are quite accustomed to defining a 
small area to research, and are generally not as concerned with personality theory. The 
critisisms from pyschologist are primarily based upon methodological differences 
between the two disciplines. Due to the anthropoligists' interest in cultural values rather 
than a focus on personality, the existence of the cultural value dimensions was identified. 
�odal personality research has made one of its largest contributions to the 
literature through the identification of dimensions of culture. Cultural value dimensions, 
or value orientations, are conceptualized as being universal in that they have meaning 
across cultures. This allows cultures to be compared, according to their position on a 
dimension in relation to other cultures. Table 8 contains a list of the dimensions that have 
been identified, along with its source and definition. Each will be briefly discussed in the 
following section. 
Dimensions of Culture. Clyde Kluckhohn et al, ( 195 1 ;  1962) defined value 
orientations as "� generalized and organized conception, influencing behavior, of nature, 
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of man's place in it, of man's relation to man, and of the desirable and nondesirable as 
they may relate to man-environment and interhuman relations" .  This definition is pan of 
an in-depth explanation of the theory of reasoned action lead by Parsons and Shils ( 1 95 1 ;  
1 962 ). As part of the theory, Parsons and Shils identified five cultural value dimensions ; 
Affecti vity/ Affectivity Neutral, Universalism/Particularism, Self-Orientation/Collective 
Orientation, Ascription/Achievement, and Diffuseness/Specificity (see Table 8). 
Florence Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck ( 196 1 )  continued the research of value 
orientations and identified a "limited number of common human problems to which all 
people at all times must find some solution" (p. 10). Each problem has a limited number 
of solutions each existing within all cultures and differentially preferred. The individuals 
in a particular culture are characterized by some dominant profile of orientations to the 
problems, rank ordered in preference of the alternative solutions. Each of the identified 
common human problems and their possible solutions are listed below: 
1 )  · Human Nature Orientation: Answers the question "What is the character 
of innate human nature?" 
Evil: ·Puritan view, human nature is basically evil but perfectible, constant 
control and discipline of the self are required if any real goodness is to be 
achieved, and the danger of regression is always present. 
Good and Evil : although control and effort are certainly needed, lapses cart 
be understood and need not always be severely condemned. 
Good: No known societies, yet theoretically possible . 
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2) Man-Nature Orientation: Answers the question "What is the relation of 
man to nature?" 
Subjugation to nature: fatalism, there is nothing a man could do in the face 
of natural occurrences. 
Harmony with nature : there is no real separation of man and nature. 
Mastery over nature: natural forces can be overcome and put to use of 
human beings, it is part of. man's duty to overcome obstacles, God helps 
those who help themselves, emphasis upon technology. 
3) Time Orientation: Answers the question "What is the temporal focus of 
human life?" 
Past: tradition, nothing new can happen, it has all happened before 
Present: little attention to past, and future is vague. 
Future: change is a positive value. 
4) Activity Orientation: Answers the question "What is the modality of 
human activity?" 
Being: preference is for the kind of activity which is a spontaneous 
expression of what is conceived to be given in the human personality. 
Being in becoming: emphasizes that kind of activity which has as its goal 
the development of all aspects of the self as an integrated whole. 
Doing: demands the kind of activity which results in accomplishments that 
are measurable by standards conceived to be external to the acting 
individual. 
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5) Relational Orientation: Answers the question "What is the modality of 
man's relationship to other men?" 
Lineal : group goals are primary with continuity through time. 
Collateral : primacy of the goals of the laterally extended group. 
Individualistic: the individuals goals are primary. 
In the United States for example, the dominant orientations are individualism, 
future time, mastery over nature, doing, and a conception of human nature as evil but 
perfectible, (lnkeles & Levinson 1969). 
In a more data driven approach, Hofstede used data from a morale survey given to 
IBM employees across the globe at two different time periods. The sample canvassed 
1 1 7,000 employees across 53 nations over the two applications. Factor analysis revealed 
four dimensions that discriminated between the country groups. His study provided 
strong support for the existence of four universal dimensions of culture; 
individualism/collectivism, masculinity/femininity, uncertainty avoidance, and power 
distance. 
Hofstede's work supported dimensions proposed throughout various literature 
bases including, sociology, anthropology, and psychology. His dimensions correlate with 
Inkeles and Levinson's proposed basic issues as follows: 
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1 )  Social inequality, or relation to authority (Power Distance). 
2) The relationship between the individual and the group 
( lndi vidualism/Collecti vism and Masculinity /Femininity) 
3) Ways of dealing with uncertainty, relating to the control of aggression and 
the expression of emotions. (Uncertainty Avoidance) 
Many criticisms of the study exist. The most troubling comes from Hof stede 
himself who states "Obviously, these items from the IBM questionnaire do not totally 
cover the distinction between [the four identified dimensions] .. .in society . They only 
represent the issues in the IBM research which relate to this distinction" (Hofstede 1 99 1  
p. 52). What Hofstede has managed to do is provide evidence that the four dimensions 
exist and discriminate between cultures. The criticisms that exist do not fault this part of 
the research, they focus on the representativeness of the sample (Hunt 1 98 1  ; Shackleton 
_and Ali 1 990), the validity of the claims made by Hofstede concerning the application of 
the dimensions (Triandis 1 982), the ethnocentrism of the items used to measure the 
dimensions (The Chinese Culture Connection 1 987), and the weakness of the items' 
ability to serve as a set of measures for the dimensions identified. 
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Categorization of the Cultural Value Dimensions 
The cultural value dimensions identified in the literature and listed in Table 8, fit 
into the following six categories based upon the realm of human behavior on which they 
focus : Interpersonal Interaction Orientation, Ambiguity Orientation, Human Nature 
Orientation, Natural Environment Orientation, Time Orientation, and Activity 
Orientation. The categories and the cultural value dimensions they contain are listed in 
Table 9 and described below: 
Interpersonal Interaction Orientations. This category contains dimensions of 
culture that guide the behaviors used by individuals to interact with one another in a 
meaningful way. Fourteen separately identified cultural value dimensions fell within this 
category. The dimensions were collapsed into six subcategories based on similarity in 
conceptualization. The six subcategories include; 1) Individualism/Collectivism 
(Kluckhohn & Strodtbeck 1 96 1 ;  Parson & Shils 1 95 1 , 1 962; Hofstede 1 980; McClellend 
196 1 ), 2) Logic/Emotion (Parson & Shils 195 1  1962; Hofstede 1980 199 1 ), 3) Specificity 
Diffuse (Parsons & Shils 1 95 1 1 962), 4) High/Low Context (Hall 1976), 5) 
equality/hierarchy (Parsons & Shils 195 1 1962; Hofstede 1 980 1 99 1  ), and 6) Need for 
Achievement (McClelland 1 96 1 ;  England & Misumi 1 986). 
Ambiguity Orientations. This category contains dimensions of culture that guide 
the behaviors utilized by an individual when dealing with ambiguity. This subcategory 
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contains the cultural value dimension of Uncertainty Avoidance (Hof stede 1980, 199 l 
[see Table 9]). 
Human Nature Orientations. This category contains the dimensions of culture 
that guide the behaviors that result from base beliefs about the nature of humans. This . 
subcategory contains the cultural value dimension of human nature orientation 
(Kluckhohn & Strodtbeck 1 96 1  [see Table 9]). 
Natural Environment Orientations. This category contains the dimensions of 
culture that guide the behaviors that result from base beliefs held by an individual 
concerning nature and the natural environment. This subcategory contains the cultural 
values dimension of Man-Nature orientation (Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck 196 1  [see Table 
91). 
Time Orientations. This category contains the dimensions of culture that guide 
the behaviors that result from the base beliefs of an individual about the control of time, 
and the importance of past, present, and future activity. This subcategory contains the 
cultural value dimensions of Time orientation (Kluckhohn & Strodtbeck 1962) and 
Monocbronic/ Polycbronic Time (Hall 1976). 
Activity Orientations. This category contains the dimensions of culture that guide 
the behavior of an individual as it pertains to the purpose and meaning of activity. This 
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subcategory contains the cultural value dimension of activity orientation (Kluckhohn and 
Strodtbeck 1962). 
Each of the twelve cultural value dimension sub-categories has received 
considerable attention in the literature. Table l O is a listing of the research that has been 
conducted in the business literature utilizing cultural value dimensions. The studies listed 
range from those investigating the existence of the dimension in a business context, to 
those that utilize the dimension to explain differences between groups. 
It is impractical to attempt to develop all of the identified cultural value 
dimensions in a single study. A choice has to be made to reduce size of the study to one 
that will not overwhelm the respondent. Five dimensions were selected from this list for 
further investigation based upon the importance of the dimension in understanding the 
interfinn interaction behavior in the development of exchange relationships; and evidence 
that the dimension is meaningful across cultures, based upon the available information in 
the literature addressing the dimensions (see Table 10). The five cultural value 
dimensions chosen for further study include : Individualism/Collectivism, Logic/Emotion, 
Equality/Hierarchy, Ambiguity Orientation, and Time Orientation. All five of these 
dimensions have received considerable attention in the literature (see Table 10). The first 
three dimensions belong within the Interpersonal Interaction Orientation Category which 
focusses on the behaviors that allow individuals to interact in a meaningful way. This 
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category of cultural value dimensions is central to understanding the formation of 
interfirm exchange relationships. Dimensions not chosen from this category were 
specificity/diffuse, High/low context, and Need for achievement. Each of these would aid 
in understanding the behaviors that occur in a business context, but are not as directly tied 
to the formation of interfirm relationships. Ambiguity Orientation addresses the comfort 
level of the individual or firm, with ambiguous or uncertain situations. This is important 
in understanding an individual's need for reducing uncertainty in the environment, the 
behaviors that they feel reduce uncertainty, and those behaviors that are considered full of 
risk. This dimension is, therefore, important in the formation of business relationships in 
that it defines the level and type of controls required by each firm in order to assure 
relative safety in the relationship. The fifth dimension to be studied is Time Orientation . 
Recent research comparing Japanese and American firms has highlighted the importance 
of the time orientation of a firm on their approach to business strategy and relationships. 
The time orientation of a firm will define the purpose of its business relationships and 
therefore affect all aspects of their formation. 
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Defining the Cultural Value Dimensions 
Individualism/Collectivism 
Individualism/collectivism has developed a large amount of research interest (Hui 
& Triandis 1986; Hui & Villareal 1989 ; Gudykunst et al. 1992; Earley 1993 ; 
Trompenaars 1993; Bochner & Hesketh 1994; Bochner 1994; Hofstede 1980 199 1 ;  Bond, 
Leung & Wan 1982; Bond et al , 1985). "Individualism and collectivism constitute 
probably the most important dimension(s) of cultural differences in social behavior" 
(Kagitcibasi, 1989 p. 76). The other dimensions by comparison, have barely been 
recognized. This research interest has only strengthened the understanding of this 
dimension and illustrates the usefulness of this approach to understanding the concept of 
culture. 
In defining cultural value dimensions there is difficulty in showing that the end 
points are true polar opposites, as opposed to two separate yet correlated dimensions. In 
the case of individualism/collectivism researchers are split. 
Triandis leans toward the true dichotomy group when he defined individualism as 
"giving priority to personal goals over the goals of the ingroup," and collectivism as 
"giving priority to ingroup goals over personal goals". Hui and Villareal ( l  989) have a 
similar definition where "Individualists believe that the self is the basic unit of survival, 
7 1  
while collectivists hold the view that the unit of survival lies in a group or several 
groups." 
Schwartz ( 1990) feels the dichotomy is insufficient, and states that "the presumed 
greater concern of collectivists for collective interests does not extend beyond their 
ingroup. Strangers may starve or suffer exploitation, and public areas may be used as 
refuse dumps without violating 'collectivist' values, if collectivism is defined in terms of 
the narrow ingroup. It is therefore desirable to distinguish ingroup collective from 
universal collective goals," ( 1990 p. 14 1). 
Hui and Triandis ( 1986) view individualism/collectivism as a cultural variable as 
well as a personality variable. A culture would be labeled as collectivistic when there are 
a majo�ty of persons in the society or culture whose beliefs, feelings, emotions, ideology, 
and actions are collectivistic. Collectivism is viewed as a 'cluster of a wide variety of 
beliefs and behaviors', which come under one of the following seven categories defined in 
Table 1 1  (p229-230.): 1) Considerations of implications (costs and benefits) of one 's own 
decisions and /or actions/or other people,· 2) Sharing of material resources; 3) 
Sharing of nonmaterial resources,· 4) Susceptibility to social influence; 5) Self­
presentation andfacework; 6) Sharing of outcomes; and 7) Feeling of involvement in 
others' lives. 
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Table 1 1 :  Dimensions of Collectivism (Hui & Triandis 1986). 
I )  Cons1dtrations of implications (costs and btntfits) of ont 's own dtcisions and /or actions for othtr ptoplt. 
2) 
Individualists decide and act on the basis of whether an action leads to personal gain The major focus of 
concern is on oneself or, at most . some close loved ones (e.g. nuclear family). On the other hand. collectivists 
consider the implications of their actions for wider collectives. 
SharinR of mattrial rtsources. In a collectivist culture resources are always pooled. In modem days, sharing 
of material resources signifies a network of relationships. Loaning. borrowing, and giving are all ways of 
building or maintaining a social network of reciprocation; collectivists would go to great lengths to maintain 
social relationships by this means. Individualists, on the other had, value independence and self-sufficiency. 
In an Individualist culture, everyone has his or her own bank account. every familia its own appliances. 
3)  Sharing of nonmaterial rt sources. Nonmaterial resources by their very nature, are less tangible and usually 
not returnable. Because they are nonmaterial, it is often difficult to specify co-owners of such resources. . . .. 
Each person has his or her own time, and expending it implies not getting it back forever. Although these 
resources are not tangible or returnable, reciprocation of another kind may still follow. Collectivists expect 
this to happen. thereby building up or strengthening the social network. Individualists, however, are less likely 
to reason in this manner. As argued earlier, individualists believe that persons should take care of 
themselves. 
4) Susceptibility to social influence. Collectivists are likely to be more conforming than individualists. 
Collectivists are more likely to go along with the group to avoid being rejected. This is likely a complicated 
process with various reasons for the conformity, however the end result is the same. Individualists have many 
ingroups, and are therefore less dependent on any one ingroup. Collectivists are attached to their ingroups and 
only if ingroup membenhip is extremely costly are they likely to leave iL Due to the high value placed on 
harmony, confonnity occurs even at high costs to the individual . 
.S) Self-presentation and faceworlc. Collectivists are very concerned with gaining the approval of the collective 
and feel shameful if they fail to get it. The individualist is more motivated by guilt than shame. The 
individualists answers to the self (conscience) or some superordinate entities (government. God. etc.). Loss of 
face is not as imponant to an individualist because acceptance by a certain group is not a major purpose in 
life. 
6) Sharing of outcotMs. Collectivists value interdependence and believe the human race is intricately woven 
together. A persons misbehavior may harm many, and bring shame. or disgrace to an entire family or clan. 
Individualists believe that you can 'do your own thing.' A failure by an individualist is viewed as a personal 
failure and not a reflection on the group. The group may respond to the failure with a shrug of "tough luck" or 
a sympathetic comment. 
7) Feeling of ;nvolvewwnt in otlwn' livu Collectivists not only share in other peoples lives, they believe the 
outcomes our their outcomes as well. For example, parents in collectivistic cultures are directly involved in 
the selection of children's jobs, friends, spouses etc. Individualists have a segmented social world, and are 
involved in only a very few persons lives. This involvement however is very specific, not as broad � the 
collcc1iviSL Many of the decisions that collectivistic parents would make for their children would be defined 
u 'none of dleir bulinaa' by individualistic cultures. 
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Individualism is important in understanding motivation. In cultures with high 
individualistic values, the emphasis is placed on challenging work that allows for full use 
and development of individual skills, freedom to choose , and high importance placed on 
personal time. Collectivism, on the other hand, places value on identification with the 
group, its goals and needs. What is best for the group is best for the individual . High 
importance is placed on conformity, group processes and relationships. Firms who 
support highly individualistic values are more likely to place individuals in positions of 
power, set goals· for individuals as opposed to groups, view competition as a positive 
motivator. Firms who support highly collectivistic values are more likely to use 
consensus decision making, set group goals and view cooperation as a positive motivator. 
Logic/Emotion 
The dimension of Logic/Emotion is defined as the importance of fact or logical 
reasoning in contrast to the importance of emotion, intuition and social relations. 
Cultures who fall on the emotion side of the continuum will value the relationship itself 
and consider it most important, while cultures who fall on the logic side of the continuum 
will value the product of the relationship as it meets the goals or purpose that initiated the 
interaction. Finns that are logically based will make decisions based upon fact, prefer 
profit goals, and monetary rewards. Firms who are emotionally based will make decisions 
based on feeling, prefer social or relationship goals, and rewards of appreciation. 
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Rocha ( 1993) delineated between cultures based on systems of personal 
relationships and those based on interpersonal systems. (See Table 12). The following 
consequences occur based on these two systems: 
1 .  In personal relationships systems, networks tend to be based on pre-existing 
personal connections between its members rather than in 'economic rationality . ' 
2. In personal relationships systems, trust among members of a network tends more 
often to precede contractual arrangements while impersonal systems trust more 
often is a result of a relationship established after a contractual arrangement. 
3.  Conflictual relationships are less threatening to the existence of a network in a 
personal relationships system. 
4. To enter an existing network may require much more time in a personal 
relationships society than in an impersonal one. 
5 .  The strength of bonds may be much higher in a personal relationships system than 
in an impersonal one. 
6. Reinforcement of the strength of bonds is not as dependent on continuous 
successful cooperation as in an impersonal system. 
7. The degree of intrabond tension may be quite different when personal 
relationships exist. 
8. High levels of intrabond tension in a relationship may not affect the strength of 
the relationship in a personal relationship system. 
9. Open conflict will take more time to be expressed in a personal relationships 
based network. 
10. Because of the personal feelings involved, rebonding may be substantially more 
difficult in a society ruled by personal relationships. 
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Table 12: Definitions of Personal Relationship and Impersonal Systems 
(Rocha 1993) 
Definition of Personal Relationships (Rocha p. 93-94.) 
I . ) are dominant in a society when a person's identity is defined by his or her connections to others. These 
coMections may not have been chosen by the individual. they may result from binh. the choice of others. 
marriage etc. 
2.) Because personal relationship systems arc typically hierarchical. there tends to be a dominance of vertical 
relationships, that is. those that occur between superiors and subordinates. 
3.) social hierarchies are based on connections, which. int tum, define rights and obligations of each members 
of the social system. 
4. ) Personal relationship societies arc often characterized by an exacerbation of the antagonism between what 
is defined as the in-group and the out-group . . . . .  When this occurs, it is not uncommon to have different 
codes of ethics applied to insiders and outsiders. 
Impersonal Systems: 
I .) all members of a social group are wonh the same, although they may have different status and play different 
roles . The law is applied the same way to every member (Smith 1964): no privileges are associated to 
personal ties of any kind. These societies tend to adopt the ideology of equality ( Dumaon 1983 ). 
Inequality is accepted only when it results from some 'naturel' order ( Such as intelligence, personal 
achievements or individual effons) or deriving form specific roles played by each individual in society. 
2.) Horizontal ties between group members tend to be more common, since they prevail where relationships are 
by choice, between peers, (Damana 1990). 
3 ). Instead of rivalry , competition. as well as cooperaeion, are expected behaviors of individuals who see each 
other as equals. 
4.) Where impenonal rules dominate, mutual obligations are explicit and clearly defined with respect to their 
timing and nature. 
5.) Because one code of ethics is applied indiscriminarely to every member of society, even to those seen as 
belonging to the out-group ( for example recent immigrants) receive the same benefits defined by law, 
provided they are explicitly under its protection. 
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. Equality/Hierarchy 
The equality/hierarchy dimension is based on the power distance dimension 
defined as "the extent to which the less powerful members of institutions and 
organizations within a coun�ry expect and accept that power is distributed unequally." 
(Hofstede 1991 p. 28.) 
Power distance is the amount of power held by authority as generally viewed by 
the middle class of a culture. This dimension's endpoints are high and low power 
distance. Some cultures give total power to the authorities while others require 
consultation. This can be illustrated in the work place with the amount of collaboration 
expected between managers and employees as it differs by national as well as corporate 
culture. Finns with high power distance will be more autocratic, with centralized 
decision making structures and view the manager or supervisor as the authority. Firms 
with low power distance will be more participatory with decisions being made by those 
with the information and skill. 
"In the large power distance situation superiors and subordinates consider each 
other as existentially unequal; the hierarchical system is f cit to be based on this existential 
inequality" (Hofstede 1991  ). Therefore, the dimension used in this study will be termed 
equality/hierarchy orientation. 
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Ambiguity Orientation 
Ambiguity orientation is based on Hofstede's uncertainty orientation dimension. 
Cultures with low tolerance for ambiguity feel threatened by uncertain or unknown 
situations. They shun ambiguity. "People in such cultures look for a structure in their 
organizations, institutions, and relationships which makes events clearly interpretable and 
predictable. "  (Hofstede 199 1  p. 1 1 6) 
Laurent found the following statements to be strongly correlated with Hofstede's 
UAI (in Hofstede 1 99 1  p. 1 22.). 
Most organizations would be better off if conflict could be eliminated forever. 
It is important for a manger to have at hand precise answers to most of the 
questions that his subordinates may raise about their work. 
If you want a competent person to do a job properly , it is often best to provide 
him or h�r with very precise ins�ctions on how to do it. 
When the respective roles of the members of a department become complex, 
detailed job descriptions are a useful way of clarifying 
An organizational structure in which certain subordinates have two direct bosses 
should be avoided at all costs. 
Low tolerance for ambiguity results in higher levels of rules and regulations to 
reduce uncertainty. In the work place, a culture with a low tolerance of ambiguity will 
require high job stability, centralize the authority in the finn, record decisions in 
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contracts, and prefer tangible defined reward structures. Firms with high tolerance for 
ambiguity will have more decentralized authority, consider decisions as flexible or 
negotiable, and prefer more general or ambiguous rewards. 
Time Orientation 
Time orientation addresses whether the culture is oriented toward the past, present 
or future. Cultures oriented toward the past will base decisions, processes, and hierarchy 
upon tradition and history. Present oriented firms take an active approach with short term 
planning, acknowledgment of present ability and skill. Future oriented firms value long 
term planning, change and progress, and acknowledge skill potential. 
This dimension is probably most usefully defined as short-term and long-term 
time orientations (Hofstede 1991  ). Short term oriented cultures focus on the present and 
have little patience for the future. This is translated into the business environment with 
short term goals, and immediate gratification. Short term oriented cultures are usually 
more willing to accept change in any form it may take as members maneuver to reach 
their short term goals. Long-tenn time oriented cultures look to the future and depend on 
the past. In the business environment this takes the fonn of long-tenn goals having 
priority, and rewards such as profit or praise can wait. Long-term time oriented cultures 
connect past, present, and future into a continuous chain of events. As a result, respect of 
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tradition is evident in business practices. Experience is important, and is reflected in the 
appointing of managers and decision makers who have had the required amount of 
experience to know how to manage. Change is greeted in the context of the continuous 
flow of events from the past to the future and is either accepted or rejected based upon 
how critical it is in reaching long-term goals. 
Placing the Dimensions in a Business Context 
As stated previously, it is important that the cultural value dimensions are 
operationalized in a business context. In order to accomplish this task, the business 
context must be delineated. This can be accomplished through an investigation of 
existing measures of organizational structures and processes. 
Studies in organizational structure have analyzed the organization according to the 
number of hierarchical levels, degrees of centralization, formalization, specificity of 
tasks, as well as the contextual factors such as level of uncertainty in the environment, 
level of technology in the organization. According to Smith and Tayeb ( 1988), the 
organizational processes important in understanding a firm's decision making structure 
include: power and authority relationships; the handling of uncertainty and risk taking, 
reliability, interpersonal trust, and honesty; dedication, loyalty and commitment; 
motivation, reward, and inducement; control and discipline; coordination and integration; 
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and communication, consultation and participation. These variables exist in firm 
structures across cultures. When perception free measures of structure were used to 
analyze organizational structures across cultures, few differences were found. Inzerelli 
and Laurent ( 1983) oppose these findings: "Even if the structure of different 
organizations may appear the same on some objective dimensions, the meaning of 
structure to the organization members may be quite different, and this difference may be 
important in influencing their behavior. " Supporting their statement, Inzerilli and Laurent 
found there to be significant differences in the ways that French managers and American 
managers viewed organizational structure. French managers expressed views consistent 
with a social concept of structure, while American managers consistently expressed views 
of an instrumental conception of structure. 
Inzerilli and Laurent ( 1983) are not alone in their investigation of cultural 
differences in perception of organizational structure and processes. Comparative 
management research has documented differences in processes of communication, 
negotiation, reward, roles in the organization, goal setting, time use, and decision making 
including who has the power to make decisions ([see Tables 1 3  through 23], Hofstede 
1980 1991 ;  Harris and Moran 1979; Ali 1988; Punnctt and Jain 1989; Elashmawi & 
Harris 1993; Hall 1976; Hall & Hall 1990; Parkhc 199 1  ). 
Figure 5 depicts the conceptual framework delineating the five cultural value 
dimensions in the context of business. The purpose of this framework is the 
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Table 13: Key Differences Between Long-Term and 
Short-Term Orientation Societies (Hofstede 1991). 
Table 7.2 l\.ey J iHcn:ncc" bet ween "horHcrm and lont?·tcrm orientation socictic5 
Shorr-,�"" nric111a1io,r 
Respect for m1Jit it1n" 
Rc�pcct for �cial and c;rnt us ohli-
2at ion" rc1rnrdll!s5 of co�t 
Social prcs�ure to 'kcer Ufl with the 
Jonese"· e,·cn if it mean� o\'crsrcnding 
Sm.a l l  c;avin�" 4uo1c: . l iulc� money for 
in,·c�tmcnt 
Quick rc5uh� cxpcct�J 
Concern wi th  · face · 
L<mg-ttrm oric111a1io11 
Adaptation uf traditiun5 to a modern 
COIHCXt 
Respect fur �ocinl and statu5 obli­
gnt ions within l i anit5 
·narifl .  being 5paring with rcsoun:cs 
Larie sa,·ings quote . funds available 
for invc1u1ncnt 
Pcr5cvcrancc towards 5low rc5ult� 
Wiflinlmes5 10 5uhurdinatc oneself for a 
purpose 
Com:crn with rcsrccting the dcananu5 
of Virtue 
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Table 14: Key Differences. Between Weak and Strong 
Uncertainty Avoidance Societies (Hofstede 1991). 
Tablt 5.2 Key differences between weak and strong uncenainty avoidance socie· 
tic:s . 
I: general norm. family .  school. and workplace 
\\ ·eak wictrraimy a,•oidance 
Cncenainty is a normal feature of life and 
. each day is accepted as it comes 
Low stress: subjecti\'e feeling of well-
.. bein2 
A22ression and emotions should not be 
sho;;·n 
Comfortable in ambiguous situations and 
,,·ith unfamiliar risks 
Lenient rules for children on what is dirty 
and taboo 
\\"hat is different . is curious 
Students comfonable with open-ended 
learnin2 situations and concerned with 
200d discussions 
T cachers may say ·I don't know· 
There should not be more rules than is 
stnctl\' necessan· 
Time is a frame,,·ork for orientation 
C1Jmfortable feelin1 when lazy: 
hard-working only when n�eded 
Prc:cision :ind punctu:ilit� ha,·e to be 
lcarn�d 
Toler:ince of dt\'iant ·and inno\'ati,·e ideas 
and bch:i,·ior 
�loti\'ation by achie,·ement and esteem or 
b�k,n!Jin1ness 
Strong uncertain()' a,·oidance 
The uncertaint,· inherent in life is felt 
as a continuous threat which must be 
fou2ht 
High stress: subjective feeling of 
anxietv 
Auression and emotions ma,· at 
proper times and places be ventilated 
Acceptance of familiar risks: fear of 
ambi2Uous situations and of unfamiliar 
risks -
Ti1ht rules for children on what is 
dirt,• and taboo 
What is different. is dan1er�us 
Students comfonable in structured 
learning situations and conc-emed ,,ith 
the right answen 
Te.ichen supposed to ha\'e all the 
answen 
Emotional need for rules. e\'en if these 
will ne\'er work 
Time is mone\' 
Emotional need to be bus\': inner ur2e 
to work hard • -
Precision and punctu:ility come natur· 
alh· 
Suppression of de"iant ideas and be­
ha,·ior: resistance to inno,·ation 
Moti\'ation b,· securit,· and esteem or 
bclonging.ness 
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Table IS: Key Differences Between Small and Large Power 
Distance Societies (Hofstede 1991). 
Table 2.3 Key differences between small and large power distance soc-icties. 
I :  general norm. family. school. and workplace 
Small powtr disranct 
Inequalities among people should be 
minimized 
There should be. and there is to some 
extent . interdependence between less 
and more powerful people 
Parents tre:it children as equals 
Children tre:it parents :is equals 
Teachers expect initiati\·es from 
students in class 
Teachers are c:xperts who transfer 
impersonal truths 
Students treat teachers as equals 
More educated persons hold less 
authoritarian \'alues than less educated 
penons 
Hierarchv in or2aniz:itions me:ins an 
inequalit�· of roies. established for 
con"enienc: 
Decentralization is popular 
�arrow salary ran1c: between top and 
bottom of oriranization 
Subordinates· c:1pect to be: consulted 
The ideal boss is a resourceful 
democrat 
Pri\'ile\!es :ind statu� s,·mbols are 
frowne·d upon 
Largt powtr disranct 
Inequalities among people are both 
expected and desired 
Less powerful people should be 
dependent on the more powerful: in 
practice.  less powerful people are 
polarized bet�·een dependence and 
counterdependence 
Parents teach children obedience 
Children treat parents with respec:: 
Te:u:hers are e�pected to take all 
initiati\'eS in class 
Teachers are gurus who transfer 
personal wisdom 
St�dents treat teachers with respect 
Both more and less educated persons 
show almost equally authoritarian 
\'llues 
Hierarchy in organizations reftects the 
existential inequality between higher­
ups :ind lower-downs 
Cc:ntralization is popular 
Wide salary range between top and 
bottom of oraanization 
Subl,rdinates e�pec:t to be told what to 
do 
The ideal boss is a �ne,·olcnt autocrat 
or tood father 
Pri,·ileies and status s�·mbols for 
mana,ers are both e�pected and 
popular 
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Table 16: Key Differences Between Collectivist and 
Individualist Societies (Hofstede 1991). 
Table 3.3 Ke\' differences between collectivist and individualist societies . 
I: jener.il norm. family. school. and workplace 
ColltctH"ist 
People are born into extended families 
or other ingroups which continue to 
protect them in exchan1e for loyalty 
ldentit,· is based in the social network 
to which one belonn 
Children learn to think in terms of ·we· 
Harmon,· should alwavs be m3int3ined 
and direct confrontations a\'Oided 
Hi2h-context communication 
Trespassin1 leads to shame and loss of 
face for self and !fOUp 
Purpose of education is leamin1 how to 
do 
Diplomas provide ent�· to hi1her status 
groups 
Relationship employer�mployee is 
percei\'ed in moral terms. like a family 
link 
Hiring :ind promotion decisions take 
emple,,yees· in1roup into :iccount 
Management is mana1ement of 1roups 
Rc:lauonship prt\'ails o,·er t:isk 
/ndfridualisr 
Eve�·one grows up to look after himi 
henclf and his/her immediate (nuclear) 
famil\' onh· 
Identity is· based in the indi\'idual 
Children learn to think in terms of ·J' 
Spe:iking one's mind is a·characteristic 
of an honest penon 
Lov.·-context communication 
Trespassin1 leads to guilt and loss of 
self-respect 
Purpose of education is learning how to 
learn 
Diplom3s increase economic worth 
and/or self-respect · 
Relationship employer�mployte is a 
contract supposed to be b:ised on 
mutual adnnta1e 
Hirin1 and promotion decisions are 
supposed to be based on skills and rules 
onh· 
�13na2ement is m:ina2c:ment of 
indi"iduals 
-
Task pre,·:iils over relationship 
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Table 17: Key Differences Between Feminine and 
Masculine Societies (Hofstede 1991 ). 
Table -'·l Ke\· differences between feminine and masculine )">Cieties. 
I: general norm . fami�y. school. and workplace 
Feminine 
Dominant \'alues in society are carin1 
for others and preser'\·ation 
People and warm relationships are 
important 
E\'erybody is supposed to be "!'odest 
Both men and women are allowed to 
be tender and to be concerned with 
relationships 
In the famih·. both fathers and mothers 
deal with facts and feelings 
Both bO\'S and rirls are allowed to en· 
but neither should ftJht 
Sympathy for the weak 
A\·erage student is the norm 
Failin1 in school is a minor accident 
Fnendliness in teachers appreciated 
Boys and girls stud�· same subjects 
Work in order to li\·e 
�lana,ers use intuition and strive for 
consensus 
Stress on equality. solidarity. and 
quality of work life 
Resolution oi conflicts by compromise 
and ne1otiation 
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Masculine 
Dominant \'alues in societv are mater.al 
success and progress 
Money and things are imponant 
Men are supposed to be asseni\·e. 
ambitious. and tou1h 
Women are supposed to be tender and 
to take care of relationships 
In the famih·. fathers deal with facts 
and mothers with feclin1s 
Girls en·. bo,-s don"t: bo\'s should fi1ht 
back when attacked. rirls shouldn"t -
fi&ht 
.. 
s,,-mpathy for the strong 
Best student is the norm 
Failin1 in school is a disaster 
Brilliance in teachers appreciated 
Boys and girls study different subjects 
Live in order to work 
Managers e.!pected to be decisive and 
assenive 
Stress on equity. competition among 
collea1ues. and performance 
Resolution of conflicts b�· fi&hting them 
out 
Table 18: U.S. Values and Possible Alternatives (Harris and Moran 1979). 
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Table 19: Similarities and Differences Between Arab and 
American Managers (Ali 1988). 
Tab/� 5.  Simi larities and Difference between Arab an<l American Mana�cr,; 
Prrdom1N1nt 
C lulrartrrrsllC's 
Decision S1ylc 
Ne1011111on S1yle 
Work Oncn11uon 
AniNda Toward OrJan· 
,z.auonal Au&honry 
Business Conduct 
Communu:auon System 
Reward Sysiems 
Moeiv111onal Syacm 
RecNiunau or PerMJn. •• 
Use of Muqcmcn& 
Consulaanu 
Arah Strrn�·� 
E;ah1anan. emphasis on peer 
approval and 111n rcnonal 
accep11ncc. 
Cunsuh11ive 
Ritual. display I hith desired 
for lon1-1cm1 relations. affcc-
1ive. e.1 . .  1PJIQ1s 10 e� 
1ions and fcelin;s. conces­
sion seckin1. 
Hard work is I vimlC in the 
li1h1 of the needs of man and 
the nccas11y ,., �t:.olish 
equilibrium in one's individ· 
ual and social life. Funily 
and work are the center of 
life. 
Neccsu,y 10 avoid chaol and 
10 build I funily·rype en· 
v1ronment. 
Hi1hly personalized. emphasis 
on holmly, moral upccu. 
and verbal conunnmcnt. doc· 
umcnwion is noc hi1hly re-
1arded. 
Facc-10-face. informal. urpnt. 
emphasis oa human illleftSl. 
and was acca cue scudics 
or eumples of how pro-
1rams have benefited the 
pcoptc. 
Accep1 6onpvi1y and senion1y­
onentcd pay inc:rases. em· 
phls11 on reco,nitaoa by the 
supcnor ro, • Sood job by 
1hc 1roup and pmoeal 
powth IS I pan of lnunM• 
ity. 
MoeivatMJII coma hum 1uc:ial 
relauons. 1nterpcnouJ trans· 
actiolll. cpJi&anM value. 
and oppor1unity 10 set paid 
ror belpifta �. 
Informal . ......  ly .iudl-· 
bued. empllull Oft humaa 
relauona IIPICI of die iftdi. 
vNJu&I pcrfonnMCe. 
Hi1hly sub,cctive. sclectiOft de· 
pends on penonaJ COIIUCtl . 
Mpouun. re110M1ism. and 
family name. 
A. 11p of IOfflllhin1 is 1oin1 
MOnl, l&sed only 1n cns11 
11tua11oa. 
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Amrri,·un StrriJl\'f't' 
Matcnalisuc li._es .. .., hcc:ling 
and dealing," cmr,ham on 
opponunui� 10 l?et ahead . 
Parlk:i('llliYC 
Direct, seekin1 shorHcrm rela· 
lions, emphasis on racu Uld 
loeical analysis. ;  concessions 
are made on occuiun. 
Hard work is I vinue by itself, 
wort is 1he center of lire. 
lnq,onuc 10 1hc euenl lhal it 
racilitaaa wont. less empha· 
sia on hicnn:hical relauons 
and Nia. 
Impersonal, emphasis on 
results, lhrivm1 on competi· 
lioa, p,nanlUlship. calcu· 
laaed risks. and maneuvcnn1. 
documencation is hi&hly \'II• 
ued. 
A.II directions wrine11. rouunc, 
formal. cn111es in manipula· 
11011 of fact1. which is jUSli• 
fled lhroup 1hc manipulative 
'1leaibic ethics." 
Sellioricy incrusa in r,ay are 
nut as effective u merit. in• 
ccnuve awards. oppununi1y 
for advancement. and monc) 
is eawmcly imponan1 be· 
ame it's the "name of the ..... " 
Muaiv••• cn1ra '"""' hi1h 
achievement. hierarchical ad· 
Yanc:cmeftl and rnalCf'ial ...... 
--------
A. ... -oncaled and wflllPCd 
imo lhc orpaa&aioa's ,._. 
.... lyateffl, pnerally oejec• 
UYC·ha.• and cmphll�i• on 
immediate rccdbaclL. 
Relalively objective. slandard 
devetofled. merit and ellperi• 
cnce are constdered. 
Hiply re1uded and used fre· 
qucntly. 
Table 20: Contrast of Japanese and American Management Philosophy 
(Punnett and Jain 1989). 
Exhibit J. Contrast of Management Philosophy 
Japan�s� Norrh Am�ncan 
AUitudt Toward Empioy111 
Personal well-beinJ: 
OrJanizauon a system of personal 
relauonship: 
Qua!it�· conl101 cin:les based on 
belief thac cause of poor perfor­
mance unkno""·n and workers 
will find causes; 
Concern with person; 
Life-time employment 
In-house tn.11un1 u 1eneralist; 
Promote from wnhin: 
OutsWldinJ performance nOl 
equated to fut movement up 
ranks: 
Collective decisions. use .. Rinsi" 
system: 
Top rnana1ement coordinates de­
cisions and nuddle mana1ement 
fonnulatcs: 
Middle mana1en shapen of solu­
tions to problems: 
Personal maners left II home: 
OrJwzation a system of roles; 
L.iym of inspeaon based on be· 
lief ttw worken boldin1 back. 
need to be checked on: 
Concern with prod1lct: 
Shon-term employment; 
Specific skill t:rliniD1 11SCful: 
Promoce on accomplishments: 
Performance must be re,.·ll'ded 
quickly widl promcxiaa, pay in­
creases; 
Individual decisions. implementa­
tion involves lobbym1 or coer­
cion: 
Top manapmem formulates deci­
sions middle maaapment feeds 
i.nformation; 
Middle rnanqm functional spe­
cialists ,..ho � OUt bosses 
orders: unanimity based OD 
WtD!lose: 
Confflc:t RIIOlulioD 
Resolution involves loat•term 
·penpecuve; 
DisapNmat widl superior often 
bul police: 
Oispu&es settled dvou1h conferral 
and aust: 
Sbon-ram penpective: 
Disqnemnt widl aq,erior sel­
dom but violenc; 
Conflict solved by orden. 
caadoa-win/lole; 
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Table 21 :  Cultural Contrasts in Motivation (Elashmawi and Harris 1993). 
I 
:•lanaaement 
Style 
Con1r0J 
Emotional 
Appeal 
Recoarution 
Material 
Awards 
Threats 
Cultural 
Values 
Cultural Contrasts in Motivation 'S 
American Japanese 
Leadership: Persuasion: 
Friendliness Functional group 
activities 
Independence: Group hannony 
Decision-makins; 
Space: rune: 
Money 
Opportunity Group 
participation: 
Company success 
Individual Group identity; 
contribution Belonlini to 
i'J"OUP 
Salary: Annual bonus: 
Commission: Social services; 
Profit· Frinre benefits 
sharini 
Loss of job Out of aroup 
Competition: Group hannony; 
Risk-takins; Achi"ement 
Material Belonlini 
possession: 
Freedom 
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I Arab 
Coachins: 
Personal 
attention: 
Parenthood 
Of others/ 
parenthood 
Religion: 
S ationalistic: 
Admiration 
Individual status; 
Class/ society; 
Promotion 
Gifts self/ family: 
Family affair: 
Salary inc:reue 
. 
. -
· ·-
Demotion: 
Reputation 
Reputation: 
Family security; 
Reliaion: 
Social status 
Table 22: Comparison of Monochronic and Polychronic People 
(Hall and Hall 1991). 
Kev CONCE PTS 
al izat ions l isted below do not apply equal ly to a l l  cultures, they 
wi l l  help convey a pattern : 
MONOCHRONIC PEOPLE 
do one thing at a t ime 
concentrate on the job 
take t ime commitments 
(deadl i nes, schedu les) 
seriously 
are low-context and need in­
format ion 
are committed to the job 
adhere re l i g ious ly to plans 
are concerned about not dis­
turbing others ; fo l low ru les 
oi privacy and consideration 
show great respect for private 
property; seldom borrow or 
lend 
emphasize promptness 
are accustomed to short-term 
relationships 
9 1  
POL YCHRONIC PEOPLE 
do many thi ngs at once 
are h ighly distractible and 
subject to interruptions 
cons ider t ime commitments 
an objective to be 
ach ieved, if possible 
are h igh-context and already 
have information 
are committed to people and 
human relationsh ips 
change plans often and easi ly 
are more concerned with 
those who are c losely 
related (fami ly, fr iends, 
dose business associates) 
than with privacy 
borrow and lend th ings often 
and eas i ly 
base promptness on the reta­
tionsh ip 
have strong tendency to 
bui ld l ifetime relat ionships 
'° 
N 
Cha,acleri1Hc v ... 
Selected International Differences 
and Impacted Areas of GSA Management 
Counhy 
Examples Oesaiplion ------ --------------------
Ownership ol AaHla 
Coordination ol Nallonal 
Economlc ACIMly 
Pe"*"ad Abilily lo 
Influence Fulure 
Time Orienlallon 
Priw... •f,_ Wo,ld" Counlriee 
Pullie E ... Bloc CcMnriea, 1 
COIIIIIIUllllt CMna2 
Ma,ut "fr• Wodct" Counlrin 
Conwnand Eat 8lodc Counlr6N, I 
Communist Chlna2 
Sel- USA 
� 
falalalic lalamlc Counlriea 
Abstract. USA 
lineal 
Conaale, Afgenlina, Brazil 
Circular 
Factors ol rwodudion rwedomlnen� pdv� owned. 
Factors ol produdion predominan� publictv owned. 
Consume, sovereignly, lreedom ol ....,.,, •• , 
equiW>fation ol supply and demand ol resouroa and 
p,oducts bf market lorces. 
Cantrallzed plann6ng ol p,odudion quolU, prtcn, and 
distribution. Pyramklal hiefa,c:hy ol oontrol. 
lndMduall and lirms can take acliona lo lnlluence 
lheir environment and implowe prospeds lor the 
lulure. 
People must adil•ll lo their environment. Ue lolows 
a p,eordained course. 
The clock serves lo ha,monize aaivlln ol group 
members. Punclualily ii lmpOflanl. Time • money. 
Acbvilin e,e timed bf recurring rhythmic natural 
even&a such u day and Nghe, seasons ol the year. 
lmpaded Areas ol GSA 
Management ---------- -
Sourcing slralegy, 
pricing lla•ilMlily, quality 
oontrol, technology 
transfer. prolil repatriation 
SoUlcing strategy, 
pricing flexlbiily, quality 
control, technology 
transfer, p,olil repatriation 
long-range planning, 
p,oduction scheduling 
Produdivlly, joklt pro;act 
deaclirMts 
----------------------------------- -------------------
Communlcallon low Conle•t USA 
High Conle.. Saud6 Arabia 
Most inlonnation 61 conlairled In ••plci codn, such 
as spoken or wailten WOfCII. Alliculation rspeling I 
out") 6s importaril. 
Sftnding and aeoeMng messages 6s highly conllgenl 
UflOO too physical oonle•I and non-veabal 
a>11Nnunlcallon. 
lnillal negotiations, 
ongoing oommunicallons 
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(conlinued) 
E .......... II Dwallon v ...... USA EfflfJIDveft can qui tn acmp1 ....,  ..... � tt .... ,esources 
can lefminale low-pado,ming emf*,rees. management 
Japan Emplnvees •• a ,Mlily" which cannol be 
abandoned. T ••*'•ion causes enormous loss of 
p,estige and musa be avoeded. -- --- --·- ·--- ---
Pow. Dillanca4 low Auslila tlalative equality of superiors and subordinates. GSA StNdure and 
Greater pa,llcipalion ol subordinates In ()0fflmunk:al6on 
decisionmaking. 
High Mexico Distinct hiefa,dlical taye,1 wih formal and Nstficled 
inlafactions. Eenphasis on ranks. Top-down 
oommunec:.-. ·-
Unmrlalnly Avoldance4 low o.nmn u..rt...,. •• a no,mal pa,1 ol IN. Business risks Choice of p,ofads '° •• il,dged againll potenlial rewa,ds. Flexibilily and tackled, inlormetion and 
� lnnovalion ... NIPhalized. conlfol systems 
Htgh South Korea Business risks lead lo high anxiety. leading lo 
mechaNsms lhat oller a hedge against uncertainly: 
wrinen rules and p,oceck,res, plans, complex 
ii I ...... 
.......,.....,. lndMdualllic c ....... ....... .... wu,c ....... ........... ... .-sona1 IIChieverMnt and responsibilily. 
ColaclMltic Singapore E,nphasll on belonging lo groups and organizallons, 
aoo.planC8 ol colecwe dedloll, values, and duties. 
l 
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CULTURAL VALUE BUSINESS CONTEXT VARIABLES 
DIMENSIONS 
Cl:NTER UF HOW t't:k<;oN ·IO 
POWEa ,1 DECISIONS ROLE l'l:RSON 
00AU Auntoam ARE MAile USE OF TIME IDENTITY REWARD INTERAt, klN 
........ Made by die M11llipk hlllividual 
INOIYIOUAUSM ........ a-. A...., ....... PaloMI Tinlc DillNll:t Roles Rctopi&iun Cua11pc1111vc 
COUl!CTIYISM O..,o.11 a.a.,� Made by *  Ciratlp Tiae 5iask Rok Gruup Cuupcra&ivc 
0.-, Recoslli&ioll 
Laaicll 
Pniflt/Will Ea ....... 8-:d oa fKt c....,.--.. To Lad Handl 
LOGIC Orialalioa c...,...c.. � Off Mosy Rcipecl 
EMOTION Social/ ,. ........ Baled •  Ovatappills To S...,... AllllftCillioti Afkcuon 
• I ' ,... Wljlctiwe 
LOW TOLEllANCE llccorded ill Cua&1aincd Prc..:rih.:il 
°' R>a AMBIGUITY Tipaly Dcfiad Cclllllliad C...-.:t Stllcdllkd Ccmcn•ivc Ti1111illle Fun11;ili1cil 
HIGH TOI..EltANCI! 1.- lliaad  � Nep&ilWc u ........ Liberal General lnform;al 
R>a AMINOUITY flcaillle a-vllivc Amhis-
Amvcd ll l,J  DclcplCCI IO Epli&ariM Tilne Role flcaibililJ 
EQUAUTY c- Pldic:.-,, SI.ii l>ii;tribu&ed Eg.aht;an;an 
HIUARCHY C- fnia Alllaallic Ccanliaed Hiaan:llicll Ta Dcfi• Rola Sclfi!ih l>omin.anl:e .and 
AlloYc Concellllaled Submin,un 
SHOllT-TERM TIME IIIIIIICdialc Si, ... ional CoapanlllCll&lliad FIIIIC&ional, 11111111:ilialc Task luluam.atiun 
OIIE.NT ATION Sllo,t-T- Skill Oppanlillillic Tal Oriel*d Tall. Stable Gra&ifica1ion Oncnkil 
C«-is&etll --
UJN<i-TEJlM TIME F .. IIR Uriallrcl Wildonl Hulislic c�&i:d f'rucaa S1n11egi11 l'�lpooc:d ltd.alMN�IIP 
OlllENT A TION LOlls-T- Eapaica'c lldenlliaillic Oricllkd Fleaillle. W.y Gra11fica1iun Orienkil ... 
FIGURE 5: Matrix of Cultural Value Dimensions In a Business Context 
identification of the effect of the cultural value dimensions across the wide behavioral 
setting of the firm. Seven variables comprise the conceptualization of business context 
and include: Goals, Center of Power & Authority, How Decisions are Made, Use of 
Time. Role Identity, Reward, and Person to Person Interaction. These business context 
variables were chosen based upon the importance of each in defining behavioral 
situations in the firm, as well as, the likelihood of cultural differences in the acceptable 
behaviors associated with each behavioral situation (Hofstede 1980 199 1 ;  Harris and 
Moran 1979; Fanner and McGoun 1988; Punnett and Jain 1989; Elashmawi & Harris 
1993 ; Hall 1976; Hall & Hall 1990; Parkhe 199 1 ,  Trompenaars 1993 ; Triandis ?; Bond et 
al 1985 ; Hui & Triandis 1986; Hui & Villareal; Earley 1993 ; Bochner & Hesketh 1994; 
Gudykunst et al. 1992; Shackleton & Ali 1990). 
The conceptual framework consists of a matrix created by intersecting the five 
cultural value dimensions with the seven business context variables which results in 
thirty-five matrix cells each identifying a particular behavioral situation. Each 
intersection of a dimension with a business context is described by a pair of terms 
representing the expressed behavior that would occur in cultures whose orientations were 
on the polar extremes of the cultural dimension (see Figure 5). For example, the first cell 
was created by the intersection of the cultural value dimension: 
individualism/collectivism; with the business context area: Goals; the resulting 
behavioral situation cell contains the pair of terms: individual goals/group goals. In a 
culture that is highly individualistic, goals will be set for the individual; whereas in 
97 
cultures that are highly collectivistic, goals will be set for the group. Table 24 contains 
evidence of the support in the literature for the contents of each cell. Based on that 
information a definition for each cell was written (see Table 25). 
The advantage of pl<'cing each cultural value dimension in multiple business 
contexts is a stronger measure of the extent to which a particular dimension guides the 
expressed behavior of individuals in a particular organization. In addition, the careful use 
of business specific behavioral situations as opposed to general societal behavioral 
situations results in a measure of the cultural value dimensions' affect upon the business 
environment. Is there an overriding business culture that smooths over the cultural value 
differences found between individuals of different national cultures? How large a 
difference in cultural values must exist between two firms before interactions between the 
firms become dysfunctional? To begin to answer these questions, the cultural value 
orientations of firms must be measured in a manner that allows for a direct comparison 
between firms. 
Formulation of Hypotheses 
It has been argued that as societies modernize, they will become more alike, (Levy 
1966). Those who support this view propose that societies are becoming more alike, not 
. only in their structure and social institutions, but in the values held by their members, 
(Yang, 1988). Inkeles ( 1 966) and Inkeles & Smith ( 1974) defined the individual-
98 
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Table 24: Businea Context Variables Important In �tablishing Or Maintaining Business-To-Business 
Relationships/Or That Differ According To Culture. 
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modernity paradigm as a set of attitudes, values, and ways of feeling and thinking that are 
generated or required by modem society, (See Table 26). Yang ( 1 988) reviewed the 
modernization literature and developed a list of 20 characteristics that represent the core 
components of modem man's psychological syndrome (see Table 27). According to Yang 
( 1 988, p. 78) individualism is the most important constituent of the broader concept of 
modernism. Yang lists three criticisms of the modernism concept: 
l )  peoples of different modernizing societies do not all converge toward the 
same psychological syndrome. 
2) There is a challenge to the intracultural coherence of modem 
psychological characteristics to form a well-integrated syndrome. 
3) traditional and modem psychological characteristics do not necessarily 
involve conflicting values or behaviors, the two concepts can coexist. 
Yang ( 1988) concludes that modernization will cause specific-functional 
characteristics to converge across modem societies. These characteristics include; 
attitudes, values, or behaviors that are helpful or instrumental in the adjustment of most 
individuals in a society to some aspect or feature of social life that are specific to societies 
of the same type e.g. ·the modem industrial type. On the other hand, other characteristics 
such as: general-functional (e.g. filial piety), unique-functional (e.g. use of chopsticks) 
and nonfunctional (e.g. attitudes, beliefs, and values that are purely stylistic, or expressive· 
in nature) would not necessarily change. 
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Table 26: Individual-Modernity Paradigm 
(lnkeles 1966, Inkeles & Smith 1974 in Yang 1988) 
A) Receptivity to new experiences 
B )  Openness to innovation and change 
C) Tendency to form or hold opinions over problems and issues that arise not 
only in the immediate environment but also outside of it 
D) being energetic in acquiring information and facts 
E) Orientation to the present or future, rather than to the past 
F) Planning and organizing beliefs as a way of handling life 
G) Mastery of the environment in order to advance individual purposes and 
goals, rather than complete domination by environmental needs 
H) Confidence that the world is calculable and that other people and 
institutions can be relied upon to fulfill obligations and responsibilities 
I) Awareness of the dignity of others and a disposition to show respect for 
them 
J) Faith in science and technology 
K) Possession of educational and occupational aspirations 
L) Belief in distributive Justice, in rewards based upon social contribution and 
not according to either whim or special properties of the person not related 
to such a contribution. 
1 1 3 
Table 27: Core Components of Modern Man's Psychological Syndrome, (Yang 1988). 
l )  Sense of personal efficacy (antifatalism) (Armer, Guthrie, Inkeles, Kahl, 
Yang) 
2)  Low integration with relatives (Armer, Guthrie, lnkeles, Kahl, Schnaiberg) 
3)  Egalitarian attitudes (Hofstede, Inglehart, Yang) 
4) Openness to innovation and change (Armer, Doob, Inglehart, Inkeles) 
5) Belief in sex equality (Doob, Inkeles, Schnaiberg, Yang) 
6) Achievement motivation (Bradburn, McClelland, Rosen, Yang) 
7) Individualistic orientation (Hofstede, Kahl, Yang) 
8) Independence or self-reliance (Guthrie, Yang) 
9) Active participation (lnglehart, Kahl, Yang) 
10) Tolerance of and respect for others (Armer, Inkeles, Yang) 
1 1 ) Cognitive and behavioral flexibility (lnkeles, Kahl, Yang) 
1 2) Future orientation (Armer, Inkeles) 
1 3) Psychological differentiation (Berry, Witkin) 
· 1 4) Empathetic capacity (Lerner, Rogers) 
1 5) Need for information (Inkeles, Schnaiberg) 
1 6) Propensity to take risks in life (Kahl, Hofstede) 
17) Extralegal orientation (nonlocalism) (Doob, Schnaiberg) 
1 8) Secularization in religious belief (Schnaiberg) 
19) Preference for urban life (Kahl) 
20) Educational and occupational aspirations (Inkeles) 
1 
Based upon the information presented in Table 27, a modem society would have 
the following cultural value orientation: individualism, equality, high tolerance for 
ambiguity, logic, and future time orientation. Therefore: 
H 1 :  The culture of a modem nation will have a higher individualistic 
orientation than the culture of a developing nation 
H2: The culture of a modem nation will have a higher logic orientation than 
the culture of a developing nation. 
H3 : The culture of a modem nation will have a higher tolerance for ambiguity 
orientation than the culture of a developing nation 
H4: The culture of a modem nation will have a higher equality orientation than 
the culture of a developing nation 
H5: The culture of a modem nation will be more future time oriented than the 
culture of a developing nation. 
According to the base underlying assumptions of modernity theory, cultures are 
changing due to the exposure of their members to different ways of thinking and 
behaving, as well as exposure and access to new products and technologies. Therefore, 
individuals within a particular culture who have experienced high exposure to diversity 
may have value orientations reflective of a broader understanding of human behavior. 
H6: Individuals within a developing culture who have had moderate to high 
exposure to other cultures will have cultural value orientations that are 
more modem than other members of their culture. 
H6a: The culture of individuals within a developing culture who have 
had moderate to high exposure to other cultures will have a higher 
individualistic orientation than the others in their culture who have 
not had the same exposure. 
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H6b: The culture of individuals within a developing culture who have 
had moderate to high exposure to other cultures will have a higher 
logic orientation than the others in their culture who have not had 
the same exposure. 
H6c: The culture of individuals within a developing culture who have 
had moderate to high exposure to other cultures will have a higher 
tolerance for ambiguity orientation than the others in their culture 
who have not had the same exposure. 
H6d: The culture of individuals within a developing culture who have 
had moderate ·to high exposure to other cultures will have a higher 
equality orientation than the others in their culture who have not 
had the same exposure. 
H6e: The culture of individuals within a developing culture who have 
had moderate to high exposure to other cultures will have a more 
future time orientation than the others in their culture who have not 
had the same exposure. 
H7: Individuals within a modem culture who have had moderate to high 
exposure to other cultures will have cultural value orientations that are no 
different than other members of their culture. 
Cultural Value OrientaUons and Interftrm RelaUonships. 
Figure 4 (in Chapter 2) depicts the relationship between cultural value orientation 
and relational norms. Relational norms govern interfirm relationships and range between 
highly contractual to highly relational governance. Relational norms is a higher order 
construct consisting of several dimensions, (Heide & John 1992). Hiede and John ( 1992) 
1 1 6 
conceptualized relational norms as three dimensions: flexibility, solidarity, and 
infonnation exchange. As a result of their research, the authors posit that "firms should 
structure relationships in a discriminating way, based on the characteristics of the 
situation" (Heide and John 1992). Control may be ceded and should not be pursued for 
its own sake. Relational norms can serve as protection against abuse of control by either 
firm (Hiede and John 1992). 
Kaufmann and Dant ( 1992) developed and tested a comprehensive measurement 
instrument of relational norms based on Macneil's ( 1 980) conceptualizations. The 
importance of the Kaufmann and Dant ( 1992) instrument is the use of non industry 
specific items in the measures. The seven dimensions developed include: relational 
focus, solidarity, mutuality, flexibility, role integrity, restraint, and conflict resolution. 
Each dimension was operationalized to measure the continuum of relationships from 
discrete transactions to relational exchange. The authors confirmed a six factor model of 
relational exchange. Conflict resolution was dropped from the model. 
In the following hypotheses, the relationship between cultural value dimensions 
(CVDs) and Kaufmann's Relational Norm Dimensions (RNDs); Solidarity, Flexibility, 
and Mutuality, will be explored. 
Solidarity is the "extent to which a spirit of trust for the long-term relationship 
dominates the alliance" (Kaufmann and Dant 1992). This dimension includes the 
1 17 
expectations of sharing information between firms. Collectivistic cultures will view the 
expectations of a high solidarity relationship as a natural outcome of group oriented 
behavior. Cooperation is required for success. 
H8 : Individualism will have a negative relationship with Solidarity : Cultures 
with a collectivitic orientation will have higher solidarity in business to 
business relationships. 
H9: Short-term Time will have a negative relationship with Solidarity : 
Cultures with a long-term time orientation will have higher solidarity in 
business to business relationships. 
Flexibility is the "extent to which contractual terms can be modified if 
environmental changes so require" (Kaufmann and Dant 1 992). Relationships that are 
high in flexibility will not hold contracts as inflexible entities. Cultures with high 
toleran�e for ambiguity will be very comfortable with flexible relationships. 
H IO: High Tolerance for Ambiguity will have a positive relationship with 
Aexibility: Cultures with a high tolerance for ambiguity orientation will 
have higher flexibility in business to business relationships. 
Mutuality is the "extent to which contractual monitoring of individual transactions is 
tempered by trust" (Kaufmann and Dant 1992). Cultures with high tolerance for 
ambiguity will not require heavy monitoring of individual contractual obligations. 
H 1 1 : High Tolerance for Ambiguity will have a positive relationship with 
mutuality: Cultures with a high tolerance for ambiguity orientation will 
have higher mutuality in business to business relationships. 
1 1 8 
Summary 
Culture is a multifaceted phenomenon that can be conceptualized in a number of 
ways depending upon the focus and intent of the research. Culture guides human 
behavior, but is a learned phenomenon, passed from one human to the next through 
interaction. The primary role of culture is adapting individuals to their environment, thus 
allowing for a higher level of functioning for the individual as knowledge of the 
environment is passed from other individuals as culture. Culture can be conceptualized 
as ideas or beliefs, patterns of behavior, and/or technology. A particularly useful element 
in culture theory has risen from an interdisciplinary area that combines theory from 
anthropology, sociology, and psychology. It offers the concept of value orientations to 
provide an ordering of values held by any particular culture. Value orientations can be 
operationalized as a set of cultural value dimensions that measure a continuum running 
between two polar opposite values. Several possibly universal cultural value dimensions 
have been identified in the literature. Universal cultural value dimensions are those that 
have meaning or relevance across all cultures. 
Cultural value orientations could be extremely useful in understanding the 
differences between firms of differing nations. When finns from two nations form an 
exchange relationship, regardless of the degree of involvement· between the two firms, 
their cultural value orientations will affect the structure of the relationship and the 
outcome of the exchange. The importance of value orientations has been recognized in 
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business-to-business relationships, but little is understood concerning the impact of 
culture on exchange. This is primarily due to the lack of appropriate measures of culture 
for use in a business context. This study will focus on the development of five cultural 
value dimensions: individualism/collectivism, logic/emotion, equality/hierarchy, 
ambiguity orientation, and time orientation. These dimensions will be developed in a 
business context using the methodology most appropriate for measuring value 
orientations. 
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
The methodology section of this proposal will detail the process utilized to 
develop the cultural value dimension scales . Following Churchill's ( 1979) paradigm for 
developing measures, this chapter will address domain specification, item selection, 
measure purification, assessment of reliability, and assessment of construct validity . 
Where appropriate, discussion of specific issues concerning the development of cross­
cultural measures will be addressed. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to develop measures of cultural value dimensions 
( CVDs) that discriminate between cultural groups using methods appropriate for 
measuring values. These measures arc developed in a business context (BC), and will be 
used to investigate the relationship between cultural value orientation and preferences in 
business relationship sttucturcs. 
1 2 1  
The Development Process of Cultural Value Dimensions 
Figure 6 depicts a chronology of events that occurred in the development process 
of the cultural value dimensions. The process is broken into steps according to 
Churchill's ( 1979) paradigm of construct development. The activity that occurred to 
complete each step in the process, is discussed in detail in the following sections. 
Step 1: Specify the Domain of the Construct 
In order to specify the domain of the construct, it is necessary to carefully define 
what the construct is, as well as, what the construct is not. Discussion of the activities 
important in specifying the domain of the cultural value dimensions will follow the 
sequence of events depicted in Figure 6. 
Literature review. The literature bases reviewed include cultural anthropology, 
social psychology, cross-cultural psychology, marketing, management, and organizational 
behavior. The review of literature resulted in a listing of dimensions considered possibly 
universal, that is, existing across cultures. Please refer to the literature review section in 
Chapter 2 of this proposal for an in-depth discussion of the identified dimensions. 
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From the same six literature bases, mentioned above, a list was created containing 
business contexts (BC) that were identified as varying across cultures. This list is found 
in Table 24; it contains the BC identified, the source, and a definition of the context. 
Interviews. Interviews were conducted with managers in healthcare, engineering, 
architecture, small & large scale manufacturing (machinery, & textiles), in Sweden, 
France, Germany, Hungary, India, & the United States. Each interview consisted of a 
series of questions concerning the management of the business, markets served, customer 
profiling, and typical employee profiling (education, skills, motivation, reward systems, 
training requirements, supervision requirements etc .). At the conclusion of the interview, 
or sometimes concurrent with the interviews, a tour of the business was conducted to 
provide information on the physical environment, technology in use, safety concerns, and 
interactions between superiors and subordinates. 
In addition to the interviews conducted in the country of the business, interviews 
with foreign business persons visiting or living in the United States were conducted as 
well . These interviews consisted of information regarding work experiences in the 
business persons' country of origin compared with work experience in the U.S. ,  as well 
as, interviews with Americans who have international business experiences. These 
interviews provided information on business cultures in India, Japan, Korea, France, Italy, 
Hungary, and Russia. 
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Selection of cultural values dimensions and business contex_t variables. Table l 0 
was created from studies that have measured CVDs and used CVDs as predictors. This 
table contains a listing of CVDs, · the operationalization of the dimension. the source of 
the study, and the results of the study. The dimensions listed in Table 8 were collapsed 
into categories where there was obvious overlap in conceptual definitions of the 
dimensions. The collapsed categories are shown in Table 9. Finally, the list of CVDs 
was compared with the information gathered through interviews with the business 
managers. CVDs were then chosen for further development based upon the existing 
evidence of their universal existence, and importance in a business context (particularly 
the context of understanding exchange behavior). The CVDs chosen are: 
Individualism/Collectivism, Logic/Emotion, Equality/Hierarchy, Ambiguity Orientation, 
and Time Orientation. 
Cultural value dimensions have predominately been conceptualized as measures 
of societal culture. An important distinction of the CVDs being developed in this study is 
the narrowing of the construct's domain to the context of the busin�ss environment. 
Based upon previous research, seven business context variables were identified as 
imponant in understanding the business environment, as well as, identified as variant 
across cultures (See Tables 1 3  through 23 in Chapter Il). The business context variables 
identified arc: goals, center of power and authority, how decisions are made, use of time, 
role identity, reward, and person to person interaction. 
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Step 2: Generation of Items 
The next step in the process was the generation of items to measure the constructs . 
Important in construct development is the generation of items that 'capture the domain as 
specified' (Churchill 1 979). To aid in an even generation of items, a matrix framework 
intersecting the five dimensions across the seven business context variables was created 
(Figure 5). Each cell of the matrix contains a pair of items that define the interaction of 
the CVD and BC at that particular intersection of the matrix. The pair of items selected 
are based upon previous research as reported in the literature, and current understanding 
of the CVDs (see Table 24) . 
Testing for relevance. Important to the development of the matrix was a 
relevance check with business persons. The matrix was reviewed with individuals who 
have international business experience. The individuals were business managers and 
grad�ate business students that were either from outside the United States, or American 
individuals with foreign business experience. Each individual was interviewed 
concerning the relevance of the matrix and its cell contents, as it pertained to their 
experience in business. The paired terms in each matrix cell were discussed with each 
individual to detennine the salience of the items as it pertained to their business 
experiences. Examples of situations illustrating the items were solicited from each 
individual interviewed. This allowed the researcher to assure the relevance of the items 
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as well as the level of understanding that the individual had concerning the meaning of 
the paired terms. 
Testing for theoretical strength. The matrix was also evaluated by experts in 
cross-cultural research in bu�iness. This group consisted of researchers in marketing, 
management, and international business. Each individual was shown the matrix and 
asked for their input concerning its viability, and importance, as well as comments 
concerning the individual cell entries. 
Revision of the matrix. As a result of the input obtained from the sources 
discussed above, revisions were made to the contents of the matrix cells. These revisions 
consisted primarily of correcting problems with semantics and with the terminology used 
to define the cell items. 
Ope rationalizing the measures. Historically, CVDs have been operationalized in 
two basic ways; forced choice, and Liken-type agree/disagree statements. Kluckhohn and 
Strodtbeck ( 1961 )  operationalized the dimensions using a combination of forced choice 
dichotomous and trichotomous measures consisting of a brief description of a behavioral 
situation and responses to that situation. This approach has been mirrored by other 
researchers who believe that theoretically the values are rank ordered, and that an 
. individual may hold a combination of values in a personal value system, (Schwartz & 
Bilsky 1987; Dean 196 1 ; Stouffer & Toby 1 95 1 ;  and Trompenaars 1 993). In a particular 
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behavioral context, the dominant value will take precedence (Rokeach 1 972, 1973) .  In 
other words, the ranking of the values will be evident. Other researchers place lists of 
value statements on a Likert-type scale measuring the importance of the values to the 
respondents, (Hofstede 1982; 1 99 1 ;  Bond 1983 ) .  
In this study, the CVDs will be operationalized as a set of brief descriptions of 
behavior situations in a business context, that have two possible responses. These 
responses consisted of polar opposite responses to the situation described, as defined by 
the terms in the appropriate matrix cell. A respondent may have some level of agreement 
with both responses, however one response will be ranked as dominant in concordance 
with their value system. Each of the five CVD scales consists of seven items, one for 
each of the BCs. This design allows a respondent to answer seven behavioral situations 
in differing business contexts to arrive at an overall measure of where they lie along the 
CVD continuum. 
Selection of questionnaire items. First, existing items were extracted from the 
literature and placed into the appropriate cells in the matrix. The remaining cells were 
filled by writing new items that followed the chosen format. In a few cases, there were 
two or more questionnaire items, developed or extracted from the literature for one cell in 
the matrix. 
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Refinement of the items. Interviews were conducted with colleagues and business 
persons to critique and discuss the items developed for each cell of the matrix. 
Interviewees were asked to explain why they chose a particular response. This aided in 
the identification of words or phrasing that were causing bias or were confusing to the 
respondent. Consistency in wording was the primary problem and was corrected. 
Interviews with foreign business students established the viability of polar opposite 
responses .  In several cases, the responses were refined when individuals' interpretations 
did not match the original intentions of the items. These items were then refined to 
reflect the original intention of the measures. 
As a result of the activities required in Step 2 of the development process, the 
measures were ready for the next step: item purification. 
Step 3: Purifying the Measures 
Item purification further refines the measures using actual data. This step of the 
process is repeated until sufficient evidence of internal consistency is reached. This step 
is also primary in assessing item convergence and divergence in the construct. 
In the development process of the cultural value dimensions, multiple pilot studies 
were utilized. The first of which will be referred to as the pre-pilot study. In the pre­
pilot, the questionnaire instrument was administered to a convenience sample of 2 1  
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undergraduate business students. The data gathered allowed for further refinement of the 
items including the elimination of some double items that resulted from the previous 
steps. Response patterns were studied to identify items which did not correlate as 
intended. Refinements were made to the items as well as the questionnaire instrument. 
Following the pre-pilot study and refinement of the measures, a full pilot study 
was conducted in order to further refine the measures. The questionnaire consisted of 
four of the cultural value dimension measures: individualism/collectivism, logic/emotion, 
equality/hierarchy, and ambiguity orientation; a set of comparison measures; three 
criterion variables; and several control variables ( ethnic identity, occupation, position, 
type of business, gender, and age). Due to the lack of control over the role in the firm of 
the respondent, the items based on role identity for each of the cultural value dimensions 
were not included in the questionnaire, resulting in six item scales for each dimension. 
Pilot Samples. In order to test the CVDs, two samples were required, each from a 
different cultural group. These cultural groups need to be as homogeneous within the 
group as possible. Preferably, one culture group should represent a developed or modem 
nation, and the second a developing nation. To meet these criteria, the following two 
populations were selected: 1 )  American business persons in East Tennessee; and 2) 
Korean business persons in East Tennessee. These are convenience samples that do not 
fully match those to be used in the study but will allow for a preliminary judgment as to 
the quality of the framework and measures. 
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The sampling frame used for the American business persons was the American 
Marketing Association membership roster for East Tennessee. This list provided the 
name, business address, and position of the member. Care was taken in selecting no more 
than one individual from the same business. 
The sampling frame used for the Korean business persons was the membership 
list of the Korean Association for East Tennessee. This list provided the name and 
address of the member. The president of the Korean Association personally knew the 
individuals on the list and identified those who were 'business persons'. The resulting 
group included owners of businesses or individuals who were professionals in some 
occupation, thus eliminating homemakers, and young students from the list. 
Administration of the Questionnaire. The questionnaire was administered using 
the Dillman ( 1 978) technique for mail questionnaires. The questionnaire was printed on 
buff colored paper in booklet fonnat (See Appendix A). The university seal was printed 
on the front page establishing official association with the institute. Each questionnaire, 
with an identification number, was mailed with a personalized letter requesting a 
response, and a stamped return envelope. Two weeks following the initial mailing of the 
questionnaire, a second mailing of the entire questionnaire packet was made to those 
individuals who had not responded. 
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Response rate. A total of 66 American business persons were contacted. Five 
questionnaire packets were returned because the respondent was no longer at the address. 
Forty-four completed, usable responses were received, resulting in a 72% response rate . 
This high response rate is attributed to the active association between the AMA 
membership and the University of Tennessee. 
A total of 77 Korean business persons were contacted. Six respondents were 
either no longer at the address, or identified as not fitting the sample parameters. Thirty­
six completed, usable responses were received, resulting in a 5 1  % response rate . 
Results. The data were analyzed using the procedures outlined in the Data 
Analysis section of this chapter in the proposal. The American business persons were 
significantly more individualistic than the Korean business persons (see Table 28). There 
was no difference between the Americans and Koreans on the CVD of Logic/Emotion, 
(see Table 29). The Americans were significantly lower in Uncertainty Avoidance than 
the Koreans, (See Table 30). The Koreans were significantly higher in Power Distance 
than the Americans (see Table 3 1  ). 
The pilot study provided an initial test of the CVDs, however due to the sample 
size, the power to test for predictive validity was too low to be able to rely on the results. 
This pilot study was very useful in evaluating the individual items, as well as the ability 
of the scale to discriminate between groups. Resulting from an initial check of item 
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Table 28 : Individualism/Collectivism Dimension Known Group 
Comparisons in the Pilot Study 
INDIVIDUALISM/COLLECTIVISM 
Overall 
American 
Korean 
N Mean Min 
77 .426 
4 1  .483 
36 .36 1 
0 
. 1 67 
0 
Max 
.833 
.833 
.667 
Df 
75 
75 
Americans are more individualistic than the Koreans 
1 34 
Prob 
.0124 
.0124 
Table 29: Logic/Emotion Dimension Known Group 
Comparisons in the Pilot Study 
LOGIC/EMOTION 
There is no significant difference between ethnic groups 
N Mean Min Max Df 
Overall 78 .598 . 1 67 .833 
American 43 .589 . 1 67 .833 76 
Korean 35 .609 . 1 67 .883 76 
1 35 
Prob 
.620 
.620 
convergence and divergence using the correlation of items within and between CVD 
constructs, a further review of several items in the Logic/Emotion, and Uncertainty 
Avoidance CVD's was warranted: Upon closer inspection, it was discovered that several 
items in these dimensions included subtle connections to other CVDs that convolute their 
meaning. For example, an item intending to measure uncertainty avoidance correlated 
highly with several individualism/collectivism items. 
Item response theory was utilized to assess each cultural value dimension and the 
distribution of its items according to their degree of 'difficulty' .  In this application, 
difficulty refers to the likelihood of an individual responding to an item in a particular 
direction (e.g. as an individualist instead of as a collectivist). This allows for a 
comparison of the items in the scale according to the likelihood of it being answered in a 
particular direction. For example, each item on the individualism/collectivism scale can 
be evaluated according to the likelihood that an individualist would choose the 
individualism response. 
Theoretically, a distribution of items with various levels of difficulty will 
comprise a better measure of the construct, by discriminating at different intervals along 
the continuum. In addition, item response theory provides a comparison of the 
distribution of respondents according to their answer patterns. In this case, it is preferred 
but not a requirement that the scale have a nonnal distribution of respondents across the 
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Table 30: Ambiguity Orientation Dimension 
Known Group Comparisons in the Pilot Study 
UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE 
Koreans are higher in uncertainty avoidance 
Overall 
American 
Korean 
N Mean Min 
76 .5 1 7  
42 .476 
34 .568 
. 1 67 
. 1 67 
. 1 67 
1 37 
Max 
1 .0 
1 .0 
.883 
Df 
74 
74 
Prob 
.047 
.047 
Table 31:  Equality/Hierarchy Dimension Known Comparisons in the Pilot Study 
POWER DISTANCE 
Overall 
American 
Korean 
N Mean Min 
78 .93 1 .333 
42 .960 .500 
36 .898 .333 
1 38 
Max 
1 .0 
· 1 .0 
1 .0 
Of 
53. 1 
53 . 1  
Prob 
.077 
.077 
items. The item difficulty scores and respondent distributions for each cultural value 
dimension are reported in Figures 7 through 1 4. By viewing Figure 7 :  Item by person 
distribution map for individualism/collectivism, it is evident that two items have received 
the exact same difficulty score. A respondent that answered one of these items as 
individualism is equally likely to have answered the second item as individualism. 
Therefore the items discriminate equally well. Because of the few items in the scale it is 
preferred to spread the difficulties of the items. This information aids in item revision. 
The items can be carefully analyzed to determine if one should be changed or eliminated 
from the scale. This decision is not as straightforward as it may seem. Because the 
cultural value dimensions are being developed to discriminate between many cultures, 
data from only two cultures is insufficient to justify throwing out a particular item due to 
similar difficulty levels. A combination of metJ)ods must be used to determine the value 
of a single item in the measure. 
Item response theory also provides test characteristic curves for constructs . The 
curve describes the relationship between the CVD and the scale difficulty scores (see 
Figures 7 through 14 for CVD curves). Discrimination is based upon the pattern of 
responses made by the respondents taking into consideration that the same score ( 4 out of 
six correct) could be reached with different patterns of response. Therefore, the results of 
this test will differ from conventional methods. 
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Based on the results of the item response theory analysis, several items have been 
flagged as requiring funher revision . All of the constructs discriminated between the 
populations, however the equality/hierarchy dimension was problematic. A high 
percentage of respondents answered all the items in the equality direction . IRT ignores 
all respondents with perfect scores in its analysis, therefore a only small sample of 20 
respondents remained for analysis. The results of the analysis for this dimension cannot 
be used due to this small sample size. What did result from the analysis on this 
dimension is the recognition that a high percentage of respondents found all the items 
easy to answer in the equality direction and therefore it is possible that the items sampled 
do not represent the entire domain of this dimension. Another explanation is that the 
populations sampled exist on the extreme end of the equality dimension. While it is true 
that Americans would be expected to score very high on the equality end of the 
continuum, there are other cultures theorized to hold higher equality values 
(predominately the Scandinavian cultures). The Korean-American sample made up most 
of the respondents who did not answer all of the items in the direction of equality. Yet 
almost half of the Korean-Americans did answer all items in the equality direction and 
those who did not were still very high on the scale. This result is likely a combination of 
the scale items tapping into predominately low difficulty items, and the effect of 
enculturation in the workplace. Equality/hierarchy is based upon the relationship between 
superior and subordinate in the workplace. It is likely that Korean-Americans have 
adjusted over time to the American cultural norms for this behavioral situation. 
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As a result of the pilot study and analysis, several items required revision with . . 
particular attention being paid to the items selected for the_ equality/hierarchy dimension. 
Revisions predominantly consist of changes in wording of the question to eliminate any 
unintended influence of dimensions other than the one being measured, and the 
strengthening of the equality/hierarchy items to spread items across the continuum in a 
more even manner. 
Step 3A: Continued Purification of the Measures 
Further purification will require the collection of data from two or more ·cultural 
groups. The following sections will detail the research design, including the method of 
data collection, discussion of the sample, the procedure for administering the research 
instrument, and data analysis. 
Selection of the Populations of Interest 
The purpose of this research is to develop a set of constructs measuring cultural 
value dimensions in a business context. Values exist within the individual and are shared 
within groups. It is because of the nature of values that measurement will occur at the 
individual level, with comparisons being made at the group level. In order to have 
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enough statistical power to make these comparisons, a large sample will be required from 
two different cultural populations. 
The following factors were taken into consideration in selecting the populations 
for study. It is important to choose at least one culture on which data already exists to 
anchor the research results. However, if all cultures are those that have been extensively 
studied in the literature, little new information will be afforded by the effort. Efforts will 
be made to select cultures that are of interest in today's market environment to provide 
needed information to firms attempting business relationships. As discussed in Chapter 
II, one sample represents a modem nation's culture, and one a developing nation's culture. 
A limiting factor in selecting the samples is accessibility. Additionally, in the interest of 
reducing error, assistance in each culture will be required for translation and 
administration of the instrument. 
American managers were chosen based upon accessibility and will represent a 
'modem' culture. Data exists on American managers which will provide a comparison 
point for the scales. _Hungarian managers were chosen to represent a 'developing' culture. 
Hungary is a Eastern European country breaking out of 40 years of communism. 
Hungary has a population of approximately 10 million with a GDP of 28.9 billion 
( Cateora 1996). The relatively small population size provides for a fairly homogeneous 
population from which to draw the sample. The market is an important one for U.S. 
businesses with several hundred alliances between Hungarian and U.S. firms already in 
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place, ranging from industrial manufacturing to service and consulting. In addition , little 
if any information is known concerning the cultural value orientations of Hungarian 
business persons. It is possible to pool all that is known about business persons in the 
culture comprising the rest of Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union to arrive at 
some expectation concerning cultural values, but little is known about these cultures as 
well. In addition, Hungary has quite a different history than many of these other nations 
in that they were never as completely isolated. They do, however, fit the description of a 
developing nation, and contain a business population educated in the communist regime. 
In accordance to modernity theory, change in a nation's culture results from the 
exposure of individuals to other ways of thinking. Therefore, individuals with high 
exposure to diversity may have value orientations reflective of a broader understanding of 
human �havior. Managers with international interfirm relationship experience may have 
very different value orientations, as a group, than managers from their same nation who 
have not had that exposure. Taking all these requirements into consideration, the 
sample will consist of American business managers of firms with international business 
relationships; American b�iness managers of firms with only domestic business 
relationships; Hungarian business managers of firms with international business 
relationships; Hungarian business managers of firms with only domestic business 
relationships. 
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Data Collection Methodology · Hungarian Business Managers 
Revision of items. In order to proceed with data collection in Hungary, several 
steps were taken to ready the survey instrument. In order to verify that the items are 
interpreted in the manner intended, in-depth interviews were conducted with several 
Hungarian business persons and academics. These interviews were utilized to identify 
items requiring revision. It was important that these interviews take place prior to the 
administration of the questionnaire in any of the cultures. This allows an opportunity to 
decenter the items if required to ensure item equivalence in all versions of the 
questionnaire . If the American sample were collected prior to the Hungarian sample, and 
it was only then recognized that certain items were not being interpreted in the intended 
manner, any changes would result in an item that could not be directly compared to the 
American sample. In addition to interviews with Hungarian business managers, a 
classroom of MBA students were given the questionnaire to complete. After completion 
of the questionnaire a discussion was held concerning the items. Most of the changes 
made during this stage consisted of making sure that the situations described are plausible 
for both cultures and that the individuals response to the item is based upon their cultural 
value orientation. 
Translation of the Research Instrument. It is important when translating the 
instrument to achieve item equivalence. Professors from the Budapest University of 
Economic Sciences (BUES) marketing department were instrumental in attaining the 
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translation of the instrument. The professors are fluent in both languages as wel l as the 
discipline of interest. The following steps were taken in translating the instrument: 1 )  the 
instrument was carefully translated into Magyari through a process that included the 
discussion of each item response so that the items intended meaning was not lost in the 
translation. Care was taken that a simplistic straight translation would not result, instead 
careful matching of the intended situation and its relevance to business as well as the 
common understanding and usage of specific terminology was taken into consideration. 
This process resulted in the base translation of the instrument. This base translation was 
then compared to the original English version by four BUES professors fluent in both 
languages. Two professors were also well versed in cultural dimension theory. This step 
refined the translation through consensus on terminology. Finally, several Hungarian 
business managers were interviewed using the Hungarian translation. This step checked 
readability of the instrument as well as willingness to complete the survey. 
Sample selection. The Szuv database was utilized for a sampling frame. This 
data base is compiled by a private database company in Budapest, Hungary. The database 
attempts to provide a census of firms in Hungary. The following variables are included in 
the database: Name of the finn, address, telephone number, fax number, names of 
several top managers, industry code, product codes, number of employees. The 
information provided in the database is relatively accurate, and up to date. A sample was 
selected through a random process that included partitioning of the database to ensure a 
representative sample by industry and firm size (number of employees). It was important 
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to select firms with more than 50 employees to ensure that a manager could be identified 
in the firm that supervises a number of employees. The number of firms to be selected 
from each industry and within each firm size category was determined from census data 
to provide a representative sample. Within these categories firms were randomly 
selected. 
An additional sample was selected from a list of American-Hungarian Joint 
Ventures published by the American Embassy in Hungary. The use of this list in addition 
to the Szuv database was essential in ensuring an adequate number of American­
Hungarian firms in the sample to enable analysis between managers from each type of 
firm. 
Administration of the Instrument. Through consultation with academic 
researchers at BUES it was established that mail survey administration using a Dillman 
approach would likely result in a response rate of 8 - 1 2% or less. A more personal 
approach is required in eliciting a response. A group of students were trained to 
administer the questionnaire in the following manner: Each business in the sample was 
contacted by telephone in order to identify a manager to respond to the questionnaire. 
The respondent must be Hungarian and have supervisory responsibilities. This manc1ger 
will then be contacted by phone and asked to participate in the study. If the contacted 
manager is unwilling to participate, they will be asked to suggest someone else in the 
organization who would meet the qualifications. If the manager is willing to participate, 
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arrangements will be made for the student to personally meet with the manager and 
administer the survey. The manager will self-administer most of the questionnaire in the 
presence of the Hungarian student. At the completion of the instrument, the Hungarian 
student will ask several open ended questions that may require some probing questions in 
order to get full answers from the respondent. These questions have been included to 
justify, in the mind of the manager, the need for an administrator to be present while 
completing the survey. The student will be trained in how to respond when asked 
questions or conversed with during the administration of the instrument, to ensure that 
bias is not introduced into the instrument. 
The students were trained only in the administration of the questionnaire, they 
have no knowledge of the purpose of the study. The students also believe the project is 
one belonging to one of the B UES faculty. These steps were taken to ensure that bias 
would not be introduced as a result of trying to get the answers the American researcher 
required. Each student was paid per questionnaire completed, in addition to their travel 
and telephone expenses. 
Each survey package included a letter of request explaining why the participation 
of the respondent is required, an assurance of confidentiality of the respondent, and the 
name of a contact person if any questions arose during t� process. Both the letter, and 
survey instrument showed affiliation with the Budapest University of Economic Sciences. 
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Each respondent will receive in return for their participation, a summary of group level 
results for both the Hungarian and American samples. 
The students contacted 230 firms. 28 refused to participate. 202 questionnaires 
were completed for a 88% response rate. Each questionnaire was checked for 
completion. Random phone calls were made to managers who participated in the study to 
determine that they personally had in fact met with the student and completed the 
questionnaire. We found no evidence of tampering with the data. 
Data Collection Methodology - American Busines.1 Managers 
The United States is a large country with its firms scattered across the nation. It is 
not feasible to administer the instrument in person as required for the Hungarian samples. 
Americans are quite accustomed to filling out mail surveys, and through the use of the 
Dillman technique, quite acceptable response rates can be achieved. 
Sample sekction. A random sample of U.S. firms with employee size greater than 
50 and within certain industries were purchased as a database from "American Business 
Lists". The database contained the following variables: name of firm, sales, # of 
employees, address, phone number, fax number, name of contact person, position of 
contact person, SIC codes of business/products. This list was utilized to match U.S. firms 
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to the Hungarian finns from which the data has already been collected. Firms were • 
matched based upon industry, product, and firm size . 
Administration of the Instrument. Each U.S .  firm in the sample was contacted by 
phone. The caller requested to speak with the contact person. In some cases the contact · 
person was an executive officer of the company and the caller would then request to 
speak with their secretary. In other cases the contact person was no longer with the firm 
and the receptionist or secretary was asked to suggest someone in the firm with which the 
caller could speak with concerning the research that met the following qualifications: l )  
held a mid level managerial position or higher in the company, and 2 )  could answer 
questions concerning how they conduct business with other businesses such as their 
buyers or suppliers. When a manager was reached they were asked if they would be 
willing to participate in the study by completing a questionnaire that would be mailed to 
them, and then were given additional information about the survey and a chance to ask 
questions. Those managers who did not agree to participate were asked if they could 
identify someone else in the firm who fit our requirements. When no one at a firm could 
be identified or the firm policy would not allow for participation, a replacement firm was 
selected from the sampling frame that matched according to industry/product and firm 
size. Each contact person was be contacted by phone four times before their non­
response to messages/voicemail will be considered a refusal to participate. The 
respondent was given sufficient time to respond between each contact. For the group of 
contacts that agree to participate, the process followed the Dillman technique for mail 
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surveys. An initial survey packet consisting of a letter of request reminding the 
respondent of their agreement to participate with an assurance of their confidentiality, the 
name of a contact person if any questions arise during the process, a questionnaire, and 
addressed stamped return envelope. Both the letter and the questionnaire will show 
affiliation with the University of Tennessee. Two separate follow up packets containing 
copies of the q�estionnaire, response envelope and a letter requesting a response will be 
sent to those managers who agreed to participate but had not returned their completed 
questionnaire . Each respondent will receive in return for their participation, a summary 
of group level results for both the Hungarian and American samples. 
For the U.S. sample, 297 finns were contacted with 227 agreeing to participate in 
the research. 46 finns would not agree to participate in the research, and an additional 24 
finns never agreed or disagreed by never returning messages. 146 of those firms who 
agreed to participate, returned a completed survey. This gives a response rate of 64% of 
those firms agreeing to participate. 
Special Case of Cross-Cultural Research - Equivalence 
The basic issue of equivalence is critical to the development of the CVDs. 
Equivalence primarily addresses whether the research instrument is measuring the same 
thing in each culture. Equivalence must be addressed or meaningful comparisons 
between cultural groups cannot be made. Equivalence is attained through a combination 
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of construct development, research design, with verification through data analysis . There 
are many reasons why equivalence may not be attained, including language differences, 
response pattern differences, ethnocentric measures, and nomological differences . As a 
result, there are several forms of equivalence important to cross cultural research. Each 
will be discussed with suggested procedures for establishing equivalence. 
Conceptual equivalence. Conceptual equivalence is the first requirement �f a 
construct to be comparable in a cross-cultural research design. According to Hui & 
Triandis ( 1983; 1985), if the construct can be meaningfully discussed, that is, when 
research materials or behaviors have the same meaning in the two cultural systems, then 
the construct is said to have conceptual equivalence. In-depth interviews will be 
conducted in both cultures to establish meaning associated by each culture to the 
constructs of interest. 
Functional equivalence. Functional equivalence is achieved across cultures when 
two or more behaviors are related to functionally similar problems, (Berry 1980, in Hui & 
Triandis 1983, p.65). For example, when a behavior found in Culture A and a behavior 
found in Culture B have similar precursors, consequences, and correlates, (Hui & 
Triandis 1985), they are said to have functional equivalence. Functional equivalence of 
the cultural value dimensions will be evaluated by comparing the correlations between 
constructs for each of the culture groups, as well as the constructs relationship with 
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criterion variables . Similar correlation patterns for both cultures is evidence for 
functional equivalence. 
Construct operationalization equivalence. If a construct is operationalized using 
the same procedure in different cultures, the instrument is equivalent in construct 
operationalization. (Hui & Triandis 1985). Construct operationalization equivalence can 
also be demonstrated by showing that the correlations between a construct (as measured 
operationally) and its antecedent and consequent variables are similar across cultures. 
(Hui 1982 in Hui & Triandis 1983 p. 66). Construct operationalization equivalence will 
be assessed in conjunction with functional equivalence. Correlations between the CVD 
constructs and the criterion variables will be compared. If the same relationship exists 
there is evidence for construct operationalization equivalence. 
Item equivalence. Item equivalence assumes that functional and conceptual 
equivalence of a construct has already been met. Item equivalence requires the item 
characteristic curves to be very similar, (Hui 1 982 in Hui & Triandis 1 983). Item curves 
will be compared to �valuate item equivalence for this study. 
Scalar equivalence. When it can be demonstrated that there is direct comparability_ 
of scale scores, there is scalar equivalence. Scalar equivalence requires the absence of 
such confounds as response bias that can occur between cultures. (Poortinga, 1975 in Hui 
& Tri�dis 1983 p. 66). 
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Scalar equivalence is achieved through reduction of response bias . 
Standardization of the responses is the suggested technique for eliminating response bias. 
(Leung & Bond 1983). There are two approaches to standardization in cross-cultural 
research: 
l ). Standardizing the variables within each of the cultures: This procedure 
eliminates response set bias between cultures which may have led to 
incorrect cross-cultural or pancultural results. However, it also eliminates 
true differences at the cross cultural level since each culture is forced to 
have a mean score of zero and a standard deviation of one. 
2). Within unit-of-analysis standardization: In this procedure, responses to a 
set of items are standardized within each unit of analysis. That is, the 
individual's responses are standardized, or the responses are standardized 
across the group at the cultural level. The mean response of the unit is set 
at zero and the standard deviation at one. Cultural differences in the 
relative level of endorsement on any particular item would thereby be 
retained and detected. For example, when conducting a cross-cultural 
factor analysis, the first step would be to standardize the means within 
each culture. 
The cultural value dimensions will be measured using dichotomous forced choice 
items. This method eliminates response bias for these constructs. Standardization will be 
used to achieve scalar equivalence for the constructs measured using Likert-type scale�. 
The standardization procedure to be used will depend upon the level of analysis employed 
for a particular comparison. Cross-cultural analysis has unique level of analysis issues 
that must be addressed in a research study. The issue of level of analysis is discussed in 
detail in the next section. 
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Special Case of Cross-Cultural Research - level of construct 
Cross-cultural researchers utilize the responses of individuals belonging to 
differing cultures to make comparisons, develop constructs, and test relationships 
between constructs. These comparisons can take several forms dependent upon the way 
in which the constructs and correlations are calculated. The various calculations 
recognized in cross-cultural research are discussed below: 
Pancultural correlation. When correlations are computed between constructs 
across the entire set of individual responses, it is a pancultural correlation. For example, 
variables are measured on 100 individuals in each of 10 cultures, and the correlations are 
computed across all 1000 individuals, (Leung & Bond 1989). Pancultural analysis 
identifies factors that exist across cultures. Care must be taken in the computing of a 
pancultural analysis, to use equal numbers of respondents from each culture. Pancultural 
analysis does not identify factors at the individual level. Leung & Bond ( 1 989) state· 
"counterintuitive as it may be, pancultural analysis is not an appropriate way for 
identifying universal dimensions of individual variation," (p. 143). 
Cross-Cultural ( or ecological) correlation. When means are computed within 
each country and those means are then correlated across the different countries in the 
sample, it is a cross-cultural correlation (Leung & Bond 1989). This approach has similar 
results as the pancultural analysis. The difference being that by calculating the means of 
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each culture and then correlating across cultures, equal numbers of respondents from each 
culture are not required. This approach has been frequently used in the measurement of 
cultural value dimensions following the work of Hofstede ( 1980). 
lntracultural correlations. When correlations are computed within each country 
to result in different sets of correlations, and no correlations are made across cultures, it is 
an intracultural correlation, (Leung & Bond 1989) . 
Shweder ( 1973) conducted research analyzing the properties of cross-cultural and 
intracultural correlations and concluded that there is no definite relation between these 
two sets of correlations. Shweder ( 1973 p. 543) states "valid indicators of a theoretical 
variable may be discovered across a representative sample of cultures without being 
discoverable within any of them, or may be discovered within each of all cultures without 
being discoverable across them." Therefore, the dimensions identified in a study will 
depend upon the level of analysis employed. 
Universal dimensions of individual variation. Important to the purpose of this 
study, is the development of universal dimensions of individual variation. Leung & Bond 
( 1989) developed the technique for identifying these dimensions. The first step is within 
subject standardization of scores. Secondly, this set of standar�zed scores is then 
standardized within cultural group. Leung & Bond ( 1989) state "An etic, or universal, 
relationship emerges only from individual analysis. A strong etic dimension would 
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emerge from the cross-cultural analysis as well as the indi.vidual analysis," (p. 147) .  
Evidence supporting a strong etic dimension would therefore require a second analysis of 
the data using cross-cultural or ec.ological correlations to determine if the same factors 
emerge as found at the individual level of analysis . This would require a large number of 
culture groups in the sample in order to have enough data points to conduct the analysis . 
The purpose of this study is the development of measures of cultural value 
dimensions in a business context. These measures will then be used to evaluate the 
relationship between cultural value orientation, and preferred relationship structures. In 
·order to accomplish this, analysis must occur at the level of the individual. In order to 
complete the analysis sequence required to establish universal dimensions of individual 
variation, a second analysis would occur at the level of culture. Since this study will only 
collect data on four culture groups, cross-cultural or ecological correlations will not be 
possible. However, a pancultural analysis is possible and will provide evidence of 
universality of scales. The only limitation of a pancultural analysis is the restriction to 
matched numbers of respondents in each sample. This may result in a loss of some 
information as some respondents will be left out of the analysis. 
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CHAPTER IV: ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
This chapter details the analysis of the data. The objective for this analysis is to 
evaluate evidence of validity and reliability for each of the five constructs of interest: 
individualism/collectivism, logic/emotion, tolerance for ambiguity, equality/hierarchy, 
and time orientation. This objective is accomplished through a series of analyses. First, 
the inter-item correlations for each construct are viewed. Next, item response theory 
( IRT) establishes discriminant ability of the scales, as well as reliability of the scales at 
various scale points. The constructs are then compared with existing measures of the 
same phenomena. Several sets of hypotheses test known group comparisons, as well as 
predictive ability of the constructs. Finally, an examination of the individual scale items 
is presented along a with comparison of response patterns between the groups. This 
chapter is organized according to analysis, focusing on each construct in tum within the 
analysis section. 
The data were collected from two populations, Hungarian (n=207) and U.S. 
managers (n= 146). Each population is further subdivided for purposes of this analysis 
into sub-samples based upon the level of international trade of the firms. These sub­
samples are as follows: l )  Hungarian domestic firms (n=90); 2) Hungarian firms that are 
American joint ventures (n=83); 3) U.S. firms that do not have foreign subsidiaries 
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(n=60) ; and 4) U.S . firms that have foreign subsidiaries (n=62) .  All respondents in the 
Hungarian sample were administered a Hungarian language survey form. All U.S. 
managers were administered an English language survey form. Results from the data 
analyses will be reported for each sample and sub-sample throughout the chapter. 
Construct Development - Cultural V aloe Dimensions 
The constructs under development in this study consist of five cultural value 
dimensions (CVDs), individualism/collectivism, logic/emotion, tolerance for ambiguity, 
equality/hierarchy, and time orientation. The CVDs are multi-item additive scales 
consisting of dichotomous variables. Each of the CVDs is calculated as follows: Seven 
dichotomous items corresponding to the seven Business Contexts (see Figure 5) are 
added to create each CVD scale. Each item has a possible score of ' l '  or 'O' . The scores 
are summed across the seven items and the total is divided by seven to give the scale a 
final score ranging from zero to one. 
lndi�idllali11IIIC0U«tivi&m 
The individualism/collectivism (IC) dimension consists of seven dichotomous 
items (See Table 25) scored as ' l '  if the response chosen was in the individualism 
direction, and scored as 'O' if the response chosen was in the collectivism direction. First, 
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the inter-item correlations are compared in order to assure that the seven items (IND 1 -
IND7) correlate more. highly with each other, than with items outside of the 
individualism/collectivism construct. Correlations between IND items range from .00358 
to .33499 for the total population (correlation tables are reported in the appendix). 
Several IND items are problematic. IND3 has very low correlations with other IND items 
overall (ranging from .00358 to . 1 87 1 5), and correlates more highly with EQU l ( .34963) 
and EQU3 (-. 19399). IND3 correlates at a comparatively high level with EQU7 (-. 
. 1 7682), EQU4 (-. 14405), and STM5 (. 1 54 10) as it does with other IND items. IND4 has 
low correlations with other IND items (ranging from .0 1 692 to . 19394), and correlates 
more highly with STM5 (-.2 1 327) and STM3 (-. 19493). IND4 correlates at a 
comparative level with HAM3 (. 1 8406), HAMS ( . 14445) and EQUl (-. 1 7462) as it does 
with other IND items. Descriptive statistics for each item constituting the IC scale 
(IND1 -IND7) are listed in Table 32 for each of the samples in the study. 
Item response Theory (IRT) was used to analyze the items as a scale. IRT 
excludes individuals whose IC scale scores equaled either zero or one from the analysis. 
Eighteen respondents were removed due to this editing step resulting in 335 respondents 
for use in the analysis. IRT assigns each item a difficulty score which indicates the 
degree to which a particular item is difficult for a respondent. In this case, the score is 
assigned according to the level of difficulty an Individualism oriented respondent would 
have in selecting the Individualism item response. Therefore, only the most 
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TABLE 32: Descriptive Statistics for the IC items by Sample and Sub-sample 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
IND(COL) IND(COL) Mean Dev. 
INDl TOT AL (n=352) 210 (142) 59.7 (40.3) .597 .491 
HUNGARIAN (n=207) 113 ( 94) 54.6 (45.4) .546* .499 
Domestic (n=90) 42 (48) 46.7 (53 .3) .467# .502 
International (n=83) 5 1  (32) 6 1 .4 (38 .6) .6 14# .490 
U.S.A. (n=l45) 97 (48) 66.9 (33.1) .669* .472 
Domestic (n=59) 36 (23) 6 1 .0 (39.0) .6 10 .482 
International (n=62) 45 ( 17) 72.6 (27.4) .726 .450 
IND2 TOTAL (n=350) 157 (193) 44.9 (55. 1) .449 .498 
HUNGARIAN (n=205) 108 ( 97) 52. 7 (47.3) .52. 7*** .501 
Domestic (n=89) 41 (48) 46. 1 (53 .9) .46 1 .50 1 
International (n=82) 46 (36) 56. 1 (43.9) .561 .499 
U.S.A. (n=l45) 49 (96) 33.8 (66.2) .338*** .475 
Domestic (n=59) 17 (42) 28.8 (7 1 .2) .288 .457 
International (n=62) 26 (36) 4 1 .9 (58 . 1 )  .4 1 9  .497 
IND3 TOT AL (n::349) 166 (183) 47.6 (52.4) .476 .soo 
HUNGARIAN (n=206) 111 ( 95) 53.9 (46.1) .500** .502 
Domestic (n=90) 45 (45) 50.0 (50.0) .467 .502 
International (n=82) 45 (37) 54.9 (45 . 1 )  .549 .501 
U.S.A. (n=l43) 55 (88) 38.5 (61.5) .385** .488 
Domestic (n=S9) 2 1  (38) 35.6 (64.4) .356 .483 
International (n=6 l )  25  (36) 4 1 .0 (59.0) .4 10 .496 
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Table 32: (Continued) 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
IND(COL) IND(COL) Mean Dev. 
IND4 TOT AL (n=353) 193 (160) 54.7 (45.3) .547 .499 
HUNGARIAN (n=207) 81 (126) 39.1 (60.9) .391 *** .489 
Domestic (n=90) 38 (52) 42 .2 (57 .8) .422 .497 
International (n=83) 26 (57) 3 1 .3 (68 .7) .3 13  .467 
U.S.A. (n=l46) 112 (34) 76. 7 (23.3) . 767*** .424 
Domestic (n=60) 47 ( 1 3) 78.3 (2 1 .7) .783 .4 15 
International (n=62) 45 ( 17) 72.6 (27 .4) .726 .450 
INDS TOTAL (n=3S2) 140 (212) 39.8 (60.2) .398 .490 
HUNGARIAN (n=201) 62 (145) 30.0 (10.0) .300*** .459 
Domestic (n=90) 25 (65) 27 .8 (72.2) .278 .450 
International (n=83) 29 (54) 34.9 (65. l )  .349 .480 
U.S.A. (n=l45) 78 (61) 53.8 (46.2) .538*** .500 
Domestic (n=59) 3 1  (28) 52.5 (47.5) .525 .504 
International (n=62) 33 (29) 53.2 (46.8) .532 .503 
IND6 TOTAL (n::351) 183 (168) S2.1 (47.9) .521 .500 
HUNGARIAN (n=206) 124 ( 82) 60.2 (39.8) .602*** .491 
Domestic (n=90) 5 1  (39) 56.7 (43.3) .567 .498 
International (n=82) 52 (30) 63 .4 (36.6). .634 .485 
U.S.A. (n=l45) 59 (86) 40. 1 (59.3) .407*** .493 
Domestic (n=60) 25 (35) 4 1 .7 (58.3) .4 17  .497 
International (n=62) 26 (36) 4 1 .9 (58. 1 )  .4 19  .497 
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Table 32: (Continued) 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
IND(COL) IND(COL) Mean Dev. 
IND7 TOTAL (n=348) 7S (273) 21.6 (78.4) .216 .412 
HUNGARIAN (n=205) 65 (140) 31. 7 (68.3) .317*** .466 
Domestic (n=90) 29 (6 1 )  32.2 (67.8) .322 .470 
International (n=8 l )  25  (56) 30.9 (69. l )  .309 .465 
U.S.A. (n=l45) 10 (133) 7.0 (93.0) .070*** .256 
Domestic (n=58) 3 (55) 5.2 (94.8) .052 .223 
International (n=62) 6 (56) 9.7 (90.3) .097 .298 
• = P<.05, •• = P<.0 1 .  ••• = P<.00 1 ;  Ttest between Hungarian and USA managers 
' = P<.05, Ttest between domestic and international Hungarian managers 
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Individualism oriented respondent would choose the Individualism answer for the scale 
item with the highest difficulty score. Items with low difficulty scores would be more 
easily answered in the Individualism direction by an Individualism oriented respondent. 
Table 33 gives the final parameter estimates for the IC scale sorted in order of difficulty. 
IRT also calculates the scale's ability to discriminate between groups. IRT 
provides theta ability values for each possible score on the scale . This is a linear 
transformation that allows the scale items to be plotted along the same linear scale as the 
respondents. In this case, the IC scale has eight possible scores (0-7). Table 34 provides 
the assigned theta values, the frequency of respondents at each scale point, and a 
computed scale score based upon the theta values. Figure 1 5  graphs the IRT information 
for the IND items and scale. The left vertical axis graphs the item difficulty scores. In a 
scale of only seven items, it is important that the items be distributed evenly to provide 
information across the domain of the scale. Two points to note concerning the IC scale 
are: 1 )  the distribution of items is clustered around the mid-point of the scale ; and 2) there 
are two points on the axis that indicate overlap of information provided by items. This is 
indicated by the longer graph lines at the -0.4 and 0.0 points on the axis. Each of these 
lines indicate. that two items have similar difficulty levels in the scale. The items can then 
be identified for further analysis in order to ascertain if one or more of the items should 
be modified in future applications of the scale. It is not always a problem for overlap to 
occur; however, in a scale with few items, it is best to have the items evenly spread across 
1 7 1  
Table 33: IRT Final Parameter Estimates For the 
Individualism/Collectivism Scale 
MicroCAT ( tm) Teating Syatem 
Copyright <c >  1982 - 1994 by Aaaeaament Syatema Corporation 
R.aach Model Item Calibration Prograa - - RASCAL (tm) Veraion 3 . 5 1  
Pinal Parameter Batimatea for Data from Pile A: IND . DAT 
Sorted in Item Difficulty Order 
Item Difficulty Std . lrror Chi Sq . df · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
l - 0 . 644 0 . 12 1  15 . 907 s 
4 - o . 430  0 . 120 24 . 407 5 ' - o . Jo, 0 . 120 8 . 01' 5 
3 - 0 . 095 0 . 121  2 . 18 0  5 
2 0 . 018 0 . 121 9 . 811  5 
5 0 . 235  0 . 123 10 . 494 5 
7 1 . 222 0 . 142 3 . 107 5 
1 72 . 
Table 34: IRT Theta Difficulty Scores For the 
Individualism/Collectivism Scale 
MicrOCAT ( tm) Teating System 
Copyright ( c )  1982 - 1994 by Aaaeaament Syatema Corporation 
R.aach Model Item Calibration Program - - RASCAL ( tm) Version 3 . 51 
R.aw Score Converaion Table 
Number (Theta > Std . Preq- CUii 
Correct Ability Srror uency Preq Percentile - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 ••••• ••••• 9 9 3 
1 - 1 . 93 1 . 106 3 9  48  14  
2 - 1 . 01 o . uo 73 121 36 
3 - 0 . 34 0 . 789 91 219 65 
4 0 . 29 0 . 793 64 213 84 
s 0 . 99 0 . 872 40 323 96 
6 1 , 95 1 . 127 21 344 99 
7 ••••• ••••• 9 353 99 
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Scaled 
Score - - - - - - -
••• 
481 
490  
497 
503 
510 
520 
• •• 
the scale. In this case ; Items IN04 and IN06 are close in difficulty, and items IN03 and 
IN02 are close in difficulty. 
The right vertical axis graphs the re_s129ndents at various scale points ( see Figure 
1 5) .  The IC scale shows a normal distribution of respondents on the dimension being 
measured. There is good overlap of the scale item difficulty scores (shown on left axis) 
with the distribution of respondents (shown on right axis), with items located in the center 
of the scale where most respondents are located. This indicates a high ability to 
discriminate at a point on the scale where it is needed most. In the development of the IC 
scale there needs to be a balance between the scales ability to discriminate between 
individualism and collectivism, and the amount of information it can provide in 
identifying various points along a continuum of individualism/collectivism. The IC scale 
is early in its development. Its ability to discriminate between groups is of utmost 
importance, with the ability to place individuals along the continuum a goal for the future. 
IRT shows a fairly peaked information curve (see Figure 16) that indicates the highest 
level of information is being provided at the center of the scale . A peaked information 
curve is preferred in a scale in which the purpose is to divide respondents. A flatter curve 
showing the information provided is spread across the scale would be preferred for a 
scale in which the purpose is to place respondents along a continuum. Finally, Figure 1_7 
plots the test characteristic curve for the IC scale. This curve shows the scales ability to 
discriminate between groups at each of the scale's points. The more vertical the curve is 
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at any point the higher its discriminant ability . The IC scale's ability to discriminate is 
highest toward the center of the scale and tapers off slightly at the endpoints of the scale . 
The results of the corre�ation and IRT analysis are promising for the IC scale. The 
correlation analysis indicates convergence of the items into the IND construct with 
divergence from other constrncts of interest. Two of the scale's items (IND3 and IND4) 
are problematic both in the correlation analysis, and matching other items in their IRT 
difficulty scores. These items may require revision in future studies. With so few items 
in the scale as well as the early stage that this research is in, they will be retained as part 
of the scale for the remainder of this analysis. The IC scale has decent discriminant 
ability across the continuum with the highest ability at the center of the scale where a 
determination is made whether a respondent is predominantly individualistic or 
collectivistic. The IND items cluster around this point as shown by their IRT difficulty 
scores. The ability to identify the placement of a particular respondent along the 
continuum is something that should be closely examined in future studies. In order to 
compute the IC scale the seven items are summed and divided by seven to form a scale 
with a score ranging from O to 1 .  Descriptive statistics for the IC scale (INDAVG) are 
listed in Table 35. 
Logie/Emotion 
The logic/emotion (LE) dimension consists of seven dichotomous items ( see 
Table 25) scored as ' l '  if the response chosen was in the logic direction, and scored as 'O' 
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Table 35: Descriptive Statistics for the Cultural Value Dimension (CVD) Scales by 
Sample and Sub-sample 
Item Sample MEAN STD DEV RANGE 
INDAVG TOT AL (n=342) .457 .224 0.0 • 1.0 
HUNGARIAN (n=201) .459 .240 0.0 .  J.O 
Domestic (n=89) .430 .235 0.0 - 1 .0 
International (n=78) .474 .242 0.0 - 1 .0 
U.S.A. (n=l41) .453 .201 0.0 - 1.0 
Domestic (n=57) .43 1 .205 0.0 - .856 
International ( n=6 1 )  .473 . 1 82 0.0 - 1 .0 
LOGAVG TOT AL (n=338) .611 .1S7 .143 • 1.0 
HUNGARIAN (n=200) .596* .161 .143 • 1.0 
Domestic (n=87) .586 . 1 5 1  . 143 - 1 .0 
International (n=82) .6 10  . 1 67 . 143 - 1 .0 
U.S.A. (n=l38) .633* .120 .286 - 1.0 
Domestic (n=54) .640 . 1 20 .286 - . 856 
International (n=60) .624 . 174 .286 - 1 .0 
HAMAVG TOTAL (n=336) .S97 .193 . 143 · 1.0 
HUNGARIAN (n=l96) .590 . 187 . 143 • 1.0 
Domestic (n=86) .596 . 19 1  . 1 43 - 1 .0 
Intematio�al (n=78) .575 . 1 80 . 143 - 1 .0 
U.S.A.· (n=l41) .606 .201 .143 • 1.0 
Domestic (n=57) .6 17  .2 1 1  . 143 - 1 .0 
International (n=60) .590 .2 10  . 1 43 - 1 .0 
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Table 35: Continued 
Item Sample MEAN STD DEV RANGE 
EQUAVG TOTAL (n=340) .851 . 167 .283 - 1.0 
HUNGARIAN (n=l99) .804* * *  . 150 . 143 - 1.0 
Domestic (n=88) .825# . 1 54 . 1 43 - 1 .0 
International (n=80) .779# . 1 49 .283 - 1 .0 
U.S.A. (n=l41) .850 . 167 .571 - 1.0 
Domestic (n=57) .842 .065++ .7 14  - 1 .0 
International (n=6 1 )  .820 . 1 10++ .57 1 - 1 .0 
STMAVG TOT AL (n=329) .507 . 197 0.0 • 1.0 
HUNGARIAN (n=l98) .506 .201 0.0 • 1.0 
Domestic (n=87) .493 .2 1 3  0.0 - 1 .0 
International (n=77) .503 . 170 . 1 43 - .857 
U.S.A. (n=l31) .508 . 193 0.0 • 1.0 
Domestic (n=49) .487 . 1 82 . 143 - .857 
International (n=60) .5 1 9  . 199 . 143 - 1 .0 
• = P<.05. ** = P<.01 . ••• = P<.001 ;  Ttest between Hungarian and USA managers 
= P<.05, Ttest between domestic and international Hungarian managers 
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if the response chosen was in the emotion direction. The first step is to compare the inter­
item correlations in order to assure that the seven items (LOG l -LOG7) correlate more 
highly with each other than with other items outside of the LE scale. Correlations 
between LOG items range from -.00047 to . 1 5506 for the total population. Most of the 
LOG items have comparative levels of correlation with items outside the LOG construct 
as they do with other LOG items. There are a few cases in which a LOG item has a 
markedly higher correlation with an item from another CVD construct; LOG l and EQU2 
(-.3 1 1 10), LOG5 and EQU3 (.2 1 374), and finally, LOG6 and HAM6 (-.33978). 
Descriptive statistics for each item constituting the LE scale (LOG l -LOG7) are listed in 
Table 36 for each of the samples in the study. 
Item Response Theory (IRT) was used to analyze the items as a scale. In this 
analysis, the individuals whose LE scale scores equaled either zero or one were excluded 
from the analysis. Six respondents were removed due to this editing step and 347 
respondents remained for use in the analysis. As discussed in the above section, each 
item in the scale is assigned a difficulty score which gives the degree to which a particular 
item is difficult for a respondent of a particular type. In this case, the score is assigned 
according to the level of difficulty a Logic oriented respondent would have in selecting 
the Logic item response. Therefore, only the most Logic oriented respondent would 
choose the Logic answer for the scale item with the highest difficulty score. Those items 
with low difficulty scores would be more easily answered in the Logic direction by a 
Logic oriented respondent. Table 37 gives the final parameter estimates for the LE scale. 
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Table 36: Descriptive Statistics for the Logic/Emotion Items 
by Sample and Sub-sample 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
LOG(EM) LOG(EM) Mean Dev. 
LOGl TOT AL (n=3S3) 37 (316) 10.S (�9.S) .105 .307 
HUNGARIAN (n=207) 19 (188) 9.2 (90.8) .092 .289 
Domestic (n=90) 10  (80) 1 1 . 1  (88.9) . 1 1 1  .3 16  
International (n=83) 5 (78) 6.0 (94.0) .060 .239 
U.S.A. (n=l46) 18 (128) 12.3 (87. 7) . 123 .330 
Domestic (n=60) 3 (57) 5 .0 (95 .0) .o5o++ .220 
International (n=62) 1 2  (50) 19.4 (80.6) . 1 94++ .398 
LOG2 TOT AL (n=3S2) 303 ( 49) 86.1 (13.9) .861 .347 
HUNGARIAN (n=207) 178 ( 29) 86.0 (14.0) .860 .348 
Domestic (n=90) 76 ( 14) 84.4 ( 1 5.6) .844 .364 
International (n=83) 75 ( 8) 90.4 ( 9.6) .904 .297 
U.S.A. (n=l45) 125 (20) 86.2 (13.8) .862 .346 
Domestic (n=59) 54 ( 5) 9 1 .5 ( 8.5) .9 1 5+ .28 1 
International (n=62) 50 ( 1 2) 80.6 ( 19.4) .806+ .398 
LOGJ TOTAL (n=350) 284 ( 66) 81.1 (18.9) .811 .392 
HUNGARIAN (n=205) 159 ( 46) 77.6 (22.4) . 776* .418 
Domestic (n=89) 72 ( 1 7) 80.9 ( 19. 1 )  .809 .395 
International (n=83) 62 (2 1 )  74.7 (25 .3) .747 .437 
U.S.A. (n=l45) 125 (20) 86.2 (13.8) .862* .346 
Domestic (n=59) 5 1  ( 8) 86.4 ( 1 3 .6) .864 .345 
International (n=6 l )  53  ( 9) 85.5 ( 14.5) .855 .355 
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Table 36: Continued 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
LOG(EM) LOG(EM) Mean Dev. 
LOG4 TOTAL (n=350) 139 (211) 39.7 (60.3) .397 .490 
HUNGARIAN (n=206) 71 (135) 34.5 (65.5) .345* .476 
Domestic (n=89) 24 (65) 27.0 (73 .0) .270 .446 
International (n=83) 33 (50) 39.8 (60.2) .398 .492 
U.S.A. (n=l44) 68 (76) 47.2 (52.8) .472* .501 
Domestic (n=58) 3 1  (27) 53.4 (46.6) .534+ .503 
International (n=62) 2 1  (4 1 )  33.9 (66. 1 )  ,339+ .477 
LOGS TOTAL (n=350) 296 ( 54) 84.6 (15.4) .846 .362 
HUNGARIAN (n=207) 171 ( 36) 82.6 (17.4) .826 .380 
Domestic (n=90) 75 ( 1 5) 83.3 ( 1 6.7) .833 .375 
International (n=83) 70 ( 1 3) 84.3 ( 1 5 .7) .843 .366 
U.S.A. (n=l43) 125 ( 18) 53.8 (46.2) .874 .333 
Domestic (n=57) 5 1  ( 6) 89.5 ( 10.5) .895 .3 10  
International (n=62) 54 ( 8) 87. 1 ( 1 2.9) .87 1 .338 
LOG6 TOT AL (n=343) 165 (178) 48.1 (51.9) .481 .500 
HUNGARIAN (n=202) 114 ( 88) 56.4 (43.6) .564***  .497 
Domestic (n=88) 44 (44) 50.0 (50.0) .500 .503 
International (n=82) 5 1  (3 1 )  62.2 (37.8) .622 .488 
U.S.A. (n=l41) 51 (90) 36.2 (63.8) .362***  .482 
Domestic (n=S7) 14 (43) 24.6 (75.4) .246 .434 
International (n=60) 27 (33) 45.0 (55.0) .450 .502 
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Table 36: Continued 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
LOG(EM) LOG(EM) Mean Dev. 
LOG7 TOT AL (n=3S2) 271 ( 81) 77.0 (23.0) .770 .422 
HUNGARIAN (n=207) 146 ( 61) 70.5 (29.5) . 705***  .457 
Domestic (n=90) 65 (25) 72.2 (27.8) .722 .450 
International (n=83) 56 (27) 67 .5 (32.5) .675 .47 1 
U.S.A. (n=l45) 125 ( 20) 86.2 (13.8) .862***  .346 
Domestic (n=59) 55 ( 4) 93.2 ( 6.8) .932 .254 
International (n=62) 54 ( 8) 87. 1 ( 1 2 .9) .87 1 .338 
* = P<.05, ** = P<.0 1 ,  *** = P<.001 ; Ttest between Hungarian and USA managers 
= P<.05, ++ = P<.01 .  Ttest between Domestic and International U.S. managers 
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Table 37: IRT Final Parameter Estimates For The Logic/Emotion Scale 
MicroCAT (tm) Teating Syatem 
Copyright (c )  1982 - 1994 by Aaaeaament Syatema Corporation 
A.Asch Model Item Calibration Program - - RASCAL ( tm) Version 3 . Sl 
Final Parameter Eatimates for Data from File A : LOG . DAT 
Sorted in Item Difficulty Order 
Item Difficulty Std. Brror Chi Sq . dt - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2 - 1 . 398  0 . 155  5 . 617 4 
5 - l . 242 0 . 149  2 . 554 4 
3 - 1 . 006  0 . 142 3 . 520  4 
7 - o .  779 0 . 135 3 . 954 4 ' 0 . 6 3 9  0 . 120  3 . 083  4 
4 0 . 966 0 . 121 4 . 6 58 4 
1 2 . 820  0 . 170 15 . 182 4 
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IRT also calculates the scales ability to discriminate between groups. IRT provides theta 
ability values for each possible score on the scale. In this case, the LE scale has eight 
possible scores (0-7). Table 38 provides the assigned theta values, the frequency 
respondents at each scale point, and a computed scale score based upon the theta values. 
Figure 1 8  graphs the IRT information for the LOG items and scale. The left vertical axis 
graphs the item difficulty scores. In a scale of only seven items it is important that the 
items be distributed evenly to provide information across the domain of the scale. Three 
points to note concerning the LE scale are: 1 )  it has a more even and wider distribution of 
items than the IC scale (Figure 19 compares the item difficulty graphs for all five CVD 
scales); 2) there are no points on the axis that indicate overlap of information provided 
by items (i.e. the difficulty scores for scale items are sufficiently distant from one 
another); and 3) while the distribution of items is better than the 1/C scale, the overall 
distribution or spacing of items along the axis is uneven with a large amount of 
information being provided around the low endpoint of the scale (- 1.4 to - .8 difficulty 
levels). The right vertical axis graphs the respondents at various scale points ( see Figure 
1 8). The respondents arc normally distributed along the scale. This indicates that the 
scale covers the domain well. 
In the development of the LE scale there needs to be a balance between the scale's 
ability to discriminate between logic and emotion orientations, and the amount of 
information the scale can provide in identifying various points along a continuum of 
logic/emotion. The LE scale is early in its development. Its ability to discriminate 
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Table 38: Theta Difficulty Scores for the Logic/Emotion Scale 
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0 
1 
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3 
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- 2 . 50 
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1 . 29 
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Std . 
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1 . 185 
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0 . 921 
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••••• 
Freq­
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31 
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Preq 
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3 
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Percentile 
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between groups is of utmost importance, with the ability to place individuals along the 
continuum being a goal for the future . IRT shows a information curve (see Figure 20) 
that indicates higher level of information is being provided at the center of the scale than 
at the endpoints of the scale. This is preferred in a scale whose purpose is to divide 
respondents. A flatter curve showing information spread across the scale would be 
preferred for a scale whose purpose is to place respondents along a continuum. The LE 
curve indicates better ability of the LE scale to place individuals along the continuum 
than the IC scale (Figure 2 1  compares the IRT test information curves for all five CVD 
scales). Finally, Figure 22 plots the test characteristic curve for the LE scale. This curve 
shows the scales ability to discriminate between groups at each of the scale's points. The 
more vertical the curve is at any point the higher its ability to discriminate between 
groups at that point on the scale. The LE scale shows good ability to discriminate, with 
the highest ability toward the center of the scale and tapering off slightly toward the 
endpoints of the scale (Figure 23 compares the IRT test characteristic curves for all five 
CVD scales). 
The results o_f the correlation analysis shows weak convergence of the LOG items. 
The mixed results with most items having equally high correlations outside the construct, 
and several items correlating more highly outside the· LOG construct, indicate weak 
support of the items as a single scale, even though each items highest correlation is by far 
that with the LOG construct. The IRT analysis provides much more positive results for 
the LE scale. The LE scale has good discriminant ability across the continuum with the 
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highest ability at the center of the scale where it decides whether a respondent is 
predominantly logic or emotion oriented. In addition, the LE scale has good coverage of 
the entire continuum as shown by -the test information curve (see Figure 20) . 
In order to compute the LE scale the seven items are summed and divided by 
seven to form a scale with a range from O to 1. Descriptive statistics for the LE scale 
(LOGA VG) are listed in Table 35. 
High tolerance for Ambiguity/Low Tolerance for Ambiguity 
The High tolerance for Ambiguity/Low Tolerance for Ambiguity (AT) dimension 
consists of seven dichotomous items (see Table 25) scored as ' 1' if the response chosen 
was in the high tolerance for ambiguity direction, and scored as 'O' if the response chosen 
was in the low tolerance for ambiguity direction. Descriptive statistics for each item 
constituting the AT scale (HAM 1-HAM7) are listed in Table 39. The first step is to 
compare the inter-item correlations in order to assure that the seven items (HAM l­
HAM7) correlate more highly with each other than with other items outside of  the AT 
scale. Correlations between HAM items range from .00673 to . 16802 for the total 
population. Most of the HAM items have comparative levels of correlation with items 
outside the HAM construct as they do with other HAM items, but this seems less of a 
problem than that seen with the LOG scale. There are a few cases in which a HAM item 
has a markedly higher correlation with an item 
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Table 39: Descriptive Statistics for the High Tolerance for Ambiguity (HAM) items 
by sample and sub-sample 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
HAM(LA) HAM(LA) Mean Dev. 
HAMl TOT AL (n=352) 63 (289) 82.1 (17.9) .821 .384 
HUNGARIAN (n=207) 169 ( 38) 81.6 (18.4) .816 .388 
Domestic (n=90) 73 ( 1 7) 8 1 . 1  ( 1 8 .9) .8 1 1 .394 
International (n=83) 70 ( 1 3) 84.3 ( 1 5.7) .843 .366 
U.S.A� (n=l45) 129( 25) 82.8 (1 7.2) .828 .379 
Domestic (n=59) 52 ( 7) 88. 1 ( 1 1 .9) .88 1+ .326 
International (n=62) 46 ( 16) 74.2 (25 .8) .742+ .44 1 
HAM2 TOTAL (n=346) 300 ( 46) 86.7 (13.3) .867 .340 
HUNGARIAN (n=202) 131 ( 13) 91.0 ( 9.0) .837* .371 
Domestic (n=89) 76 ( 1 1 3  85.4 ( 14.6) .854 .355 
International (n=8 l )  66 ( 1 5) 8 1 .5 ( 1 8 .5) .8 1 5  .39 1 
U.S.A. (n=l44) 125 (20) 86.2 (13.8) . .  910* .288 
Domestic (n=59) 53 ( 6) 89.8 ( 10.2) .898 .305 
International (n=6 l )  54 ( 7) 88.5 ( 1 1 .5) .885 .32 1 
HAM3 TOTAL (n::351) 115 (236) 32.8 (67.2) .328 .340 
HUNGARIAN (n=206) 56 (150) 27.2 (72.8) .272** .446 
Domestic (n=89) 24 (65) 27.0 (73 .0) .270 .446 
International (n=83) 2 1  (62) 25.3 (74.7) .253 .437 
U.S.A. (n=l45) 59 (86) 40. 7 (59.3) .401* * .493 
Domestic (n=59) 26 (33) 44. 1 (55.9) .441 .50 1 
International (n=62) 22 (40) 35.5 (64.5) .355 .482 
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Table 39: Continued 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
HAM(LA) HAM(LA) Mean Dev. 
HAM4 TOTAL (n=351) 103 (248) 29.3 (70.7) .293 .456 
HUNGARIAN (n=206) 61 (145) 29. 6 (70.4) .296 .4458 
Domestic (n=89� 30 (59) 33.7 (66.3) .337 .475 
International (n=83) 2 1  (62) 25.3 (74.7) .253 .437 
U.S.A. (n=l45) 42 (103) · 29.0 (71.0) .290 .455 
Domestic (n=59) 16  (43) 27. l (72 .9) .27 1 .448 
International (n=62) 22 (40) 35.5 (64.5) .355 .482 
HAMS TOTAL (n=349) 296 ( 53) 84.8 (15.2) .848 .359 
HUNGARIAN (n=204) 163 ( 41) 79.9 (20.1) . 799* * *  .402 
Domestic (n=89) 73 ( 16) 82.0 ( 1 8.0) .820 .386 
International (n=82) 64 ( 1 8) 78.0 (22.0) .780 .4 1 6  
U.S.A. (n=145) 133 ( 12) 91. 7 ( 8.3) .917* * *  .276 
Domestic (n=59) 53 ( 6) 89.8 ( 10.2) .898 .305 
International (n=62) 57 ( 5) 9 1 .9 ( 8. l )  .9 19  .275 
HAM6 TOT AL (n::346) 115 (231) 33.2 (66.8) .332 .472 
HUNGARIAN (n=204) 72 (132) 35.3 (64. 7) .353 .479 
Domestic (n::90) 3 1  (59) 34.4 (65 .6) .344 .478 
International (n=8 l )  2 8  (53)  34.6 (65 .4) .346 .479 
U.S.A. (n=142) 43 (99) 30.3 (69. 7) .303 .461 
Domestic (n=57) 2 1  (36) 36.8 (63 .2) .368 .487 
International ( n=6 l )  1 7  (44) 27.9 (72. 1 )  .279 .452 
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Table 39: Continued 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
HAM(LA) HAM(LA) Mean Dev. 
HAM7 TOTAL (n=3Sl) 248 (103) 70.7 (29.3) .707 .456 
HUNGARIAN (n=207) 159 ( 48) 76.8 (23.2) .768** .423 
Domestic (n=90) 69 (2 1 )  76.7 (23 .3) .767 .425 
International (n=83) 63 (20) 75 .9 (24. 1 )  .759 .430 
U.S.A. (n=l44) 89 ( 55) 61.8 (38.2) .618** .488 
Domestic (n=59) 36 (23) 6 1 .0 (39.0) .6 10 .492 
International (n=6 l )  3 8  (23) 62.3 (37.7) .623 .489 
• = P<.05, •• = P<.0 1 ,  ***  = P<.00 1 ;  Ttest between Hungarian and USA managers 
= P<.05, Ttest between Domestic and International U.S. managers 
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from another CVD construct than with other HAM items; HAM2 and EQU2 ( .220 1 6) ,  
HAM5 and STM3 (-.20 196), and finally, HAM6 and LOG6 (-.33978) . 
Item Response Theory (IRT) was used to analyze the items as a scale. In this 
analysis, the individuals whose AT scale scores equaled either zero or one were excluded 
from the analysis. Seventeen respondents were removed, and 336 remained due to this 
editing step. As discussed in the previous sections, each item in the scale is assigned a 
difficulty score which gives the degree to which a particular item is difficult for a 
respondent of a particular type. In this case, the score is assigned according to the level of 
difficulty a respondent with High Tolerance for Ambiguity would have in selecting the 
high tolerance item response. Therefore, only the respondents with higher tolerance for 
ambiguity would choose the high tolerance answer for the scale item with the highest 
difficulty score. Those items with low difficulty scores would be more easily answered in 
the high tolerance direction by a respondent with high tolerance for ambiguity . Table 40 
gives the final parameter estimates for the AT scale sorted in order of difficulty. 
IRT also provides the scale's ability to discriminate between groups. IRT 
calculates theta ability values for each possible score on the scale. In this case, the AT 
scale has eight possible scores (0-7). Table 4 1  provides the assigned theta values, the 
frequency of respondents at each scale point, and a computed scale score based upon the 
theta values. Figure 24 graphs the IRT information for the HAM items and scale. The 
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Table 40: IRT Final Parameter Estimates for the High Tolerance for 
Ambiguity/Low Tolerance for Ambiguity Scale 
MicroCAT ( tm) Teating Syetem 
Copyright ( c )  1982 - 1994 by Aaaeaament Sy•tema Corporation 
Rasch Model Item Calibration Program -- RASCAL ( tm) Ver•ion J . S l 
Pinal Parameter Batimate• for Cata froaa Pile A : HAM . DAT 
Sorted in Item Difficulty Order 
Item Difficulty Std . lrror Oti Sq . df - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2 - l . 406 0 . 157 2 . 64 0  4 
5 - l . 3 14 0 . 154 3 . 107 4 
l - 1 . 16 3  0 . 14 9  7 . 762 4 
7 - 0 . 447 0 , 132  5 , 9 98 4 
3 1 . 380  0 . 129  6 . 828 4 
6 l . 3 80  0 . 129 8 . 946 4 
4 l . 5 ' 9  0 . 13 2  10 . 955 4 
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Table 41:  IRT Theta Difficulty Scores for the High Tolerance for Ambiguity/Low 
Tolerance for Ambiguity Scale 
MicroCAT ( tml  Teating Syatem 
Copyright ( c l  1982 - 1994 by Aaaeaament Syateu Corporation 
Raach Model Item Calibration Program - - RASCAL ( tm) Veraion 3 . 51 
Raw Score Converaion Table 
NUmber (Theta) Std . Freq- CUm Scaled 
Correct Ability Brror uency Preq Percentile Score - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 ••••• ••••• l l l ••• 
l - 2 . 4 7 1 . 196 11 12 4 475 
2 - l . 41 0 . 953  27 3 9  12 486 
3 - 0 . 51 0 . 905 62 101 30 495  
4 0 . 42 0 . 921 113 '14 64 504 
5 1 . 3 9 0 . 978 87 301  90  514 
6 2 . 53 l . 217 1, 337 99 525 
7 ••••• ••••• 1 '  3 53 99 • • •  
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left venical axis graphs the item difficulty scores. In a scale of only seven items it is 
imponant that the items be distributed evenly to provide infonnation across the domain of 
the scale. Two points to note concerning the AT scale are as follows: l )  it has a wide 
distribution of items; 2) there are two points on the axis that indicate overlap of 
infonnation provided by items. This is indicated by the longer graph lines at the - 1 .4 and 
1 .4 points on the axis. Each of these lines indicates that two items have similar difficulty 
levels in the scale. The items can then be identified for further analysis in order to 
ascenain if one or more of the items should be modified in future applications of the 
scale. Items HAM2 and HAMS are close in difficulty to each other, and items HAM6 
and HAM3 have the same level of difficulty. While in some scales this would not be 
problematic, in fact, repetition would be welcomed, the HAM scale has only seven items 
to cover the continuum with no room for repetition of information. 
The right vertical axis graphs the respondents at various scale points (see Figure 
24 ). The AT scale shows good coverage of dimension being measured with a normal 
distribution tapering at each end of the scale. A scale should cover the domain and 
extend slightly beyond at both endpoints in order to define where the endpoints actually 
occur. 
In the development of the AT scale there needs to be a balance between the scale's 
ability to discriminate between high and low tolerance for ambiguity, and the amount of 
infonnation the scale can provide in identifying various points along a continuum of high 
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Figure 24: IRT Item By Person Distribution Map for the High Tolerance for 
Ambiguity/Low Tolerance for Ambiguity Scale 
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tolerance for ambiguity/low tolerance for ambiguity . The AT scale is early in its 
development.  Its ability to discriminate between groups is of utmost importance, with the 
ability to place individuals along the continuum a goal for the future . IRT shows an 
information curve (see Figure 25) that indicates higher levels of information at the center 
of the scale than at the endpoints of the scale. This is preferred in a scale whose purpose 
is to divide respondents. A flatter curve showing the information spread across the scale 
would be preferred for a scale whose purpose is to place respondents along a continuum. 
The AT curve indicates better ability of the AT scale to place individuals along the 
continuum than the IC scale or LE scale (see Figure 2 1  ). Finally, Figure 26 plots the test 
characteristic curve for the AT scale. This curve shows the scale's ability to discriminate 
between groups at each of the scale's points. The more vertical the curve is at any point 
the higher its ability to discriminate between groups at that point on the scale. The AT 
scale shows good ability to discriminate, with the highest ability toward the center of the 
scale and tapering off slightly toward the endpoints of the scale. However, the curve is 
not as vertical as those for the IC or LE scales (see Figure 23), this is a reflection of the 
flatter information curve. Since the AT scale has better ability to place respondents along 
the continuum, it trades this ability with the scale's ability to discriminate between groups 
at any one point on the continuum. 
The correlation analysis shows weak convergence of the HAM items, although 
somewhat stronger th� the convergence seen in the LOG items. The mixed results with 
most items having equally high correlations outside the construct, and several items 
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correlating more highly outside the HAM construct indicate weak support of the items as 
a single scale, even though each item's highest correlation is by far that with the HAM 
construct. The IRT analysis provides much more positive results for the AT scale . The 
AT scale has good discriminant ability ·across the continuum with the highest ability at 
the center of the scale where it decides whether a respondent is predominantly high or 
low tolerance for ambiguity oriented. 
In order to compute the AT scale the seven items are summed and divided by 
seven to form a scale with a range from O to 1 .  Descriptive statistics for the AT scale 
(HAMA VG) are listed in Table 35. 
Equality/Hierarchy 
The equality/hierarchy (EH) dimension consists of seven dichotomous items (see 
Table 25) scored as ' 1 '  if the response chosen was in the equality direction, and scored as 
'O' if the response chosen was in the hierarchy direction. Descriptive statistics for each 
item constituting the EH scale (EQU 1 -EQU7) are listed in Table 42. The first step is to 
compare the inter-item correlations in order to assure that the seven items (EQU 1 -EQU7) 
correlate more highly with.each other than with other items outside of the EH scale. 
Correlations between EQU items range from .0 14 19  to .3 1047 for the total population. 
There are a f cw cases in which an EQU item has a higher correlation with an item from 
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Table 42: Descriptive Statistics for the Equality/Hierarchy Items by sample and 
Sub-sample 
Item Sampl� Freq Freq % Std. 
EQU(HI) EQU(HI) Mean Dev. 
EQUl TOT AL (n=351) 221 (130) 63.0 (37.0) .629 .484 
HUNGARIAN (n=207) 98 ( 109) 47.3 (52. 7) .473*** .501 
Domestic (n=90) 39(5 1 )  43 .3 (56.7) .433 .498 
International (n=83) 43(40 ) 5 1 .8(48 .2) .5 1 8  .503 
U.S.A. (n=144) 123( 21) 85.4 (14.6) .854* ** .354 
Domestic (n=68) 54( 14) 79.4 (20.6) .794+ .407 
International (n=69) 64(5) 92.8 (7.2) .928+ .26 1 
EQU2 TOT AL (n=3S2) 341 ( 11) 96.9 ( 3.1) .969 .174 
HUNGARIAN (n=207) 201 ( 6) 97.1  ( 2.9) .971 .168 
Domestic (n=90) 88 ( 2) 97 .8 ( 2 .2) .978 . 148 
International (n=83) 80 ( 3) 96.4 ( 3 .6) .964 . 1 88 
U.S.A. (n=145) 140 ( 5) 96.6 ( 3.4) .966 .183 
Domestic (n=69) 65 ( 4) 94.2 ( 5 .8) .942 .235 
International (n=69) . 68 ( 1 )  98.6  ( 1 .4) .986 . 1 20 
EQU3 TOTAL (n=348) 252 ( 96) 72.4 (27.6) .724 .448 
HUNGARIAN (n=204) 129 ( 75) 63.2 (36.8) .632*** .483 
Domestic (n=90) 63 (27) 70.0 (30.0) .700' .46 1 
International (n=8 l )  43 (38) 53. l (46.9) .53 1' .502 
U.S.A. (n=l44) 123 (21) 85.4 (14.6) .854*** .354 
Domestic (n=69) 55 ( 14) 79.7 (20.3) .797 .405 
International (n=68) 62 (6) 9 1 .2 (8.8) .9 12  .286 
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Table 42: Continued 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
EQU(HI) EQU(HI) Mean Dev. 
EQU4 TOTAL (n=351) 330 ( 21) 94.0 ( 6.0) .940 .238 
HUNGARIAN (n=206) 191 ( 15) 92. 7 ( 7.3) .927 .260 
Domestic (n=89) 84 ( 5) 94.4 ( 5.6) .944 .232 
International (n=83) 78 ( 5) 94.0 ( 6.0) .940 .239 
U.S.A. (n=l45) 139 ( 6) 95.9 ( 4.1) .959 .200 
Domestic (n=69) 65 ( 4) 94.2 ( 5 .8) .942 .235 
International (n=69) 67 ( 2) 97 . 1  ( 2.9) .97 1 . 168 
EQUS TOT AL (n=350) 305 ( 45) 87.1 (12.9) .871 .335 
HUNGARIAN (n=206) 173 ( 33) 84.0 (16.0) .840* .368 
Domestic (n=90) 77 ( 1 3) 85.6 ( 14.4) .856 .354 
International (n=83) 66 ( 17) 79.5 (20.5) .795 .406 
U.S.A. (n=l44) 132 ( 12) 91. 7 ( 8.3) .917* .277 
Domestic (n=69) 63 ( 6) 9 1 .3 ( 8.7) .9 1 3  .283 
International (n=68) 63 (5) 92.6 ( 7.4) .926 .263 
EQU6 TOT AL (n=349) 335 ( 14) 96.0 ( 4.0) .960 . 197 
HUNGARIAN (n=204) 196 ( 8) 96.1 ( 3.9) .961 .195 
Domestic (n=89) 86 ( 3) 96.6 ( 3 .4) .966 . 1 8 1  
International (n=82) 80 ( 2) 97 .6 ( 2.4) .976 . 1 55 
U.S.A. (n=l45) 139( 6) 95.9 ( 4.1) .959 .200 
Domestic (n=69) 68 ( 1 )  98.6 ( 1 .4) .985 . 1 20 
International (n=69) 64 ( 5) 92.8 ( 7.2) .927 .26 1 
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Table 42: Continued 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
EQU(HI) EQU(HI) Mean Dev. 
EQU7 TOTAL (n=350) 296 ( 54) 84.6 (15.4) .846 .362 
HUNGARIAN (n=206) 159 ( 47) 77.2 (22.8) . 772***  .421 
Domestic (n=90) 65 ( 17) 79.3 (20.7) .733 .445 
International (n=82) 63 (20) 75.9 (24. l )  .793 .408 
U.S.A. (n=l44) 137 ( 7) 95.1 ( 4.9) .951***  .216 
Domestic (n=69) 64 ( 5) 92.8 ( 7.2) .927 .26 1 
International ( n=68) 66 ( 2) 97. l ( 2.9) .970 . 170 
* = P<.05, ** = P<.01 .  *** = P<.00 1 ;  Ttest between Hungarian and USA managers 
= P<.05, Ttest between Domestic and International U.S. managers 
= P<.05, Ttest between domestic and international Hungarian managers 
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another CVD construct than with other EQU items; EQU l and IND3 ( . 34963 ), EQU2 and 
LOG l (- .3 1 1 1 0), and finally, EQU2 and HAM2 ( .220 16). 
Item Response Theory (IRT) was used to analyze the items as a scale. In this 
analysis, the individuals whose EH scale scores equaled either zero or one were excluded 
from the analysis. One-hundred-forty-seven respondents were removed, and 206 
remained due to this editing step. As discussed in the previous sections, each item in the 
scale is assigned a difficulty score which gives the degree to which a particular item is 
difficult for a respondent of a particular type. In this case, the score is assigned according 
to the level of difficulty a respondent with an equality orientation would have in selecting 
the equality item response. Therefore, only the respondents with higher equality 
orientations would choose the equality answer for the scale item with the highest 
difficulty score. Those items with low difficulty scores would be more easily answered in 
the equality direction by a respondent with a equality orientation . Table 43 gives the final 
parameter estimates for the EH scale sorted in order of difficulty. 
IRT also provides the scale's ability to discriminate between groups. IRT 
calculates theta ability values for each possible score on the scale. In this case, the EH 
scale bas eight possible scores (0-7). Table 44 provides the assigned theta values, the 
frequency of respondents at each scale point, and a computed scale score based upon the 
theta values. Figure 27 graphs the IRT infonnation for the EQU items and scale. The left 
1 
Table 43: IRT Final Parameter Estimates for the Equality/Hierarchy Scale 
MicroCAT (tm) T••ting Syatem 
Copyright (c )  l982 - l994 by Aaaea•ment Syat•- Corporation 
RAach Model Item Calibration Program - - RASCAL ( ta) Veraion 3 . 5 1 
Pinal Parameter latimat•• for Data from Pile A :BQO. OAT 
Sorted in Item Difficulty Order 
Item Difficulty Std . lrror Chi Sq . df 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2 - l . 587 0 . 29' 0 . 828 3 
6 - l . ll 9  0 . 254 2 . 51' 3 
4 - 0 . 8 58 0 . 233  3 . 3 53 3 
s 0 . 069  0 . 184 12 . 0H 3 
7 0 . 314 0 . 175 3 . 882 3 
3 1 . 287 0 . 155 4 . 8 11 3 
l 1 . 915 0 . 153 14 . 301 3 
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Table 44: IRT Theta Difficulty Scores for the Equality/Hierarchy Scale 
MicroCAT (tm) Testing Syatem 
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bw Score Converaion Table 
Number (Theta) Std . l'req- CUm Scaled 
Correct Ability Krror uency l'req Percentile Score - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - -- - - - - -
0 ••••• ••••• l 1 1 • ••  
1 • 2 . 3 8 1 . 191 0 1 1 476 
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3 · 0 . "6 0 . 876 13 19 9 O S  
4 0 . 37 o . aa, 24 0 21 S04 
s 1 . 28 O . H S 71 114 ss 513 ' 2 , 4 3  1 , 222 93 207 99 S24 
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vertical axis graphs the item difficulty scores. In a scale of only seven items it is 
important that the items be distributed evenly to provide information across the domain of 
the scale. Three points to note concerning the EH scale are : 1 )  it has a wide distribution 
of items across the scale; 2) there are no points on the axis that indicate overlap of 
information provided by items; and 3) there is even distribution of the items along the 
scale. 
The right most vertical axis graphs the respondents at various scale points (see 
Figure 27). The EH scale shows a skewed distribution. The scale has good coverage of 
the low equality (hierarchy) end of the scale, but the high equality endpoint of the scale is 
not reached. In fact, 93 respondents scored a six on the scale (answering all but one item 
in the equality direction), and 140+ respondents answered all items in the equality 
direction. A scale should cover the domain and extend slightly beyond at both endpoints 
in order to define where the endpoints actually occur. 
In the development of the EH scale there needs to be a balance between the scale's 
ability to discriminate between equality and hierarchy, and the amount of information the 
scale can provide in identifying various points along a continuum of equality/hierarchy. 
The EH scale is early in its development. Its ability to discriminate between groups is of 
utmost importance, with the ability to place individuals along the continuum a goal for 
the future. IRT shows an information curve (see Figure 28) that indicates a higher level 
of information at the center of the scale than at the endpoints of the scale. This is 
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preferred in a scale whose purpose is to divide respondents . A flatter curve showing the 
information spread across the scale would be preferred for a scale whose purpose is to 
place respondents along a continuum. Finally, Figure 29 plots the test characteristic 
curve for the EH scale. This curve shows the scale's ability to discriminate between 
groups at each of the scale's points. The more vertical the curve is at any point the higher 
its ability to discriminate between groups at that point on the scale . The EH scale shows 
good ability to discriminate, with the highest ability toward the center of the scale and 
tapering off slightly toward the endpoints of the scale. 
According to the IRT results, the EH scale has good discriminant ability across the 
continuum with the highest ability at the center of the scale where it decides whether a 
respondent is predominantly equality or hierarchy oriented. The items are well 
distributed according to the level of difficulty along the scale, but need to better define the 
equality endpoint of the continuum. 
In order to compute the EH scale the seven items are summed and divided by 
seven to form a scale with a range from O to 1 .  Descriptive statistics for the EH scale 
(EQUA VG) arc listed in Table 35. 
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Fipre 29: IRT Test Characteristic Curve for the Equality/Hierarchy Scale 
2 1 8 . 
Short-Term Time Orientation/Long Term Time Orientation 
The short-term time orientation/long term time orientation (SL) dimension 
consists of seven dichotomous items (see Table 25 ) scored as ' l '  if the response chosen 
was in the short term time orientation direction, and scored as 'O' if the response chosen 
was in the long term time orientation direction. Descriptive statistics for the STM items 
are reported in Table 45. The first step is to compare the inter-item correlations in order 
to assure that the seven items (STM l -STM7) correlate more highly with each other than 
with other items outside of the SL scale. Correlations between STM items range from -
.00676 to .20703 for the total population. There are a few cases in which a STM item has 
a markedly higher correlation with an item from another CVD construct than with other 
STM items; STM4 and LOG4 (.26242), and STM5 and EQU l (.26426). 
Item response Theory (IRT) was used to analyze the items as a scale. In this 
analysis, the individuals whose SL scale scores equaled either zero or one were excluded 
from the analysis. Seven respondents were removed due to this editing step and 346 
remained for use in the analysis. As discussed in the previous sections, each item in the 
scale is assigned a difficulty score which gives the degree to which a particular item is 
difficult for a respondent of a particular type. In this case, the score is assigned according 
to the level of difficulty a respondent with a short-tenn time orientation would have in 
selecting the short-tenn time item response. Therefore, only the respondents with higher 
short-tenn time orientations would choose the short-tenn time answer for the scale item 
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Table 45: Descriptive Statistics for the Short-Term/Long-Term Time Orientation 
Items hI sam2le and sub-sam2le 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
STM(LT) STM(LT) Mean Dev. 
. · STMl TOT AL (n=347) 128 (219) 36.9 (63.1) .369 .483 
HUNGARIAN (n=203) 65 (138) 32.0 (68.0) .320* .468 
Domestic (n=89) 26 (63) 29.2 (70.8) .292 .457 
International (n=80) 27 (53) 33.8 (66.3) .338 .476 
U.S.A. (n=144) 63( 81) 43.8 (56.3) .438* .498 
Domestic (n=58) 20 (38) 34.5 (65 .5) .345 .479 
International (n=62) 33 (29) 53.2 (46.8) .532 .503 
STM2 TOT AL (n=353) 252 (101) 71.4 (28.6) .714 .453 
HUNGARIAN (n=207) 142 ( 65) 68.6 (31.4) .686 .465 
Domestic (n=90) 55 (35) 6 1 . 1  (38.9) .6 1 1  .490 
International (n=83) 62 (2 1 )  74.7 (25 .3) .747 .437 
U.S.A. (n=l46) 110 ( 36) 75.3 (24.7) .753 .433 
Domestic (n=59) 45 ( 1 5) 75.0 (25 .0) .983 . 1 30 
International (N=62) 46 ( 1 6) 74.2 (25 .8) .742 .44 1 
STM3 TOTAL (n=353) 210 (143) S9.5 (40.5) .595 .492 
HUNGARIAN (n=207) 157 ( 50) 75.8 (24.2) .758*** .429 
Domestic (n=90) 74 ( 16) 82.2 ( 1 7 .8) .822• .384 
International (n=83) 57 (26) 68.7 (3 1 .3) .68� .467 
U.S.A. (n=l46) 53 (93) 36.3 (63. 7) .363***  .483 
Domestic (n=60) 1 7  (43) 28.3 (7 1 .�) .283 .454 
International (n=62) 24 (38) 38.7 (6 1 .3) .387 .49 1 
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Table 45: Continued 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
STM(LT) STM(LT) Mean Dev. 
STM4 TOT AL (n=3S3) 194 (159) 55.0 (45.0) .sso .498 
HUNGARIAN (n=207) 95 (112) 45.9 (54. 1) .459***  .500 
Domestic (n=90) 34 (56) 37.8 (62.2) .378# .488 
International (n=83) 45 (38) 54.2 (45.8) .542# . 50 1  
U.S.A. (n=l46) 99 ( 47) 67.8 (32.2) .678*** .469 
Domestic (n=60) 46 ( 14) 76.7 (23 .3) .767 .427 
International (n=62) 26 (36) 58. 1 (4 1 .9) .580 .497 
STM5 TOT AL (n=349) 1 12 (237) 32.1 (67.9) .321 .467 
HUNGARIAN (n=203) 98 (105) 48.3 (51. 7) .483***  .501 
Domestic (n=88) 42 (46) 47.7 (52.3) .478 .502 
International (n=8 l )  3 9  (42) 48. 1  (5 1 .9) .48 1 .503 
U.S.A. (n=l46) 14 (132) 9.6 (90.4) .096***  .295 
Domestic (n=60) 6 (54) 10.0 (90.0) . 100 . 303 
International (n=62) 8 (54) 1 2.9 (87. 1 )  . 129 .338 
STM6 TOT AL (n=346) 190 (156) 54.9 (45.1) .549 .498 
HUNGARIAN (n=202) 92 (110) 45.5 54,59) .455***  .499 
Domestic (n=88) 36 (52) 40.9 (59. 1 )  .409 .494 
International (n=80) 37 (43) 46.3 (53.8) .463 .502 
U.S.A. (n=l44) 98(46) 68.1 (31.9) .681***  .468 
Domestic (n=59) 35 (24) 59.3 (40.7) .593 .495 
International (n=6 1 )  4 3  ( 1 8) 70.5 (29.5) .705 .460 
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Table 45: Continued 
Item Sample Freq Freq % Std. 
STM(LT) STM(LT) Mean Dev. 
STM7 TOT AL (n=337) 147 (190) 43.6 (56.4) .436 .497 
HUNGARIAN (n=203) 75 (128) 36.9 (63.1) .369* *  .484 
Domestic (n=88) 38 (50) 43 .2 (56.8) .432# .498 
International (n=8 l )  2 1  (60) 25.9 (74. l )  .259# .44 1 
U.S.A. (n=l 34) 72 ( 62) 53. 7 (46.3) .537** .501 
Domestic (n=52) 24 (28) 53.8 (46.2) .538 .503 
International (n=60) 34 (26) 56.7 (43.3) .567 .500 
• = P<.05. •• = P<.0 1 .  *** = P<.00 1 ;  Ttest between Hungarian and USA managers 
= P<.05. Ttest between Domestic and International U.S. managers 
= P<.05. Ttest between domestic and international Hungarian managers 
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with the highest difficulty score . Those items with low difficulty scores would be more 
easily answered in the short-term time direction by a respondent with a short-term time 
orientation. Table 46 gives the final parameter estimates for the SL scale sorted in order 
of difficulty. 
IRT also provides the scale's ability to discriminate between groups. IRT 
calculates theta ability values for each possible score on the scale. In this case, the SL 
scale has eight possible scores (0-7). Table 47 provides the assigned theta values, the 
frequency of respondents at each scale point, and a computed scale score based upon the 
theta values. Figure 30 graphs the IRT information for the STM items and scale. The left 
vertical axis graphs the item difficulty scores. In a scale of only seven ·items it is 
io:iportant that the items be distributed evenly to provide information across the domain of 
the scale. Three points to note concerning the SL scale are: l )  it has a narrow distribution 
of items across the domain of the scale; 2) there is one point on the axis that indicates 
overlap of information provided by items, occurring at the -.2 level of difficulty where 
STM 2 And STM 6 have similar levels of difficulty; and finally, 3) there is clustered 
distribution of the items around the midpoint of the scale. 
The right vertical axis graphs the respondents at various scale points (see Figure 
30). The SL scale shows a normal distribution. A scale should cover the domain and 
extend slightly beyond at both endpoints in order to define where the endpoints actually 
occur. 
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Table 46: IRT Final Parameter Estimates for the Short-term/Long-Term 
Time Orientation Scale 
MicroCAT ( tm) T••ting Sy•tem 
Copyright ( c )  1982 - 1994 by Aa•e•ament Sy•tema Corporation 
Ra•ch Model Item Calibration Program - - RASCAL ( tm) Ver•ion 3 . 51 
Firal Parameter E•timate• for Data from File A : STM . DAT 
Sorted in Item Difficulty Order 
Item Difficulty Std . Error Chi Sq . df - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2 - 0 . 94 7  0 . 126 4 . 210 5 
3 - 0 . 400  0 . 119 5 . 707 5 
4 - 0 . 208 0 . 117 3 . 3 92 5 ' - 0 . 16 0  0 . 117 ll . 826 5 
7 0 . 3 47  0 . 118 2 . 197 5 
l 0 . 580  0 . 120 2 . 407 5 
5 0 . 788  0 . 123  l6 . 841  5 
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Table 47: IRT Theta Difficulty Scores for the Short-term/Long-term 
Time Orientation Scale 
MicroCAT ( tm) THting Syatn 
Copyright ( c )  1982 - 1994 by Aaaeaament Syate• Corporation 
R.aach Model Item Calibration Program -- RASCAL ( tm) Veraion 3 . 5 1 
R.aw Score Converaion Table 
NUmber (Theta) Std . Preq- CUm Scaled 
Correct Ability lrror uenc:y Preq Percentile Score - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 • • • • •  ••••• 5 5 l • ••  
l - 1 . 94 1 . 11, l9 24 7 4 8 1  
2 -1 . 00 0 . 8'7  59  83 24 4 9 0  
3 - 0 . 31 0 . 793 97 180 52 "97 
4 0 . 32 0 . 792 " 2" 77 503 
5 1 . 01 0 . 8" 63 3 2 9  95 510 ' 1 . 94 1 . 113 22 351  99 519 
7 ••••• ••••• 2 3 5 3  99 ••• 
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In the development of the SL scale there needs to be a balance between the scale's 
ability to dis�riminate between short and long-term time orientation, and the amount of 
information the scale can provide in identifying various points along a continuum of 
short-term time/long-term time. The SL scale is early in its development. Its ability to 
discriminate between groups is of utmost importance, with the ability to place individuals 
along the continuum a goal for the future. IRT shows an information curve (see Figure 
3 1 ) that indicates high levels of information at the center of the scale. This is preferred in 
a scale whose purpose is to divide respondents. A flatter curve showing information 
spread across the scale would be preferred for a scale whose purpose is to place 
respondents along a continuum. Finally, Figure 32 plots the test characteristic curve for 
the SL scale. This curve shows the scale's ability to discriminate between groups at each 
of the scale's points. The more vertical the curve is at any point the higher its ability to 
discriminate between groups at that point on the scale. The SL scale shows much higher 
ability to discriminate between groups than the other scales. This is predominantly due to 
the clustering of items around the center of the scale. 
The correlation analysis shows convergence of the STM items. According to the 
IRT results, the SL scale has good discriminant ability. The items are somewhat clustered 
around the center of the scale in difficulty, which may be preferred in a scale with the 
purpose of dividing respondents into groups. However, a more·even distribution is 
preferred in a scale with the purpose of placing respondents along a continuum. 
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Rasch Model Item Calibrat �on Program - - RASCAL ( tm)  Vera ion 3 . 5 1 
ITEM BY PERSON OISTRIBt7TION MAP 
Number• of 
ITEMS PERSONS I tema I People 
• - 4 . 0 • 0 I 0 
- 3 . 8  0 I 0 
- l . 6  0 I 0 
- 3 . 4  0 I 0 
- 3 . 2  0 I 0 
• - 3 . 0  • 0 I 0 
-2 . 8  0 I 0 
- 2 . 6  0 I 0 
- 2 . 4  0 I 0 
-2 . 2  0 I 0 
+ - 2 . 0 ··· - 0 I 19 
I - 1 . 8  I 0 I 0 
I - 1 . ,  I 0 I 0 
I - 1 . 4  I 0 I 0 
I - 1 . 2  I 0 I 0 ....... , - 1 . 0  , ......... 1 I 5 9  
I - 0 . 1  I 0 I 0 
I -o . ,  I 0 I 0 ....... , -0 . 4  , .............. l I 97 . .............. , -0 . 2  I 2 I 0 
+c 0 . 0  >+ 0 I 0 
I 0 . 2  I 0 I 0 ....... , 0 . 4  , .......... " . l I " ....... , o . ,  I 1 I 0 ....... , 0 . 1  I l I 0 • 1 . 0  .......... 0 I u 
1 . 2  I 0 I 0 
1 . 4  I 0 I 0 
1 . ,  I 0 I 0 
1 . 1  I 0 I 0 
• 2 . 0  •••• 0 I 22 
2 . 2  I 0 I 0 
2 . 4  I 0 I 0 
2 . ,  I 0 I 0 
2 . 1  I 0 I 0 
• 3 . 0  • 0 I 0 
3 . 2  0 I 0 
l . 4  0 I 0 
J . ,  0 I 0 
3 . 1  0 I 0 
• 4 . 0  • 0 I 0 • - - - -• - - - -• - - - -• - - - - •- - - - - - - - • - - - -• - - - -• - - - -• - - - -· 
40  JO  2 0  1 0  1 0  20 30 40 
Percent of Perc:ant of 
It- lx•wiaeea 
S�ry Inforution: Average S . D .  Average S . D .  
Diff iculty Diffic:ul.ty ability ability 
(Theta Metric: ) 0 . 00 0 . '1 0 . 02 0 . 92 
< Scaled Score Metric ) 500 . 0  , . 1  500 . 2  9 . 2  
Figure 30: IRT Item By Person Distribution Map for the Short-Term/Long-Term 
Time Orientation Scale 
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In order to compute the SL scale the seven items are summed and divided by 
seven to form a scale with a range from O to l .  Descriptive statistics for the SL scale 
(EQUA VG) are listed in Table 35-. 
Summary 
The correlation and IRT analyses provide information required to evaluate 
evidence of validity for each of the five CVD constructs .· Table 48 summarizes the 
analyses for each of the CVD scales. The inter-item correlations for the CVD scales are 
low for all five scales. This is to be expected for a multidimensional composite scale 
(Howell 1987, Gundlach and Cadotte 1994 ). Howell ( 1987) defines a multidimensional 
composite as a construct where "each item represents a single dimension and 'more' of the 
construct is defined as higher frequency or intensity across its dimension." The CVD 
scales were created based upon a matrix of seven business contexts and the five CVDs. 
According to Howell ( 1 987) the CVD constructs would not be defined by the joint 
intercorrelations among it's items, but "by t�e total potential influence across the 
. . .  separate aspects or dimensions of the business" .  In addition, Howell states that a high 
alpha coefficient is undesirable because it suggests redundance of scale items. 
The IRT analysis provides critical infonnation concerning each scales ability to 
discriminate between groups at various points along the continuum, as well as the scale's 
ability to distribute the respondents across the continuum.. The item difficulty scores 
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Table 48: Summary Of The Analysis 
� � Tolcnace for Amhiauity £qualily/Hicrarcby Tina&! Oriell&alMNI 
lalcr-lkal Low Low Low Low tow cwrc1., .. 
IRT Difflallly Seen llcml a,c �  ...... 11am have I wide dislribulion, lle1111 have a wide dililribulioo llems have a wide, cvffl lk:ms are clustered, lhc:re is a ......... Alidpoilll ol lCllc, IWO caa of no ovatap. il*UII iancvcn of i1a11 difficukics, 2 iaems have diS1ribu1ioo of ilcm dirfo.:ullies narrow dis&ribu&ioo of i&em 
owrtap wida a cluslcr aa cmolion overlaps, wi&hou& overlap difficul&ies, I ovcrbp 
Disuibulion of aapnndenl1 is Dislribulion of rcspondcnu is Rcspondcnls 1ft normally RcspondenlS arc heavily skewed Responden&s an: normally 
skewed slighdy IOward skewed slighdy IOWard lop: disuibulcd around lhc mid-poin& lowanl cqualily endpoinl, many d1s&ribu&c:d around &he: mid-
colk:clivislic cndpoin& of scale cndpoin& of scale of lhc scale cases lhrown out or analysi:. poin& of scale 
IRT TCII Scale infonnalion is peaked 111 Scale informalion is diSlribulCd Scale infonnaaion is dililribulCd 1hc curve indicak:S mos& Peaked curve indica&es most 
laf .......... Cunc mid-pain& of scale slighdy along lhc scale and along lhc scale funning a Ra&1er infonnaaion al ccn&er or scale, scale informa&ioo occuning a& 
skewed 1oward cmolion c�. not � p:aked as IC or SL &he: midpoen& of the: scale. 
cndpoinl 
N 
IRT TCII Modest abilily k> discriminale Modcsl abilily &o discriminale Modcsl abilily IO discriminale Modcsl abilily &o discrimina&e Modes& ability &o di�riminale 
w Cll8ndcrtllk bcN,un poups a& midpoinl of between poups a& midpoinl of bclwccn poups a1 midpoin& of bc:&wccn groups ill midpoinl of hl:&ween groups al midpoinl of 
C11nt scale wida limllcd abilily scale wida limilCd abilily scale wida limikl(i abilily &oward scale wida limik:d abilily low.ard scale: wi&h limi&ed ilhili&y &oward 
IOWard lhc cndpoinlS of lhe IOWard lhc cndpoin&s of lhc lhc cndpoinls of lhe scale lhe cndpoinlS of lhc scale &he: endpoims or &he: �· 
scale scale 
c......,... ..... Hungarian sample is slightly Hunprian sample is moK US sample is hiJhcr in Bolh scales place Hungarian Not applicable 
IWlkde Scala more individualislic lhan lhc US cmolion oricnlcd lhan lhc us uncedainly avoidance &han lhe sample as higher hiclilrchical 
sample 00 bolh scales. sample 00 bolh scales. wida lhc Hunprians acconling IO orien&alioo &.ban US sample. 
discancc bclwcen lhc rwo HofSICdc scale. OpposilC ,aull Hofs&cdc's scale places both 
samples lhc same oo each for High T olcnlnce for samples as high power dis&ancc. 
scale. Ambiguily (HAMA VG) scale The Equably scale (EQUA VG) 
places both s.unpks as high 
cqualily. 
Kaowa G...., The US sample is DOI 1hc US sample is signifacandy The us sample is nol 1hc US sample is signifacan&ly The US sample is no1 
c .......... signifacandy anon: more LDgic oricnlCd &.ban lhe signifacan1ly higher in Tolcnlnce more f.qualily oric:n&ed 1han &he :.ignificanlly more long-&enn 
lndividualis&ic lhan lhc Hunprian Sample. (H2 for Ambi1ui1y lhan lhc Hungarian sample. (H4 is time oricn&cJ 1han &he: 
Hungarian sample. Thm: is no suppodCd). Hungarian Sample, (Hl is no1 suppo,tcd). Hungarian sample. There is no 
di(fen:nce between lhe IWO supported). dilferefk:c hl:&wccn &he wnplcs' 
sampks' scon:s. (H I is DOI sc�s. (H5 is 001 �uppo,tcJ). 
supponal). 
N 
y) 
N 
KNWa G,... 
c-,.,.._ . 
s-s ....... 
Prc4ktiYC Abilley 
�wlaa 
Tllc lnlcnullioul H-,anan 
lllllplc wM IIOt AMNC  
lndividllllillic: ..._ die 
Ooacslic Hllllpria umple, 
(H6, H6a WII IIOt SllpplNIC:d). 
1llae was ao diffaacc 
bdwcca lbc scale ICCRI of lhe 
llllcrllllionll and Oomcstic us 
sub-sa,nplc SCCRS on lhc 
Individualism scale, 
( Hypochais 7 is suppol1Cd ) 
The Individualism Conslruct 
(INDA VG) did no1 have a 
ncp&ive n:lalionship with 
Solidarity. (HI is not 
supponcd) 
Table 48: Continued 
1.oakJEmotion 
The lnaemaaional Hungarian 
sample was no1 more Logic 
orielllCd than ahc Domestic 
Hun1arian sa,nplc, (H6, H6b 
was not iuppoocd). 
Then: WU no diffCRnce 
between lbc scale scores of 
lbc IIIICmalional and 
Domestic US Sub·sa,nplc 
sc°"s on lbc Locic scale, 
( Hypolhcsis 7 is supponed ) 
The Locic Consuuct 
(LOGA VG) did not have a 
ncp&ive n:lationsbip with 
flcaibility. The IWO 
consaructs have a si1nificaat 
low positive �lation 
(. 1 57S2). (Hl2  is not 
suppor1Cd). 
The Locic Construe& 
(LOGA VG) did not have a 
nc1ative n:lationship with 
IIIUluality. ( H 11 is not 
suppor1Cd). 
Tolcnacc for AmWaui&J 
The lntcma&ional Hungwian 
sample did not have a higher 
Tolerance for Ambi1ui1y ahan 
&he Domeslic Hungarian 
sample, (H6. H6c Wl&S not 
suppo,1Cd). 
Then: wu no diffc«nce 
between the scale scores of &he 
lntanational and Domesaic US 
sub-sample scores oo &he 
Tolcnncc for Ambigui1y scale, 
(Hypothesis 7 iii supported ) 
The Tolcrancc: for Ambigui1y 
Cons&ruct (HAMA VG) dad nol 
have a positive n:lalionship 
with Flcaibiliay. The IWO 
cons&ruclS have a significant 
low acptive corn:lalion (· 
. 1 3673) (H 10 is not 
suppoocd) 
The Tolerance for Ambiguily 
Construe& (HAM AVG) did noa 
have a po1itive n:lalionship 
with Mutualily, (HI I is nol 
suppo,1Cd). 
F..e..uay/Hlerarday 
The ln1ema1iooal Hungarian 
sample was noa more f..qualuy 
oric:nlcd ahan 1he Domc:slic 
Hungarian sampk, (H6. H6d 
was no& supportc:J). 
The� was no difference: 
between the scale: scores of the 
lntc:maaional anJ Do111es1ic ' IS 
sub-sample scores on ahe 
Equaliay scale, (Hypothesis 7 
is 1iUppol1Cd ) 
·rime Oricntatloa 
The ln1c:m.ational Hungariilll 
s.ampk w.as not more: Long· 
1crm time oriented 1han the 
IJumcslic Hungarian s.1mplc, 
( tt6, Hbc w.as not suppo11eJ). 
There was no diffon:ncc: 
bc:twc:c:n the sc.ak scores of the: 
lnac:rn.aaional and Don1es1ic US 
sub-sample: scores on the: 
Long·lc:nn tinte scale:, 
(Hypothc:sis 7 is supported ) 
The Tink: orientation 
Construct (STMA VG) Joc:s 
not have: a nc:galivc 
rc:lationship wi1h Solidarity. 
(H9 is not supponcd). 
assigned by IRT analysis provide the ability to evaluate each items contribution to the 
total construct. With only seven items comprising each CVD construct it is important 
that the items have difficulty scores that are evenly and widely distributed across the 
continuum. As a first step in the development of the scales, the scales ability to 
discriminate between the two groups is important. However, future development goals 
are for the scale to be able to place individual respondents along the scale. The results of 
the IRT analysis provide evidence that each of the five scales are capable of 
discriminating between groups. While some scales have some ability to place 
respondents along the continuum, none of the scales have any real ability to do so. 
The next step in the analysis will provide strong evidence for or against the scales 
nomological validity. That is, when compared with an existing measure of the same 
phenomena, do the five CVD scales perform as expected? 
Construct Measures of Comparison 
The previous sections have detailed the individual CVD scales through correlation 
and IRT analyses. Additional evidence toward construct validity is provided through 
evaluating the extent to which the construct, as measured in this new way, correlates with 
the construct measured in a different way; and the extent to which the construct behaves 
as expected (Churchill 1 979). Convergent validity will be assessed by comparing the 
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CVDs with an existing set of measures developed by Hofstede. Hofstede's ( 1 980) 
measures consist of a set of Likert-type items measuring the dimensions of 
individualism/colle�tivism and masculinity/femininity (logic/emotion), and a mixture of 
likert-type anq multichotomous forced choice items that measure the dimensions of 
uncertainty avoidance and power distance. These constructs are identified using factor 
analysis of all the variables to confirm the underlying structure of four dimensions. The 
individualism/collectivism and masculinity/femininity scales are created by weighting_ the 
items with factor scores and summing the items. Each scale is then mathematically 
adjusted to place the scale on a range of approximately O - 100. The other two scales 
consist of three multichotomous items each, that are weighted by a prescribed formula to 
place them on a range similar to the previous two scales. 
The survey instrument administered to the respondents in this study contained the 
items for the five CVD Scales as well as the items for Hofstede's scales. Descriptive 
statistics for the Hofstede scales for Individualism/Collectivism (IDV), 
Masculinity/Femininity (MAS), Power Distance (POI) and Uncertainty Avoidance 
(UAI), are provide� in Table 49 for the total sample, the Hungarian sample, and the U.S. 
Sample. Hofstede assigns a single scale value for the total population of interest, (i.e. the 
U.S. sample received a IDV score of 9 1). In contrast, the scales being developed in this 
study assign a scale score to each individual respondent, with group scores being 
comprised of the resulting mean score on the scale. Table 49 reports the Hofstede scale 
scores for the U.S. sample collected for this study ( 1996), and the Hofstede scale scores 
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Table 49: Descriptive statistics for the Hofstede scales 
Scale MEAN (HOF 1968- ALPHA RANGE 
1972) 
IDV 49.248 .674 1 8. l - 75 .7 
Hungary 49.62 
USA 48.7 1 (9 1 )  
MAS 47.275 .688 1 5 .6- 74.3 
Hungary 45 . 10*** 
USA 50.38*** (62) 
PDI 8 1 .95 0- 100 
Hungary 85 .025 
USA 77.575 (40) 
UAI 55.48 
Hungary 46.39 
USA 69.22 (46) 0- 100 
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for the U.S. sample in his research collected in 1968-72 .  Hofstede's study encompassed 
many culture types but contained not a single country of the Fonner Soviet Union, 
Eastern Europe, or China. Therefore comparative data i� unavailable for the Hungarian 
sample. 
The IDV scale score for the U.S. is 9 1  ( 1 968-72 data) and the IDV score for the 
U.S. data in this study is 48.7 1 ( 1996 data). Hofstede's scales have received a great deal 
of criticism due to the difficulty in replication. This is a problem inherent in culture 
measures, as when the culture changes, so should the score. In this case, time is a factor, 
as well as the populations being sampled are slightly different than those used in 
Hofstede's original study. Over the nearly 30 years since Hofstede gathered his data, the 
management philosophy has changed dramatically in the United States. This change 
brought on by competition with Japan, leans toward a more collectivistic, long-term, 
emotion oriented approach than what is traditionally considered the American business 
culture. This would explain the decidedly collectivistic oriented results in this study for 
the Hofstede scores. In addition, Hofstede's data consisted of numerous respondents from 
a single corporate en_tity (IBM), and the data for this study consist of a single respondent 
from many different companies across the United States. 
Convergent and divergent validity will be assessed by evaluating Hofstede's 
constructs and the CVDs developed in this study. The CVD scores are reported in Table 
35, each scale's scores range from O to 1 .  The Hofstede scores are reported in Table 49, 
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each scale's scores range from O to l 00. Therefore when comparing the CVD scale scores 
to Hofstede's scale scores, the decimal should be moved two places to the right 
converting a CVD score of .596 to 59 .6 in order to make a direct comparison between the 
scales. 
Individualism/Collectivism 
The INDA VG score is compared to Hofstede's IDV score. Figure 33 graphs the 
INDA VG and IDV scale scores for each sample in the study. The total population for this 
study receives a CVD INDAVG score of .457 (convert to 45.7), and a Hofstede IDV 
score of 49.248. Placing the respondents at nearly identical points on each scale, relative 
to range. In addition, the Hungarian sample receives an INDA VG score of .459, and an 
IDV score of 49.62, reflecting a slightly more individualistic orientation than the U.S. 
sample (INDAVG = .453,  and IDV = 48.7 1 )  on both the CVD and Hofstede scales. 
Logic/Emotion 
The LOGA VG score is compared with the Hofstede MAS score. Figure 34 
graphs the LOGA VG and MAS scale scores for each sample in the study. The total 
population for this study receives a CVD LOGA VG score of .6 1 1 ,  and a Hofstede MAS 
score of 47.275. The Hungarian sample receives a LOOAVG score of .596, and a MAS 
score of 45. 1 0, reflecting a more emotion orientation (lower logic) than the U.S. sample 
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Collectivism 
Hofstede's IDV Scale 
1996 Total Sample 
Gupta's INDA VG Scale 
1996 Total Sample 
Hofstede 's IDV Scale 
1968-72 U.S. Sample 
Hofstede' s IDV Scale 
1 996 U.S. Sample 
Gupta 's INDAVG Scale 
1996 U.S. Sample 
Hofstede 's IDV Scale 
1 996 Hungarian Sample 
--
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
lndi vi dualism .. 
49.25 100 
I 
.457 
I 
48.71 
I 
.453 1 
49.62 100 . I . .. -
.459 1 
Gupta's INDAVG Scale . .. .  ·· . ,,... .,. L .. . .. ,. .  · · ··<· · - - . •  
1 996 Hungarian Sample ·•�� · · ·-'�:...��.� .... ;.; 4 w F�'. ... �s4t · a!;.: .•• , . - ··--· . 
Note: The 1- data for both the Gupta INDAVG scale and the Hofstede IVD 
acale ..,. collected In a single survey instrument administered to the 
umple. 
Flpre 33: Comparison of U.S. and Hungarian managers' scores on the 
Cultural Value Dimension of lndlvlduallsm/Collectlvism utilizing 
Hofstede's IDV scale and Gupta's INDA VG scale 
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E_,. motion 
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Hofstede ' s MAS Scale 
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Gupta' s  LOGAVG Scale 
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0 
Hofstede' s MAS Scale 
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Note: The 1111 data for both the Gupta LOGAVG acale and the Hofatede 
MASacalewere collected In a alngle aurvey inatrument admlnlatered to the 
•mple. 
Flpre 34: Comparison of U.S. and Hungarian managers' scores on the 
Cultural Value Dimension of Logic/Emotion udllzing Hofstede's MAS 
scale and Gupta's LOGA VG scale 
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(LOGA VG = .633, and MAS = 50.38) on both the CVD and Hofstede scales. The MAS 
score calculated for the U.S. sample in this study (50.38, 1996 data) is much closer to the 
I 958 MAS score (62) calculated .for American managers than the IDV score for 1996 and 
1 958. The lower MAS score reflects a change in the American business culture towards a 
more emotion orientation. The CVD scale LOGA VG places the total population above 
the midpoint of the scale, while Hofstede's MAS ( 1996) score places the total population 
below the mid-point of the scale. This could be a result of the two scales differing in the 
range of the domain covered by the scale. 
High Tolerance for Ambiguity/Low Tolerance for Ambiguity 
The HAMA VG score is compared with the Hofstede U AI score. Figure 35 graphs 
the HAMAVG and UAI scale scores for each sample in the study. The total population 
for this study receives a CVD HAMA VG score of .597, and a Hofstede UAI score of 
55.48, placing the respondents at nearly identical points on each scale, relative to range. 
In addition, the Hungarian sample receives a HAMAVG score of .590, and a UAI score 
of 46.39, and the U.S. receives a HAMAVG score of .606, and UAI score of 69.22 on 
both the CVD and Hofstede scales (please note: the Hof stede U AI scale is scored in the 
opposite direction of the HAMA VG scale, therefore a high score on UAI is similar to a 
low score on HAMA VG). The HAMA VG score has little difference between the two 
groups, while the U Al scores have a large difference that place the Hungarians at a higher 
tolerance for ambiguity. The differences are occurring in the same directions for both 
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High Uncertainty 
Avoidance 
� 
Low Uncertainty 
Avoidance 
High Toleranc� 
for Ambiguity 
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1996 H 
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Note: The 1911 data for both the Gupta HAMAVG acale and the Hofatede UAlacale 
were collectad In a alngle survey Instrument administered to the sample . 
. Figure 35: Comparison of U.S. and Hungarian managers' scores on the 
Cultural Value Dimension of High Tolerance f�r Ambiguity/Low Tolerance 
for Ambiguity utilizing Hofstede's UAI scale and Gupta's RAMA VG scale 
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scales. This is a reflection of the larger differences in the scale measurement. The U Al 
scale is constructed of three multichotomous questions that focus on job security in order 
to measure the tolerance for ambiguity dimension. The HAMA VG is constructed from 
seven dichotomous items that focus on uncertainty in decision making within the firm in 
order to measure the tolerance for ambiguity dimension. 
Equality/Hierarchy 
The EQUA VG score is compared with the Hofstede POI score. Figure 36 graphs 
the EQUAVG and POI scale scores for each sample in the study. The total population for 
this study receives a CVD EQUAVG score of .85 1 ,  and a Hofstede POI score of 8 1 .95. 
The Hungarian sample receives a EQUA VG score of .804, and a POI score of 85.025, 
reflecting a lower equality orientation than the U.S. sample (EQUA VG = .850, and POI = 
77 .575) on both the CVD and Hofstede scales (please note: the Hofstede POI scale is 
scored in the opposite direction of the EQUAVG scale, therefore a high score on POI is 
similar to a low score on EQU A VG). 
In each case the CVD scales' scores follow the same pattern as the Hofstede scale 
scores adding evidence to convergent validity. To address divergent validity, correlations 
between CVD constructs were analyzed. The five constructs have low level correlations 
with one another ranging from .04258 to -.24403. This gives evidence toward divergent 
validity due to the absence of high correlations between the constructs. 
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Figure 36: Comparison of U.S. and Hungarian managers' scores on the 
Cultural Value Dimension of Equality/Hierarchy utilizing Hofstede's PD'I 
scale and Gupta's EQUA VG scale 
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The correlations, indicate directional information between the constructs that also adds 
evidence to their validity in that the constructs are behaving in the directions that they 
should. LOGAVG and HAMAVG have a correlation of -.20849, indicating respondents 
that are more logic oriented would also have a low tolerance for ambiguity. INDA VG 
and EQUA VG have a correlation of -. 1 395 1 ,  indicating respondents with low 
individualism orientations (therefore more collectivistic) have correspondingly higher 
equality orientations. STMA VG and HAMA VG have a correlation of -.24403, indicating 
respondents with a long-term time orientation would have a higher tolerance for 
ambiguity reflecting the increased ambiguity associated with long range planning. 
LOGAVG and STMAVG have a correlation of . 1622 1 ,  indicating respondents with a 
. . 
logic orientation are also more short-term time oriented. 
Hypotheses Tests · Known Group Comparisons 
Additional evidence towards construct validity will be assessed by known group 
comparisons. These relationships will be evaluated as a series of hypotheses tests.  
H I :  The culture of a modem nation will have a higher individualistic 
orientation than the culture of a developing nation. 
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Restated to reflect the samples for this study, hypothesis 1 reads as follows: 
H l :  American managers will have a higher individualistic orientation than 
Hungarian managers . 
Hypothesis l was not supported. Results of the T-Test between the groups is 
reported in Table 35.  There was no significant difference between the U.S . and Hungarian 
managers on the INDA VG scale. 
H2: The culture of a modem nation will have a higher logic orientation than 
the culture of a developing nation. 
Restated to reflect the samples for this study, hypothesis 2 reads as follows: 
H2: American managers will have a higher logic orientation than Hungarian 
managers. 
Hypothesis 2 is supported. Results of the T-Test between the groups is reported 
in Table 35. There was a significant difference (p<.05) with the U.S. sample having a 
LOGA VG score of .633 and the Hungarian sample a LOGA VG score of .596. 
H3: The culture of a modem nation will have a higher tolerance for ambiguity 
than the culture of a developing nation . 
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Restated to reflect the samples for this study, hypothesis 3 reads as follows : 
H3 : American managers will have a higher tolerance for ambiguity than the 
Hungarian managers. 
Hypothesis 3 does not have a significant test result even though the groups differ 
in the hypothesized directions. Therefore, H3 is not supported. 
H4: The culture of a modem nation will have a higher equality orientation than 
the culture of a developing nation 
Restated to reflect the samples of this study, Hypothesis 4 reads as follows: 
H4: American managers will have a higher equality orientation than the 
Hungarian managers. 
Hypothesis 4 is supported. Results of the T-Test between the groups is reported in 
Table 35. There was a significant difference (p<.001) with the U.S. sample having a 
EQU A VG score of .850 and the Hungarian sample a EQU A VG score of .804. 
HS: The culture of a modem nation will be more long-term time oriented than 
the culture of a developing nation. 
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Restated to reflect the samples in this study, Hypothesis 5 reads as follows: 
HS: American managers will be more long-term time oriented than the 
Hungarian managers . 
Hypothesis 5 was not supported. The Hungarian and U.S. managers had nearly 
identical STMAVG orientations as reported in Table 35. 
H6: Individuals within a developing culture who have had moderate to high 
exposure to other cultures will have cultural value orientations that are 
more modem than other members of their culture. 
H6a: The culture of individuals within a developing culture who have 
had moderate to high exposure to other cultures will have a higher 
individualistic orientation than the others in their culture who have 
not had the same exposure. 
H6b: The culture of individuals within a developing culture who have 
had moderate to high exposure to other cultures will have a higher 
logic orientation than the others in their culture who have not had 
the same exposure. 
H6c: The culture of individuals within a developing culture who have 
had moderate to high exposure to other cultures will have � higher 
tolerance for ambiguity orientation than the others in their culture 
who have not had the same exposure. 
H6d: The culture of individuals within a developing culture who have 
had moderate to high exposure to other cultures will have a higher 
equality orientation than the others in their culture who have not 
had the same exposure. 
H6e: The culture of individuals within a developing culture who have 
had moderate to high exposure to other cultures will have a more 
long-tenn time orientation than the others in their culture who have 
not had the same exposure. 
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To test this set of hypotheses, the Hungarian sample was used as the developing 
nation'� culture. It was divided a�cording to the level of exposure individual managers 
had to other cultures in a business context. The two subsamples consist of managers 
from entirely domestic Hungarian firms, and managers from Hungarian firms who are 
subsidiaries of American firms. The results of the T-tests between the two subsamples 
for each of the CVD's are given in Table 35. While the mean scores of the sub-samples 
are in the right direction for H6a, H6b, H6e; there is not a significant difference between 
the populations. HAMA VG differs in the opposite direction than predicted in H6c, but it 
also does not have a significant difference between the two sub-samples. EQUAVG is 
significantly different (p<.05) for the two sub-samples, however the difference is opposite 
of that predicted in H6d. Managers in domestic Hungarian firms have a significantly 
higher equality orientation than managers in international Hungarian firms. 
H7: Individuals within a modem culture who have had moderate to high 
exposure to other cultures will have cultural value orientations that are no 
different than other members of their culture. 
In order to test H7, the U.S.A. sample was used to represent a modem nation's 
culture and was split into two sub-samples according to the level of exposure managers 
had to other cultures in a business situation. This results in two sub-samples l )  domestic 
U.S. firms and 2) U.S. firms with foreign subsidiaries. T-test results between the two 
sub-samples are reported in Table 35 for the CVD scales. There is not a significant 
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difference between individuals of a modem culture with exposure to other cultures, and 
individuals of a modem culture without high exposure to other cultures. Hypothesis 7 is 
supported. 
Hypotheses Tests · Predictive Validity 
Predictive validity will be tested through a set of hypotheses involving the ability 
of the CVD constructs and a set of Relationship scales. The following dimensions of 
exchange relationships as developed by (Kaufmann and Dant 1992) were chosen, and 
include: Solidarity, Flexibility, and Mutuality. Each of these constructs is measured on a 
7-point Likert-type format anchored by strongly agree and strongly disagree. Following 
Kaufman and Dant, the scales are created by summing the items for each construct. To 
evaluate inter-consistency coefficient alpha will be used. Descriptive statistics for these 
constructs are given in Table 50. 
HS: INDA VG will have a negative relationship with Solidarity: Cultures with 
a collectivistic orientation will have higher solidarity in business to 
business relationships. 
There is no support for HS. INDA VG and Solidarity have a low positive 
correlation coefficient (. 10236). 
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Table 50: Descriptive Statistics for the Kaufmann & Dant's Relationship 
Commitment scales 
Scale MEAN 
SOLIDARITY 7.855 
FLEXIBILITY 7.045 
MUTUALITY 8.978 
ALPHA 
.240 
.437 
.434 
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RANGE 
3.0 - 17.0 
3 .0 - 1 3.0 
4.0 - 1 8.0 
H9: STMA VG will have a negative relationship with Solidarity : Cultures with 
a long-term time orientation ""'.ill have higher solidarity in business to 
business relationships. 
There is no support for H9: STMA VG has a low positive correlation with 
Solidarity (.02803). 
H I O: HAMAVG will have a positive relationship with flexibility: Cultures 
with a high tolerance for ambiguity orientation will have higher flexibility 
in business to business relationships. 
Hypothesis l O is not supported. HAMA VG and flexibility have a significant 
(p<.05) negative correlation· (-. 1 3673). This indicates that cultures with a high tolerance for 
ambiguity have lower use of flexibility in their business to business relationships. 
H 1 1 : HAMA VG will have a positive relationship with mutuality: Cultures with 
a high tolerance for ambiguity orientation will have higher mutuality in 
business to business relationships. 
There is no support for hypothesis 1 1 , the correlation between HAMA VG and 
Mutuality is not significant. 
H 12: LOGA VG will have a negative relationship with Flexibility: Cultures 
with a emotion orientation will have higher flexibility in business to 
business relationships. 
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Hypothesis 1 2  is not supported. LOGAVG and Flexibility have a significant 
(p<.0 l )  low positive correlation ( . 1 5752), indicating that cultures that are logic oriented 
have a likelihood to use flexibility in their business to business relationships . 
H 1 3 : LOGAVG will have a negative relationship with mutuality : Cultures with 
an emotion orientation will have higher mutuality in business to business 
relationships. 
Hypothesis 1 3  is not supported, there is not a significant correlation between 
LOGA VG and Mutuality. 
Summary 
A summary of the preceding analyses is reponed in Table 48. The INDA VG, 
LOGA VG scales mirror the results of Hofstede's IDV and MAS scales. The HAMA VG 
scale places the total population at the same point on the scale as the UAI scale. 
However, the scales have contradicting results concerning the placement of the Hungarian 
sample in relation to the U.S. sample. The EQUAVG scale places the Total population at 
the opposite endpoint of the scale than the placement by the POI scale. The POI scale 
using 1996 data collected for this study places the U.S. sample, Hungarian sample, and 
the total population at the hierarchy endpoint of the scale. Theoretically, this is an 
incorrect result for the U.S. sample. The POI from 1968-72 data placed the U.S. sample 
near the equality endpoint of the scale. The EQUAVG placed all groups at the Equality 
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endpoint of the scale. This is the theoretically correct placement for the U.S. sample. It 
is known from the results of the IRT analysis that the EQUAVG scale is skewed in the 
Equality direction, therefore the true placement of the groups is probably not at the 
extreme endpoint of equality as indicated by the scale. 
Known group comparisons showed some evidence in support of the construct 
validity of the CVDs, (refer to Table ·48). It is evident in the results of the analyses that 
there are differences in the responses of the two groups that are not being captured by the 
summated scale score utilized in the hypotheses tests. While there are significant 
differences in the responses of the groups at the individual item level (as reported in 
Table s 32, 36, 39, 43, and 45), these differences do not always appear in the summated 
scale score used to create each of the CVD scales (see Table 35). 
The following section will discuss the response patterns of the groups for each of 
the CVD scales . This analysis will add insight into the scales ability to measure the 
cultural orientation of each group for each of the dimensions studied. 
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The Individual Items and Response Patterns 
Individualism/Collectivism 
The IC scale is constructed through a summation of seven dichotomous items 
(IND l -IND7). Each item has two possible responses to a question/situation presented to 
the respondent. One response is that of an individualism oriented person, the other is of a 
collectivistic oriented person. Therefore, the scale is constructed as a continuum ranging 
from an individualistic endpoint (scale score of 1 .0) to a collectivistic endpoint (scale 
score of 0.0) with six possible interim scale points. As a summated scale, there was no 
significant difference between the Hungarian and U.S. managers' degree of individualism/ 
collectivism (Hypothesis 1 ). When tested at the item level, all seven IND items differ 
significantly between the two groups. Table 5 1  lists an abbreviate_d form of the IND item 
responses, the mean score of Hungarian managers (the mean number of respondents 
choosing the individualistic response) and the mean score for the U.S.A. managers. Ever 
though each item has a significantly different score for the two groups, when summated 
as a scale these differences are confounded and disappear. This is due to the majority of 
the respondents in the two groups choosing the individualistic responses on different 
items. For example, the Hungarians have a mean response of 57 .2, and the U.S. has a 
mean of response 33.8, on item IND2. This places the Hungarians as significantly more 
individualistic on this item However, on item IND4, it is the reverse with the U.S. having 
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Table 51 :  Mean Response Of Hungarian and U.S.A. Managers on 
Individualism/Collectivism Items (lndl-Ind7) in Individualism Direction 
ITEM ABBREVIATED QUESTION 
IND ! Set goals for the individual 
Set goals for the work group 
IND2 Problem given to individual 
Problem given to group 
IND3 Strategy decided by management 
Strategy discusses by employees 
IND4 Time for self and family important 
Work as many hours as it takes 
IND5 Manager directs employees in job only 
Manager directs any employee in any task 
IND6 Outcome the responsibility of individual 
Outcome the responsibility of group 
IND7 .Competition is best 
Cooperation is best 
* p<=.05 
** p<=.0 1 
*** p<=.001 
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HUNGARIAN 
MANAGERS 
54.6 
52.7 
53.9 
39. l 
30.0 
60.2 
3 1 .7 
U.S.A. 
MANAGERS 
66.9* 
33.8*** 
38.5** 
76.7***  
53.8***  
40.7*** 
07.0***  
a significantly more individualistic score (mean = 76.7 ) than the Hungarians (mean = 
39. l ). 
There is no difference in the scale score of the Hungarian, and U.S. managers, 
however, the two groups are reaching that same score in very different ways. Figure 37 
depicts the response patterns of Hungarian and U.S. managers on the IC scale items 
(IND1-IN07). The items are arranged in a semantic differential format. The 
collectivistic answer appears on the left and the individualistic answer on the right 
endpoint of the line. The mean response of each group is indicated on the line. The mean 
response points are then joined to form a visual response pattern for the scale. The 
pattern of responses for the IND items are quite different for the two groups. 
Logic/Emotion 
The LE scale is constructed through a summation of seven dichotomous items 
(LOG 1 -LOG7). Each item has two possible responses to a question/ situation presented 
to the respondent. One response is that of a logic oriented person, the other is of an 
emotion oriented person. Therefore, the scale is constructed as a continuum ranging from 
an logic endpoint (scale score of 1 .0) to an emotion endpoint (scale score of 0.0) with six 
possible interim scale points. As a scale, there was a signific�t difference between the 
Hungarian and U.S. managers' degree of logic/emotion orientation (Hypothesis 2). 
When tested at the item level, four of the seven LOG items differ significantly between 
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Figure 37: Comparison of Response Patterns Between Groups for 
Individualism/Collectivism Orientation 
the Hungarian and U.S. managers. Table 52 lists an abbreviated form of the LOG item 
responses, the mean score of Hungarian managers (the mean number of respondents 
choosing the logic response) and the mean score for the U.S.A. managers. The items that 
do not have a significant difference in mean value between the two groups have mean 
values that clearly place the majority of respondents at one endpoint of the scale or the 
other. LOG 1 is answered in the emotion direction for the majority of, both, the U.S. 
managers (mean = 12.3), and the Hungarian managers (mean = 9.2). LOG2 and LOG5 
are clearly indicated as logic oriented responses for the majority of either population. Six 
of the seven LOG items score the U.S. managers as more logic oriented than the 
Hungarian managers, three of which are significantly higher for the U.S. managers. 
Figure 38 depicts the response patterns of Hungarian and U.S. managers on the 
LE scale items (LOG l -LOG7). The items are arranged in a semantic differential format. 
The emotion answer appears on the left and the logic answer on the right endpoint of the 
line. The mean response of each group is indicated on the line. These mean response 
points are then joined to form a visual response pattern for this scale. The pattern of 
responses for the LOG items are very similar for the two groups, even though there are 
four LCXi items with significantly different scores for the two groups. 
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Table 52: Mean Response Of Hungarian And U.S.A. Managers On Logic/Emotion 
Items (Logl-Log7) In Logic Direction 
ITEM ABBREVIATED QUESTION 
LOG l Search for supplier with best price 
Search for supplier you can work 
with over time 
LOG2 Manager should be able to control 
the business 
Manager cannot completely control 
the business 
LOG3 Choose option best supported by facts 
Choose option that feels right 
LOG4 Important to schedule the work day 
Important to take care of business 
as it occurs 
LOGS Good managers intervene only 
when necessary 
Good managers guide subordinates 
continuously 
LOG6 Reasonable compensation is 
a monetary bonus 
Recognition of boss is be�t reward 
LOG7 Best work occurs when people respect you 
Best work occurs when people like you 
* p<=.05 
** p<=.01 
*** p<=.001 
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Figure 38: Comparison of Response Patterns Between Groups for 
Logic/Emotion Orientation 
High/Low Tolerance for Ambiguity 
The AT scale is constructed through a summation of seven dichotomous items 
( HAM l -HAM7) .  Each item has two possible responses to a question/situation presented 
to the respondent. One response is that of a person with a high tolerance for ambiguity 
orientation, the other is of a person with a low tolerance for ambiguity orientation . 
Therefore, the scale is constructed as a continuum ranging from a high tolerance f �r 
ambiguity endpoint (scale score of 1 .0) to a low tolerance for ambiguity endpoint (scale 
score of 0.0) with six possible interim scale points. As a scale, there was no significant 
difference between the Hungarian and U.S. managers' degree of tolerance for ambiguity 
(Hypothesis 3). When tested at the item level, four of the seven HAM items differ 
significantly between the Hungarian and U.S. managers. Table 53 lists an abbreviated 
form of the HAM item responses, the mean score of Hungarian managers (the mean 
number of respondents choosing the high tolerance for ambiguity response) and the mean 
score for the U.S.A. managers. The scale indicates the U.S. managers to be higher in 
tolerance of ambiguity than the Hungarian managers (See Table 35). However, three of 
the seven items (HAM 1 ,  HAM4, & HAM6) have equivalent scores for both groups. Four 
items have significant differences in the scores between the two groups, but two score the 
Hungarian managers u more tolerant of ambiguity (HAM2, & HAM7). 
�igurc 39 depicts the response patterns of Hungarian and U.S. managers on the 
AT scale items (HAMI -HAM7). The items arc arranged in a semantic differential 
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Table 53: Mean Response Of Hungarian And U.S.A. Managers On Rig� Tolerance 
For Ambiguity/Low Tolerance For Ambiguity Items (Haml-Ham7) In High 
Tolerance For Ambiguity Direction 
ITEM ABBREVIATED QUESTION 
HAM l Workers given freedom to reach goals 
Workers given detailed directions 
HAM2 You should review info and decide 
Take info to superior for decision 
HAM3 The decision to work together is 
what is important 
Important to get all decisions in writing 
HAM4 Waste of time to schedule in advance 
Important to schedule when things 
are to occur 
HAM5 Look for the decision with the 
highest reward 
Look for decision that will happen 
as planned 
HAM6 Prefer goal where perfonnance level 
is not given 
Work toward a specific reward 
HAM7 Important to quiclcly figure out best 
way to act 
Important to know position of person 
* p<=.05 
* *  p<=.01 
***  p<=.001 
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Figure 39: Comparison of Response Patterns Between Groups for 
High Tolerance for Ambiguity/Low Tolerance 
for Ambiguity Orientation 
format. The low tolerance for ambiguity answer appears on the left and the high 
tolerance for ambiguity answer on the right endpoint of a line. The mean response of 
each group is indicated on the line. These mean response points are then joined to form a 
visual response pattern for this scale. The pattern of responses for the HAM items are 
very similar for the two groups, even though there are significant differences between 
scores for four of the HAM items. 
Equality/Hierarchy 
The EQ scale is constructed through a summation of seven dichotomous items 
(EQU 1-EQU7). Each item has two possible responses to a question/situation presented 
to the respondent. One response is that of an equality oriented person, the other is of a 
hierarchy oriented person. Therefore, the scale is constructed as a _continuum ranging 
from an equality endpoint (scale score of 1.0) to a hierarchy endpoint (scale score of 0.0) 
with six possible interim scale points. As a scale, there was a significant difference . 
between the Hungarian and U.S.  managers' degree of equality orientation (Hypothesis 4). 
When tested at the item level, four of the seven EQU items differ significantly between 
the Hungarian and U.S. managers. All four items place the U.S. managers as more 
equality oriented than the Hungarian managers. Table 54 lists an abbreviated form of the 
EQU item responses, the mean score of Hungarian managers ( the mean number of 
respondents choosing the equality response) and the mean �ore for the U.S .A. managers. 
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Table 54: Mean Response Of Hungarian And U.S.A. Managers On 
Equality/Hierarchy Items (Equl-Equ7) In Equality Direction 
ITEM ABBREVIATED QUESTION 
EQU l Goals decided between manager 
and employee 
Goals best decided by management 
EQU2 Possible to point out to manager 
he/she is wrong 
Most cases the manager is right 
EQU3 Decision made by person with expertise 
Only certain people should make decisions 
EQU4 Time chosen that is best for both 
Managers time is more important 
EQU5 Job definitions are not important 
Job definitions are important 
EQU6 Everyone in workgroup should be 
rewarded 
. Manager or leader deserves the reward 
EQU7 It is possible to work together 
as equals 
Senior person in charge and makes 
decisions 
* p<=.05 
** p<=.01 
*** p<=.001 
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Figure 40 depicts the response patterns of Hungarian and U.S . managers on the 
EH scale items (EQU l -EQU7). The items are arranged in a semantic differential format. 
The hierarchy answer appears on the left and the equality answer on the right endpoint of 
a line. The mean response of each group is indicated on the line . These mean response 
points are then joined to form a visual response pattern for this scale. The pattern of 
responses for the EQU items are somewhat similar for the two groups, with significant 
differences between scores for four of the EQU items. 
Short-Term/Long-Tenn Time 
The SL scale is constructed through a summation of seven dichotomous items 
(STM l -STM7). Each item has two possible responses to a question/situation presented 
to the respondent. One response is that of a short-term time oriented person, the other is 
of a long-term time oriented person. Therefore, the scale is constructed as a continuum 
ranging from a short-term time endpoint (scale score of 1 .0) to a long-term time endpoint 
(scale score of 0.0) with six possible interim scale points. As a scale, there was not a 
significant difference between the Hungarian and U.S. managers' degree of time 
orientation (Hypothesis 5). When tested at the item level, six of the seven STM items 
differ significantly between the Hungarian and U.S. managers. Four of these items place 
the U.S.  managers as more short-term time oriented than the H1:1ngarian managers. Table 
55 lists � abbreviated form of the STM item responses, the mean score of Hungarian 
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Figure 40: Comparison of Response Patterns Between Groups for 
Equality/Hierarchy Orientation 
Table 55: Mean Response Of Hungarian And U.S.A. Managers On Short Term 
Time Orientation/Long Term Time Orientation Items (Stml-Stm7) In Short Term 
Time Orientation Direction 
ITEM ABBREVIATED QUESTION HUNGARIAN 
MANAGERS 
STM 1 Short term goals 32.0 
Long term goals 
STM2 Manager skilled in functional area 68.6 
Manager experienced in way. of company 
STM3 Take advantage of unique opportunities 75.8 
Consider in light of other decisions 
in company 
STM4 Decide time for meeting 45.9 
Meetings begin and end when time is right 
STM5 Manager is to lead a work group 48 .3 
Manager is a mentor 
STM6 Immediately reward/punish 45 .5 
Postpone until true performance known 
STM7 Business then socialize 36.9 
Business and socialize 
* p<=.05 
* *  p<=.01 
* * *  p<=.001 
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managers (the mean number of respondents choosing the short-term time response) and 
the mean score for the U.S .A. managers. 
While there is no difference in the scale score of the Hungarian and U.S . 
managers, the two groups are reaching that same score in very different ways. Figure 4 1  
depicts the response patterns of Hungarian and U.S. managers on the SL scale items 
(STM 1 -STM7). The items are arranged in a semantic differential format. The long-tenn 
time answer appears on the left and the short-term time answer on the right endpoint of a 
line. The pattern of responses for the STM items are quite different for the two groups . 
SUMMARY 
The inter-item correlations of the CVD scale items show mixed support for the 
items forming a scale. Generally the items converge on the respective constructs and· 
diverge from other constructs. There are a few problematic items that may require 
modification in the future, however with only a two culture sample it is difficult to label 
the discrepancy as related to the item itself or to the idiosyncrasy of the cultural groups 
sampled. The IRT analysis shows much stronger support of the constructs and the ability 
of each to discriminate between groups. In addition, IRT depicts where information is 
being provided on the scales. Each of the CVD scale's is providing higher levels of 
infonnation at the midpoint of the scale, allowing a strong determination of orientation 
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Figure 41 : Comparison of Response Patterns Between Groups for 
Short-term/Long-term Time Orientation 
direction on each scale. The scales have a varying degree of information across the scale 
as well as in defining the endpoints of the scale. IRT analysis provides information on 
the reliability of a scale at any point along the continuum of the scale. The CVD scales 
have a higher reliability at the midpoint of the scale and lessening ability toward the 
endpoints of the scale. In comparing the CVD scales to Hofstede's scales, there is strong 
support for construct validity as the results indicate the scales are measuring the same 
phenomena. 
The results of the hypotheses tests are mixed. Hypotheses l through 5 address the 
known group comparison between the cultures of a modem and developing nation. 
Hypothesis 2 (LOGA VG) and 4 (EQUA VG) were supported. Hypothesis 3 (HAMA VG) 
was not supported, however the groups had differences (not significant) in the 
hypothesized direction. Hypotheses l (INDA VG) and 5 (STMA VG) were not supported. 
Hypotheses 6a through 6c address the comparison between culture groups from a 
developing nation that either had exposure to international business, or no exposure. The 
set was not supported. Hypothesis 7 addressed the comparison between culture groups 
from a modem nation that either had exposure to international business, or no exposure. 
Hypothesis 7 was supported. Finally, Hypotheses 8 through 13 address the predictive 
ability of the CVD scales. The hypotheses were not supported. 
The scales provide useful infonnation and hold up reasonably well in the analysis 
for this stage in their development. However, a large portion of the infonnation the scale 
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items provide is lost in the creation of the scales. Significant differences occur between 
the groups for a majority of the items used to create each scale, however these differences 
are masked in creation of the scale. This is evident when comparing response patterns of 
the groups. Chapter V provides an in-depth discussion of the findings resulting from the 
analysis detailed in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
This chapter provides a discussion over the findings of the study and is divided into 
four parts: l )  findings; 2) strengths and weaknesses; 3) conclusions and implications ; and 4) 
future research direction. 
Findinp 
The purpose of this research was to develop five constructs, each measuring a 
cultural value dimension. The five cultural value dimensions were defined from the 
literature and organized into a matrix (figure 5) in order to better develop appropriate scale 
items. The matrix aids in focusing the domain of all five constructs. The CVDs are very 
broad and guide behavior and thought across a multitude of situations and individual 
encounters. It is an important aspect of this research that the constructs focus on the CVDs 
and the behaviors they guide in the context of business decision malting and interaction. 
This allows the constructs to capture an individual's cultural value set for a particular 
behavioral situation. 
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This study was a first step in the development of the CVD measures . As such, the 
findings exceed expectations. The evidence against the scales validity are inter-item 
correlations that do not cleanly converge on their construct while diverging from other 
constructs; and no evidence of predictive validity. The evidence of the scales' validity is 
provided by the results of the IRT analyses; comparison with existing measures; and known 
group comparisons. IRT analyses detailed each scale's ability to discriminate between 
groups, provide infonnation along all points of the scale's continuum, and nonnally 
distribute respondents across the scale. In addition, in place of an averaged measure of 
reliability, IRT provided reliability estimates at each point on the scale. When each scale 
was compared with an existing scale measure of the same phenomena, the results gave 
additional evidence of validity. Finally, known group comparisons were made in a series of 
hypotheses' tests. These findings will now be further discussed for each scale in tum. 
lndividualism/Colkctivism 
The individualism/collectivism cultural value dimension has received the 
predominant amount_ of attention by researchers. This is a strongly recognized CVD, and is 
well defined in the literature in comparison to the other CVDs. The IC scale has positive 
evidence of convergent/divergent validity as indicated by correlations and comparison with . 
existing measures. The IRT analysis showed that even with a small distribution of item 
difficulties the scale had a nonnal distribution of respondents. The IC scale is best at 
dividing the respondents into groups, with lower ability to place respondents at points along 
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the continuum. This is an area for improvement in future studies. The known group 
comparisons did not show a significant difference in the IC scale scores between the 
Hungarian and U.S . managers . This shows a major weakness in using the scale 
computation method of summation to create the IC scale. A simple summated scale can not 
discriminate between groups with mid-scale scores that were reached with very different 
patterns of response. The U.S. and Hungarian managers reached their IC scores very 
differently as depicted in Figure 37. The difference in response pattern seems to be a result 
of a historical cultural difference between the two cultures that effects the respondents view 
of what constitutes individualistic and collectivistic behavior. 
U.S. managers in 1996 were educated and trained in an era of high individualism 
that was recognizing the worth of collectivistic values. Facing up to the competition of 
Japanes� firms, the U.S. adopted a more collectivistic value set in the business context. 
However, certain values of individualism remain strong in the U.S. pertaining to a 
separation of job from family, and the importance of self-actualization. This is possible 
because of the high standard of living most managers in the U.S. enjoy through adequate 
pay. 
In comparison, Hungarian managers of 1996 were educated and trained in an era of 
s�ialistic collectivism that w� beginning to recognize the worth of individualistic values 
in pursuit of a market economy. This recognition of the behavior required for competing 
successfully in a market economy is colored by the current economic situation in which 
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most Hungarian managers currently exist. Extremely low pay results in a low standard of 
living for most Hungarians. Most Hungarians either hold multiple jobs or take on multiple 
responsibilities within a company in order to meet financial obligations and possibly 
improve their standard of living. High levels of change in the business environment along 
with low access to training or current technology create a behavior set that seems to result in 
a group of individuals with little time to interact, and even less time to spend developing or 
researching the problem. Immediate action regardless of the consequences is the norm. 
This is reflected in the response patterns of the managers as shown in Figure 37. U.S. 
managers prefer collectivistic behavior in the assigning of problems, responsibility of the 
outcome, and the fonnation of strategy. Cooperation is key. Problems should be given to a 
group to solve, and however the group decides to solve the problem (whether the entire 
group or individuals in the group actually solve the problem), the group will have 
responsibility over the outcome. In the cases where an individual in a group talces a 
particular action that has disastrous results, the group is held accountable in some sense that 
they were not doing their job if they knew it would be a disaster and did not talce action to 
stop it. 
In comparison to the U.S. managers, the Hungarians prefer to assign problems to an 
individual, with responsibility falling on the individual. Even though most problems are 
solved through consultation and many times group endeavor, the -Hungarians have a much 
stronger need to assign blame or credit to the leader with the group simply having followed 
the leader. The multiple jobs and/or responsibilities taken on by most Hungarian workers as 
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a result of low pay, have lead to a nonn of overwork and understaffing. This is reflected in 
the Hungarian's responses supporting the answers "work as many hours as it takes", and 
"managers direct employees in any task". Job definitions are often blurred and few 
managers or employees are financially secure enough to refuse overtime. The U.S. 
managers, in comparison, 'believe time for yourself and family' to be important. 
While the summated IC scale had no significant difference between the Hungarian 
and U.S . managers scores, it is obvious from the response patterns (Figure 37) that there is a 
real difference between the two groups. It is true however, that neither group is 
predominantly individualistic or collectivistic. The summated score is correct in placing 
each group at the mid point of the scale. 
The individualism/collectivism dimension was created based upon the existing 
knowledge of the dimension as reported in the literature. This knowledge has been gathered 
in Asian and Western cultures. There has not been any Eastern European or Former Soviet 
Union Cultures included in these studies. In fact, China is the only communist culture that 
has been included in the studies. China, however, has a strong Asian collectivistic culture 
that is possibly quite different from a CentraJ/Eastern EW'Opean or Former Soviet Union 
collectivistic culture. There is also a difference between Asian collectivistic and Eastern 
European/ FSU collectivistic culture in that the Chinese culture was collectivistic prior to 
communism, while the Eastern European/FSU cultures were not. Collectivism (in its 
communist/socialist form) was forced upon the population. The very different response 
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patterns are a reflection of this unique historical background of the Hungarian managers in 
comparison to the Asian respondents used in previous studies in the literature to define the 
collectivistic end of the continuum. 
Logic/Emotion 
The Logic/emotion cultural value dimension is second only to the IC dimension in 
the amount of attention it has received from researchers. This is primarily due to the 
recognition by American business that behavior associated with the emotion endpoint of the 
continuum was either ignored or purposefully avoided in the U.S. since it was seen as 
feminine and a non-business-like value set. International business encounters provided 
anecdotal recognition of the use of emotion oriented approaches to business, but it was not 
until the Japanese competed so successfully against U.S. firms that American managers 
began to adopt their use. Currently, emotion oriented behaviors and their outcomes ( e.g. 
trust) are hot topics in marketing and management creating whole new areas of research 
endeavor (business-to-business marketing and management, relationship marketing and 
management). 
1be LE scale bu weak evidence of convergent/divergent validity as indicated by 
inter-item correlations. There is positive evidence of convergent/divergent validity when 
the scale was compared to existing measures of the phenomena The IRT analysis showed a 
broad distribution of item difficulties as compared with the IC scale, and a nonnal 
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distribution of respondents across the scale. The scale's ability to discriminate between 
groups is slightly lower than of the IC scale due to the LE scale's higher ability to place 
respondents along the continuum. There are no items with overlapping difficulty scores, 
but several items cluster together at the low end of the continuum and would better define 
the scale if they had more distance between them. This is an area for improvement in future 
uses of the scale. 
The known group comparisons showed a significant difference between the groups 
in the hypothesized direction. The response patterns (see Figure 38) for the two groups are 
very similar with the U.S . managers consistently responding more logic oriented on all 
items except one (LOG6) in which the majority believes that 'recognition by the boss is the 
best reward', as opposed to the logic oriented response of 'reasonable compensation is a 
monetary bonus'. This inconsistency in the response pattern seems to be a reflection of the 
low pay work environment in which Hungarian managers exist. U.S . managers can afford 
self-actualizing behavior, while Hungarian managers are constantly concerned with basic 
sustenance and safety issues and therefore behave in accordance with those needs. Overall 
the Hungarian manag�rs are more emotion oriented than the U.S . managers reflecting their 
European origin. 
The summated scale score is not problematic in this case since the response patterns 
are quite similar for the two groups. The summated scale score therefore indicates the 
overall distance between the two groups. 
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Tolerance for Ambiguity 
The Low Tolerance for Ambiguity/High Tolerance for Ambiguity Cultural Value 
Dimension has not received as much attention from· researchers as other dimensions. This 
dimension is important to marketing knowledge as it captures the comfort level an 
individual or culture has with ambiguity and therefore aids in defining risk talcing behavior 
as well as the amount of information required in order to make a decision. The AT scale 
has weak evidence of convergent/divergent validity as indicated by inter-item correlations. 
There is positive evidence of convergent/divergent validity when the scale was 
compared to existing measures of the phenomenon. The IRT analysis shows a wide 
distribution of item difficulty scores with a normal distribution of respondents across the 
scale. 11} the future, improvement could be made in the scale by eliminating overlap of item 
difficulties (this occurs twice on the scale [see Figure39]), and further defining the High 
Tolerance endpoint of the scale. The scale has a higher ability to place respondents at 
various points along the scale, as indicated by the test information curve. This explains a 
slightly lower discriminant ability as depicted in the Test Characteristic Curve. The known 
group comparison shows no significant difference between the two groups. 
The response patterns arc ·nearly identical between the two groups with a significant 
distance between the groups on four of the seven items. Two of the items indicate that the 
Americans have higher tolerance for ambiguity, and two indicate that the Hungarians have 
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higher tolerance for ambiguity. HAM2 places the respondent in a negotiation situation 
where information has changed and a decision must be made. The respondent must answer 
whether they should take the information to a superior and let them decide (low tolerance 
for ambiguity response), or review the information and decide for themselves (high 
tolerance for ambiguity response}. This item can be interpreted differently if the respondent 
is answering what they should do, or what one of their employees should do. In Hungary, 
this is a particularly important difference as managers are personally, and fiscally 
responsible for all decisions made in the company. A manager's compensation is usually 
50% salary and 50% "bonus" pay that is received if the performance of their subordinates is 
what was expected or better. Therefore, the Hungarian manager would answer HAM2 in 
the High Tolerance direction when answering how their own actions should occur, and in 
the Low Tolerance direction for the preferred action of the employee. In the development 
of the questionnaire items for the scales, some items address how the respondent's preferred 
actions for her/himself and while other items address the respondent's preferred action for 
their subordinates. In this case, very different answers would result. A review of the items 
is required to ensure that the questions are tapping the best source of information in defining 
the CVD. It may be that certain items should be asked twice, once tapping the preferred 
behavior for the respondent's subordinates and one for the preferred behavior for the 
respondent. The Hungarian manager is currently in a position of high risk and high 
responsibility. they arc expected to take responsibility for the actions of their subordinates . 
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The business environment is very unpredictable with exploding growth of new 
competition, products, and technology in a country whose citizens are still learning about a 
market society and the consumer skills required to negotiate it successfully. The 
HAMA VG scale is currently reflecting a mixture of the behaviors managers prefer in 
themselves and their subordinates. In particular is scale item HAM2 where the intention 
was to measure how subordinates should behave and instead it is measuring the preferred 
behavior of the respondent, the manager. 
Equality/Hierarchy 
The equality/hierarchy cultural value dimension is a familiar issue in marketing 
management, but receives relatively small amounts of attention as a cultural value 
dimension. The EH scale has positive evidence of convergent/divergent validity as 
indicated by inter-item correlations and comparison with existing measures. In comparison 
with the other CVD scales, the EQUAVG scale has the best distribution of item difficulty 
levels as indicated by IRT analysis. However, the distribution of respondents is skewed. 
The scale does not provide enough definition of the equality endpoint of the continuum. 
This could be due to the lack of true equality item responses, or their inability to define this 
endpoint Is it possible that there is no such thing as too much equality? (Or is it more an 
issue of respondents answering what they know is the politically correct response?) It is 
more likely that the scale items do not measure the equality extremely well and new items 
will need to be added in order to capture this end of the continuum. 
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The EQUAVG score for both groups indicates an equality orientation. However, 
the Hungarian managers are significantly less equality oriented than the American 
managers. Four of the seven scale- items have a significant difference in response between 
the two groups. The two groups seem to agree to the following: 'it is possible to point out to 
a manager when they are wrong,' when deciding a time to meet 'a time should be chosen 
that is best for both the employee and manager,' and 'everyone in the group should be 
rewarded for a job well done.' The Hungarian managers are much less equality oriented on 
the remaining four items. Their answers indicate the following: 'goals are best decided by 
management (instead of between manager and employee),' only certain people should make 
decisions (instead of decision being made by the person with expertise in the area),' job 
definitions are important (instead of not important),' and finally, 'the senior person should be 
in charge and make decisions (instead of regardless of position it is possible to work as 
equals).' The response pattern differences indicate a greater hierarchical orientation than is 
reflected by the summated EQUA VG score. While the answers indicate open 
communication between managers and subordinates, they also indicate a truly hierarchical 
decision making process. This is most likely.a reflection of the importance of managerial 
responsibility in Hungary. The Hungarian manager is held personally responsible for the 
actions of subordinates and therefore must exert a great deal of control over the 
subordinates in order to safeguard his/her own position in the company. Goal setting and 
decision making are primary areas of control available to the manager. 
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Short-term Time/Long-term Time 
The short-term time/long-term time cultural value dimension has received the least 
amount of attention by researchers of the five CVDs chosen in this study. Its usefulness to 
marketing is evident in the different decision making styles that occur in conjunction with 
the different time orientations. Most notably, behaviors that recognize the importance of a 
long-term business relationship, or those behaviors that result in the most profitable short­
term deal. How much does a firm stick to its long range strategic plans or jump at a chance 
opportunity to make a profit. Whether the primary customer is the consumer or a channel 
member, the time orientation of the firm will dictate the interaction behavior. 
The SL scale has positive evidence toward convergent/divergent validity as 
indicated by inter-item correlations. There is no comparative measure available to use in 
this study. The IRT analysis shows a clustered set of item difficulty scores. The items 
should have a wider distribution across the scale. They are clustered around the mid-point 
of the scale which provides a high level of discriminant ability around that point on the 
scale. This is also depicted in the test characteristic curve, and reflected in a peaked test 
information curve. The respondents are normally distributed along the continuum with well 
defined endpoints. The STMA VG scale therefore has a high ability to discriminate between . 
long and short term time oriented respondents, with a lower ability to place individual 
respondents at particular points on the scale. There was no significant difference in the 
summated scale score STMA VG between the two groups. However, six of the seven scale 
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items had significant differences between the two groups. In addition, the response patterns 
of the two groups are significantly different. Similar to the IC scale, the summated scale 
score hides the true difference in the groups. 
The American response to the SL scale items is a reflection of the change in 
managerial thought that took place as a result of competition with the Japanese. 
Traditionally, the value set held by American management was the definition of short term 
time orientation, with the Japanese management tradition defining the long-term time end of 
the continuum. As a response to the success of Japanese companies, American managerial 
training began to adopt some of the long-term time orientation behaviors. As a result, the 
American managerial response to the SL scale reflects a shift toward a long-term time 
orientation. However, this shift is not uniform as certain areas are still markedly short-term 
time ori�nted. Planning behavior has become more long-term time oriented, while 
interaction behaviors are still comparatively short-term time oriented. The response by 
American managers indicates that the following behaviors are preferred: l )  long-term goal 
setting, 2) decisions reflect the long-term strategy of the company, 3) managers mentor 
their employees for long term development; 4) managers must be skilled in the functional 
area in which they manage, 5) inunediately reward or punish behavior of subordinates, 6) 
schedule interactions with others, and 7) conduct business first after which socialization can 
occur. Hungarian managers are significantly more long term oriented in the interaction 
behaviors than the American managers. Hungarian managers prefer the following: l )  
meetings begin and end when the time is right, 2) postpone reward/punishment of 
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subordinates until true performance is known, and 3) business and socialization occur 
together. As a reflection of the economic conditions in Hungary, the Hungarian managers 
prefer that 'managers are to lead work groups (instead of mentor). This is a result of the 
need for managerial control due to the requirement of managerial responsibility. The 
Hungarian managers also indicate the importance of long-term goals, but in opposition to 
this position, also indicate the importance of taking advantage of unique opportunities. 
While these two positions do not necessarily occur in opposition, they seem to reflect a 
tradition of stating long term goals without necessarily restricting the firms' activities to 
those that support the goal. 
Summary of the Findings 
The study provides partial evidence for construct validity of the five CVDs. The 
summated scale scores should be used in conjunction with response patterns in order to 
provide infonnation for each group. Summated scale scores are best used in defining total 
distance between groups when those groups have similar response patterns. The decision 
to use summated scale scores was based upon the expectation that response patterns would 
differ consistently across all scale items. That is, for example, Hungarians would be more 
collectivistically oriented on each of the seven items, and a summated score would reflect 
total distance between Hungarian managers and American managers. However this did not 
hold true ·for the sample. The IC CVD and SL CVD show response patterns that are tangled 
between the two groups. where the Hungarians respond more collectivistically than 
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Americans on some items and more individualistic on others. It is the unique response 
patterns that provide rich explanation of each group's cultural orientation. The patterns 
make sense and provide a script of expected behavior in each of the groups. 
It is important to keep in mind that the scale scores and response patterns are group 
scores and patterns. There is a great deal of individual variation as well. The group 
differences provide base cultural pattern differences, while as in any study of culture, 
individual patterns are variations on a theme. In addition, it is important to realize the 
change rate that occurs in business thought. Simply by changing what is taught MBA 
students across the nation, change can be enacted in the entire managerial culture overtime. 
This change is unique in that it can be established relatively quickly in only a few years 
time. Social culture does not change as quickly. Individuals are quick to adapt to a new set 
of cultural nonns under the pressures to gain and retain employment.  It is expected that 
organizations have a particular culture of their own within which one must align their own 
behavior in order to succeed. 
Business schools play a major role in the education of future managers and 
employees by providing the bulk of the basic acculturation of an individual from a member 
of society to a business person. In Hungary, this cultural transformation is magnified 
through the premier business university in the country. The Budapest University of 
Economic Sciences, by far educates the majority of business students and particularly all 
graduate education of MBA students. Curricula change here directly effects the 
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management of Hungarian business in the future. Education in Hungary has relied heavily 
upon American business texts. This adoption of American business thought into the 
curriculum, with a noticeable Hungarian accent, is reflected in very similar response 
patterning on three of the five CVDs (LE, AT, and EH). It is the great differences in current 
economic conditions, and historical business practices that are prevalent in many domestic 
Hungarian firms and family run businesses, that accounts for the differences in response 
patterns across the five CVDs. 
Modernity theory was utilized in fonning the hypotheses for known group 
comparison. The theory was supported in part. Hypotheses two and four were supported 
with significant differences in scale scores for the two groups tested. Hypotheses one and 
five were not supported, with no difference in scale scores for the two groups tested. 
However, the response patterns for the two groups were markedly different. It is arguable 
whether the differences support modernity theory. Hungary may be a test of the definition 
of modernity in that it is an industrial economy that is developing into a free market society. 
It is not the non-industrial economy that is us�ally associated with the term developing 
nation. 
The dissolving of the Soviet Union has left Central and Eastern Europe a collection 
. . 
of developing economies, each of which has its own particular cultural and economic 
history. Little is known about these nations or their cultures. What is known is the great 
opportunity that resides in their developing markets for American and other foreign 
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business. Asian, European, and American firms are rushing to take advantage of these 
developing markets. Each approach the opportunities that lie there in very different ways. 
Successful partnerships will require the ability to work with one another in a very turbulent 
market. American business can improve its success rate in two ways: I )  understand where 
the differences exist between the American business culture and the culture of the 
partnering nation, and 2) influence the business education of the culture to reduce the 
differences in the long-term by providing materials and training for those who educate the 
potential managerial population of that nation. Yes, each business can influence the person 
with which they partner by bringing them to the U.S. for management training. However, 
many times this is too little, too late. By influencing the business education of 
undergraduates and graduate level university students, they can influence a change in the 
base socialization of that nation's business culture in the future. This is not a difficult task 
as the U.S. already is well respected for its business educational material and teaching aids. 
The primary difficulty is in the affordability of these tools in those developing cultures. 
Strengths and WeaknesRs 
Strengdu 
There are several strengths to this study. The CVD item measures were carefully 
developed in a business context in order to provide information that was directly applicable 
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to business. The choice of items used to measure the constructs were carefully balanced to 
ensure even representation of various business situations. This was accomplished through 
the development of a matrix that identified particular behavioral situations and defining the 
cultural value dimensions as they effect ·an individual's behavior in each of the seven 
business contexts. Items were drawn from previous research or patterned after existing 
measures. Each item was carefully tested through in-depth interviews, and pilot tests of the 
measures. The items themselves were measured using a forced choice method, which is 
most appropriate in the measurement of cultural value dimensions. 
The items are measured at the level of the individual. They can be averaged in order 
to provide group level information. This allows for greater flexibility in deciding who 
actually constitutes the group, or as in the case of the U.S. population, can allow for the 
identifi�ation of more than one culture in a single nation's population. Hofstede's measures 
are the dominant measures used in the marketing and management literature and do not 
allow for the separate identification of an individual's cultural value index. 
The comparison measures were part of the instrument and gathered alongside the 
CVD items for this study. This eliminates the criticisms of sample differences when 
comparing the measures with the CVDs. 
The translation process of the instrument into Magyari (native language of 
Hungarian managers) was particularly successful in providing an instrument that not only 
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translated the language, but the intent of the items. The process was time consuming as 
well as resource intensive. Many hours were spent in choosing the correct phrasing and 
terminology of the translation in order to provide the same meaning as the English form. 
This resulted in invaluable review and editing of several items on the English form where 
during the translation process it became evident that misinterpretation could result. The 
final testing of the translated form provided confirmation that the items were reading as 
intended. 
The administration of the instrument in Hungary provided a high response rate for 
the study. Much was learned in the process, primarily concerning the training of student 
workers. Numerous phone calls confirmed the response rate was real, and there was no 
student tampering detected. The Hungarian students proved to be trustworthy and hard 
workers. Their participation was in part due to being able to work in a method that was 
comfortable for them. A key factor in the success of the data collection was the face-to­
face administration of the instrument, even though the manager self-administered the form. 
It was only with this method that the manager would actually complete the form. Mail 
response rates in H�gary are around 10%, a strong Dillman approach with full 
questionnaire packets at each mailing may bring a response rate near 30%. 
The study sample is representative of the population and consists of a single 
manager from each business contacted. Each manager was contacted at their place of 
business (U.S. and Hungarian samples). The managers were not part of a class or seminar, 
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nor had any other membership or interests in common. The sampling frames were provided 
by business list firms that sell data bases containing all businesses in the nation of interest. 
Each list provided SIC codes (or equivalent) along with data on size of firm, title of contact, 
and address information, thus allowing for matching of the two samples. 
Weaknesses 
There are also several weaknesses to this study. The study only includes data from 
two culture groups. This is an adequate starting point in the development of the measures, 
but is a major weakness in the testing of validity and reliability across all cultures. While 
we can address the validity of the measures for these two groups, it cannot be assumed that 
the support for the measures can be generalized to other culture groups. Additional testing 
is req�ired in other culture groups. Most notable in its absence is an Asian group that would 
provide a strong test of several endpoints of the CVD continuums, as they provide the 
theoretical endpoints in the development of the measures. 
There are only seven items per CVD scale. This is a major weakness of the scales 
especially this early in their development where one would expect to find a larger number of 
items utilized in order to allow for the elimination of faulty items from the scale. This study 
was restricted to seven items per CVD scale due to length restrictions of the instrument. 
Each item is written in a narrative format and therefore takes longer to read and respond to 
than Likert-type scale items that arc usually utilized. The items arc visually lengthy as well, 
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and increased length to the instrument could negatively impact response rate. There are 
several instances in which IRT item difficulty scores indicate overlap of items, and two 
cases where the items do not define the endpoint of the scale as completely as hoped. 
Additional items would also aid the scale's ability to place respondents at points along the 
scale instead of simply dividing the groups into high and low value orientations. 
The size of the sample was adequate for the study, but additional respondents would 
provide statistical strength. This would have possibly provided the ability to detect 
significant differences between the sub-groups of domestic and international finn managers 
for each national group. The sample size may have also affected the outcome of the 
hypotheses tests between the two main culture groups, however in this case it does not seem 
likely. Lack of predictive ability, however, may have been effected. 
There is little evidence of predictive validity. Low to no correlations exist between 
the summated CVD scale scores and measures of solidity, mutuality and flexibility. In 
addition, regression analysis showed little predictive ability. At this stage in the 
development of the measures, predictive validity would be a bonus. It is very possible that 
the problem lies in the relationship measures. They too are early in their development and 
have undergone several fonnulations. Lastly, the theoretical tie between the CVDs and the 
relationship measures is an underdeveloped area in the literature and the lack of 
understanding of the relationships between the variables could be the root cause of false 
expectations. 
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Conclusions and Implications 
This study has provided partial evidence to support the validity of the five CVDs 
operationalized and tested in two populations: American and Hungarian managers. The 
study also has provided information on the cultural values of Hungarian managers, which 
was not available previously. In addition, it provides recent data on the cultural values of 
American managers. 
The CVDs are unique in their context, method of measurement, and level of 
measurement. They were operationalized in a business context instead of a broad societal 
context. Each scale item addressed a particular business situation and required the 
respondent to answer according to his or her preferred behavioral action. The responses 
allow a behavior pattern to be mapped for each individual respondent, or group of 
respondents. The five CVDs are defined and operationalized in a comparative manner. 
They each have seven items addressing the same seven business situations. This lends 
some ability to view the five CVDs as a set of measures that define a culture's set of 
expected behaviors within a particular business context. 
The CVDs provide a usable set of measures. Many measures of culture cannot be 
measured at the level of the individual respondent. Hofstede's measures, for example, are 
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collected at the individual level but are calculated at the group level. This results in every 
individual within the group receiving an identical cultural value score. Theoretically, this 
approach has support as culture is a group phenomenon. However, it greatly limits the 
ability to identify sub-cultures or to evaluate the range of individual variation within a single 
cultural group. Other measures of culture rely heavily upon societal behavior situations 
instead of focusing the measurement upon a business context. It is important to recognize 
the very different set of behavioral expectations that exist in a business context from the 
expected behavior of that same individual outside a business interaction. 
This study has shown clear evidence of a new set of cultural value orientations. 
This orientation set of Post-Socialism cultural values is identified in the Hungarian data. 
Hungarians had a unique cultural value system prior to the forced acceptance of the 
socialistic cultural value set for over 40 years due to the Soviet occupation of their country. 
Hungarian's were forced to accept and expect a completely new set of behaviors during this 
40 year period. Those persons age 65 and older may still retain their prior cultural value 
orientation and be able to shed niuch of the socialist value set forced upon them during this 
time period. However change will have occured that is irreversible. Individuals that were 
young, or born during the Soviet occupation were socialized with a very different set of 
cultural value orientations. This may be a combination of traditional Hungarian culture and 
the cultural values preferred by the Soviet powers that resulted in the new cultural value set. 
It is also possible, since the measurements for this study took place after Hungary once 
again became independent, that the cultural value set measured is the resulting values held 
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by a Hungarian business population that is scrambling to find the formula for survival in the 
new free market economy. Which values are relevant? Which values are reliable? The 
traditional Hungarian business culture, the socialist party business culture, a new European 
business culture, or some combination as each individual tries to formulate their own belief 
system. 
The response patterns of the Hungarians are a result of their personal collection of 
experiences of working under a socialistic orientation, and trying to embrace a free market 
society. Their responses are uniquely Hungarian. There are many other societies that are 
also experiencing a similar transformation, and would therefore share some base 
commonalities. However each will have a unique culture base upon which the events of the 
last 40 years or so, took place. There is little or no data available on the cultural value sets 
of the Former Soviet Block nations. This study sheds light upon what may be occurring 
throughout Central and Eastern European countries today. 
The framework used to develop the CVDs and the resulting measures have shown a 
strong ability to identify cultural patterns. The items provided the ability to identify a 
unique response pattern for the Hungarian population. The items also identified an 
expected response pattern for the U.S . business population as it exists today. The cultural 
value dimensions measured in this study were recognized prior to this study. This study 
provided a framework for item generation that resulted in focusing all five CVDs on the 
same specific context. By focusing the items in this manner, it is possible to explain a 
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complete set of behavior patterns within a particular cultural value orientation. Viewing the 
five dimensions as a set provides depth of understanding that is often unavailable in studies 
focusing upon a single cultural value dimension. The CVDs interact and behavior is a 
result of that interaction. The framework can be used in the development of items to 
measure many other behavioral contexts. It provides equal coverage of the context and 
equal emphasis on each dimension. 
Future development 
The CVD measures are early in their development. Testing must occur in additional 
cultures for two reasons. Data from additional cultures is required to evaluate validity. The 
placement of various cultures along the continuum can be hypothesized from previous 
research. This will then require actual testing. Data from additional cultures can be used to 
create a database of information on various business cultures. Additional scale items are 
required in order to better define the endpoints of certain CVD scales. Revision of some 
scale items is required in order to spread item difficulties and increase the ability of the 
scale to place respondents along the continuum. 
In particular, data from an Oriental Asian culture (e.g. Japan, China) is required to 
fully test the cultural value dimensions. Asian cultures are the theoretical endpoints on the 
continuum for the scales. Chinese and Japanese cultural values define the collectivistic, 
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emotion, hierarchical, low tolerance for ambiguity, and short-term time endpoints of the 
scales. Therefore, data from these cultures is critical in determining the true abilit� of each 
of the scales to measure the dimensions. 
Longitudinal studies are required in order to assess the scales' ability to measure 
change in cultural values. Societal culture is slow to change. Business culture changes 
much more quickly in comparison. In addition, the pressure to change is great. In order to 
remain competitive in domestic or international markets, companies are constantly in search 
of the set of values that will provide success. Through changing University curriculum and 
employee training, each new generation of business managers can have a practically new set 
of business cultural values. Measuring that change and the direction of it provides useful 
feedback and monitoring capability for companies today. 
The information provided by the CVD scales can increase our understanding of 
different business culture value sets and the resulting behavioral expectations of that group. 
This would aid in information transfer between two groups as well as the formation of any 
business relationship. Information that is gathered from various business populations can 
be placed into a database in order to provide information useful for educating business 
students on different business cultures. This education would be useful not only in the 
formation of international exchange relationships, but in working in multi-cultural work 
teams. 
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The successful development of a set of measures of cultural dimensions in a 
business context would allow for the future development of a set of cultural typologies 
based upon the dimensions . This would parallel the usefulness of other typologies used in 
management such as Meyers-Briggs personality type indicator. The primary difference 
between a cultural typology and the personality type indicator (Meyers-Briggs) is the focus 
upon group orientations and classification according to cultural group behaviors, 
expectations, and perceptions. 
A set of cultural typologies would be most useful in preparing individuals who must 
interact with others in a global arena. Whether managing a foreign subsidiary, working with 
multiethnic work groups, marketing products in other cultures, negotiating with foreign 
business interests, or forming an international partnership; understanding the ways in which 
value sets differ and the resulting expectations of behavior would greatly aid in the smooth 
transaction of business. It is most important to aid in understanding the variety of ways 
cultures differ. When two individuals really understand how their own expectations can be 
misleading to themselves as well as others, they are able to get past the situations that would 
have lead to mistrust in the relationship. When trust is developed in a relationship, it can 
support more than simple business transactions. It can support innovation. 
This study provides new information on the cultural value orientations' of 
Hungarian business persons. The information that is provided by the individual items sheds 
light on the current business environment as seen from the Hungarian managers' point of 
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view. It is the interplay of the items that defines the effect of socialism on the Hungarian 
value system as they enter the new market economy. This information could provide an 
invaluable resource to those trying to partner with Hungarian managers. Business contexts 
which have the greatest or most often confused interaction behaviors can be identified using 
the CVD items. It is the pattern of responses that is critical in understanding the underlying 
value system. A particular behavior viewed without knowledge of the entire behavior 
pattern can be misleading, especially when it matches the expected behavior. If the 
behavior did not match the expected behavior for that business context, then the person 
viewing the action would realize there is a possible problem. If you have access to a pattern 
of behavior, you are able to discern the meaning behind any particular behavior. This study 
begins to provide the necessary information to map expected behavior patterning for a 
particular cultural value orientation. Future work is required in order to identify the patterns 
that may exist in this study' s data, as well as, to identify which items and sets of items may 
require refinement in order to fully identify patterns and the values they reflect. 
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Business-to-Business Reladonships Study 
A.I pan of lhe Univenily of Tenneaee'slellll'Cb in bminea to blllinea 11111b:aft1. we are canducCinl • survey ol 
bow company's handle business widl anocber campany. We pally apprecilr.e yoar wiJlinpea to pan:icipme in lhis 
survey. 
FU'Sl we would like you ID answer die followiq questions coacemins your penaaa1 Jft(erm:es in cmduaing 
business. Each quellian is a pair of allamliWII. a ar b. In Ulftllriq lbelD qamiaaa. p1eue slecl me aae which 
you more saon1ly believe ID be tbe cue as far u you are canccmecL Obviaally mere are no ript er wrong 
answers. In same cuea you may ditcova' dial you believe bodl m•=-11 or lllilbs one. In IIICll cases be sure 
to select die one you men samtgly believe ID be lbe cw. u far as you are cancemad. Try ., rmpond ID each item 
independently when makin1 )'Ollr choice; do not be mluenced by your prmom c:bDiceL 
PART L Which Way of Workln1 do You 1blnk is Usually Best? 
1. There are at least two ways in which ID mociva WOiters: 
a) One way is ID • amJs far die iDdividulL In this 
cue, each penan bu specific pis tbll they mUSl 
meet in lheir own wort. 
b) · Anocher way is ID •  pis far a wart poup. In this 
cue the poup mUS& meet die aau, 
a) One way ii where • individual mllll IDlve a 
problem. In dlis cate. 111ey mipa t11t ., sevem 
people. and pitier iDfannllian. bu& die individual 
wiD make die decision. 
b) Anodler way is wbere mere is a problem ID be IDlved 
and it is broqbl ID lbe aaenrioa of a poup. In this 
C&le die poup plben die infanllllian IDd dilcullel 
the illua, and die poup will make lbe dDcilion 
topdler. 
3. There are at least two ways in which an arpnir.llian can 
be pided or direc&ed. 
a) One way is wbere new direcaanl or ...- are 
dia:ussed by employea. VOied cm ar approved by lhe 
poup and Ihm put in., ICliall by die ame 
employees. 
b) Anolher way is for new dincrioa or snr.egy ID be 
decided by lbe baa ar rmnapr of a company and 
&hen the employees are tokt of die new snrqy Ibey 
are IO pu& illlo aciion. 
4. In yoar job. you m1111 handle a large unount of 
IMP& wort. cm a rep1ar basis. There are two ways to 
decide die amount of DIiie yoa should wart. 
a) If you wish ID be successful, you must wort u many 
haan as i& Ilka to camp1ece lbe job, even if this 
includes nipu ar weebnds. 
b) Time for your family 111d younelf ii equally 
impanant u lime you put in on lbe job. 
5. Then are two kinds of jabs: 
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a) One kind of job is where you are pan of a poup 
where ewiryt,ody warts IDpdM:r, and where you get 
p'OUp radaer 1blD individual crediL 
b) ADodler kind of jab is one where you are pan of a 
poup dw 11Jows ew:rybody 'ID work individually, 
IDd where individual c:ndit can be received. 
a) One way .is wamn1 in a poup whele everyone 
wats qedler. It is" when neryone c:ooperues that 
die bell wart is done. 
b) Ancxber way is wartan1 in a poup where each 
person is canpnd to lhe other. It is when mere is 
campeUlian dial the bes& work is done. 
Which Way or Working do You Think is Usually Best? 
7. The,oe are differenc \YlfS IQ do businea wi&ll supplicn: 
a) Some believe dlll me impamm tbin1 is co search for 
the supplier who will provide you widl &be besl price. 
b) Olber's believe tba& the impcxlllll dung is co �b 
for a supplier tha& you can wart wi&b OYS a 10111 
period of time. 
8. When uneone hu qreed 10 deliwr a produCl ro a 
customer by a c:cnain da. anerimes. ,ame&,bin1 blppem 
dw c:ouJd c:ame a deadline u, be missed. 'Ibis can be 
handled in two ways: 
a) One sbould always do your bea ro meet die dam. 
however. cusromen sbau1d be unda'mndinl when 
problems occur Iba& are OUl of yoar c:cmroi. 
b) It is aiacal IQ raeea delivery dlfel. One sbauld 
know your basinea well enaup ro plla (or any 
problems dial mipl occar. If you mill a dclmry 
dale. you will have ro compenma die cllSIDllla'. 
9. When makinc aa imparauu deciliaa. dlae is a lac of 
dia:nsmn 111d ramdl ... ... ......  bowffer die ftml 
decision can be made in two ways. 
a) Once everywD1 bu been aid. ao widl die one dim 
feels risb&. 
b) Once eo,erydlina ha bem Slid. cbaall dll apliaa 
bal suppan,d l,J dll (ac:u.  
1 o. There are two ways to plan basiDea meeaap: 
a) Decide the $111CJllia6 11D011Dt ot lime reqaired rar 
die meean1 and dlea • a ame far die meClial to 
occur. An apnda will be med ID lill eacb irlm ID be 
dicaaed 
b) 11 is imponibw ID Jmow IDw mum dilcmnnD will be 
reqaind. ll ii illlpana ma we 111a1 dll ame meded 
u, fully dilCIIII die .... 
11 . Differem peapie haw c1Drem apiaia111 abcllll bDw CJDe 
sbould c:oaapeam an empiu,ee far wartinl Cffllffimc: 
a) Same peapil dliat die GIiiy ...,,..Ne rmspillllliaa 
ii a maDllllrY banal. wbicb lbaald be lllpr u mare 
ownime is daae.  
b> Oda peap11 mint warms ovenime is pan o1 yaar 
job. 111d 1111 rempirim by yoal' bcu. ol a jab well 
dane. is a reaaaable CClllpennria! 
12. Differem People have differenc opinions about how a job 
CID hen be done: 
&) The bea wart occurs when &be people you work widl 
mow you penaaally and KCepl you &be way you 
are. bodl wi&bin and owside &be cqaniz.aDon. 
b) The bClll wort occun when the peopJe you wart widl 
respecl the \WIit you are doinl, even if &bey aie ncx 
your fricadL 
13. There are diffe:n:m ideas aboUl how ·wort can besl be 
danc: 
a) Thin an people who believe dial wen can best be 
done ii the employee and manapr ape upon 
objemw,a. such u. JS'C)fil. owpm. er qualily, and the 
empjoyeel me pvea die freedom ro amiD mes 
pl&. 
b) 0dwr people belic¥e &be wart can bell be done if me 
mmapr pvel die abjecliva. and direal die 
members of die depaaaw ill faWlina die vaious 
Illa lbl& 11111d ID be dane. 
14. MIiiy ama wllea nepxialin1 a camnct. problems er 
dillarmall may aa:ar belween you 111d die Clbcr 
pany. To IDM ... pn,blmns. dllciliam mua 1be made 
.,, ,... canwaa,. 'thin .. cwo ..,.  1D make ,lbae 
decimac 
a) Yaa fllrll Ill oldie iilfannaliaa blct ID your superior 
IDd ... far diaecDUiiL 
b) Yaa rmew aD � tbe illfannalica. 111d decide the 
bell wy ID nmlve die plablem makiq whaver 
c:blapa .. IIIIIMallmY, 
15. Once yaa bae decided ID do bl1linea widl IIIOCber pmy, 
lbere n lWO ways ID praceed. 
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I) I& ii impanllll ID ,pl a8 decmam ill wrilinl SD dm 
·bocb plllill n &Wlll9 ol wbll hu  beell qned upon. 
11lil will allow eacll pany m mow who is 
ffllPClllible far ewry 1DDft reqaired co c:anplcte me 
jab. 
b) 'Tbe 111011 impanllll lbina ii lbal DI deciliaa has 
bem rnada ID do bmiDell widl CICll Giber. We know 
wta we ..-a, reqan ..a die dellils can be 
worbd ,oat .... Bodi paniel wiD liCl in p,od fai&h 
if Ibey wilb ID wen ropdla' apilL 
Which Way of Workln1 do You Think is Usually Best? 
16. When waridnl wilb IIIOlhcr company die belt way ro 
coardinlr.e tJw wort: 
a) One way is ro have a plaa of aclic:m that c:onrains a 
JCbedaa1c of wen. ll is imponanl to be able IO piaD 
when wart will occur. 
b) r, is a wasr.e m rime ro scbedu1e dara far mea:inp 
or wen ro occur. Since mry siDll&ioa is dif?erem. 
il is imponlm IO be fJwbJe. and aJJow immcliGD IO 
occur wbm il is needed. and u often a zequired. 
17. lbcre are ac lease two ways in whicb ro moliYII& 
employees: 
1) Some people prefer a reward sucb a money, or a 
prize far mecan1 a required pcrfannmce lne! ill 
tbeir wcn.  
b) 0dlcr pe0l)Je pmfcr ID wart fOWll'dl a pl where a 
specif'.: level � perfanmace ii • pya I& is 
ummed dm p,od pcrfannance will be rewarded in 
me manner. 
18. When mee1D11 widl aneane far die ftn& lime: 
a) I& is imponllll ID bmw who die penaa is 111d dle:ir 
pariaan in 1111 campay ., a yaa will lrmw w1111 
wiD be tbl appn,priara ........ ad aaiaal aa ,oar  
pan. 
b) I& is imponllll 10 be cay piaa 111d friady, IDd IO 
be abJe IO quietly ftpn oat die bell way IO Kl widl 
&bis penall bald CII dllir rea:riaDI ID yoL 
19. There are I& lcall lWO ways ID elllblilb � 
a) Gau 11e bell decided bf _.,,..,, 
b) Gau .. ...  dlll:idld "' dirnnim --
me a , _. ..._ __ _ _ 1111...., 
20. lf a baa pwa a anilr 1D 1 ab&atl llld ,oa taow  
mere wa a milllllDI. dlll9 are rwo emma ..,. .,  ra:c 
a) I& sbaald be pallibll ID pailll OI& ID die baa 11111 .............. 
b) la IIIOll C11111 1111 lal ii ripL Eva if he/Ille ii 
Wlall. Clll sbaaid do wtla ... 18111 you IO dD. 
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21. People have different opiniona abou& who sbou.ld make 
decisions: 
1) Some people think dlll die power ro decide should 
only JO IO maaapn. 
b) Odlcr people mint dm it is impanam far die power 
IO deade ID I') IO die penaa wirb expenill ia die 
paniaa1ar poblml. 
22. A nmaapr 111d employee need l0 meet caaceminl a 
problem dll& bal occuned in die c:ampuy. Sada an Vfflf'I 
baly in lbeir ewiryday wm zeqairemeDu. 1 meean1 will. 
reqaR one or bodl to imlrnqx lbeir wen. Wbicb c4 me 
folJowina rwo ways is bell ro remlve lbe problem: 
a) TIie rnampr's lime is men imll0ftllll lbaa die 
employee. dlensfare die meeriq sboaJd IMe place 11 
billber c:mwnimce. 
b) Bocb die ......... 111d .....,,. .. imalwd in 
impanlll& wart far 1be campany, ·dlcrdam a lime ro 
rnea sbowd be dmen dll& is bell far badL 
23. Tbcn are difl'crem ways ill wbidl a depaw ar po11p 
pa rewarded far a jab well done: 
a) If a deiaaam ar paap pafcaDWd WIii. il is 
..... � .. pmaD iD c:bllp. ...... lbe 
..._. ar leadlr sbaald pc die nswmt.. 
b) Allydme a paap pedarml weil. il wu becaall oflbe 
combined e«an. dlllrdn ewryoao sbauJd be 
rewardld. 
24. When two peaple 11e wmins wida eadl odwr di= are 
two ways ill wbicb Ibey CID inlncc 
a) Mall al Iba dale. am .penaa will aw men 
seaiari&y ar PDMI' 111111 die Olbcr. Ill dlia C&tD die 
__. pmaa wiD be ill cblrp � 1111 wat. 111d 
...... ., decisirw 
b) !Wll cbaap -- al lbe lime die peaplD iD'VOIYed 
will lme dilram& llwll ol  amiarily CJr pc,Mr. eacll 
will pamally mpec& die apiaian � lbe ocher aad 
dilClla die .-...aw amm. 
The descriptions below apply to four different typeS of rnanagcn. F'ust. please read dlrough these descriptions: 
Manager A; Usually m� his/her decisions promptly and communicates them to hiSlber subordinates clearly and 
firmly. Expects them to carry out the decisions loyally and without raising difficulties. 
Manager B: Usually makes his/her decisions pompdy. bUl. befcn pg ahead. mes to explain them fully to his/her 
. subordinates. Gives them the reasons or the decisions and answers whatever questions they may have. 
Manager C: Usually consults with his/her subcrdinaies before be/she reaches his,'be:r decisions. Listem to their advice. 
considers it. and then announces his/her decision. Ht/she then expect! all to wen loyally to implement it whether 
or not it is in accordance with the advice they gave. 
Manager D: Usually calls a meeting of his/her subordinates when there is an imponam decision to be made. Puts 
the problem before the group and invites discussion. Accepcs the majmity viewpoint as the decision. 
1. Now, far the above types of manager. piea.,e mark the one which you would prefer to wort under (circle one 
answer only): 
a) Manager A 
b) Manager B 
c) Manager C 
d) Manager D 
2. And. to which me of the above four typeS of manqm would you say your own superior most closely 
conesponds? 
I) Manager A 
b) Manager B 
c) Manager C 
cl) Manager D 
3. How frequently, in your wort environment. are subordinlles afraid to �  dislpeeinent wilh their superiors? 
a) Very Frequently 
b) Frequendy 
C) Somecima 
cl) Seldom 
e) Very Seldom 
4. How often do you feel nervous or ume 11 wort? 
I) I always feel this way 
b) Usually 
c) Somecima 
cl) Seldom 
e) I never feel this way 
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Pan II. What would be important in .an Ideal Job? 
Please dunk of an ideal job- diftprding your present ol lllfflalt  VIIY ol af illl  ol vwy  
job. In choosing an ideal job, how impcmnt would it � ifflpann madlrlll ifflporllnel liftll or ro  
be u, you u,: ..,... ifflcxn,,ct 
I. Have sufficient time left for yam personal 
or family life. 2 3 4 5 
2. Have challenging tasks U> do. from which you 
can get a personal sense of accomplishment? 2 3 4 5 
3. Have good physical womDI conditions (&ood 
ventilalion and lipang, adequare wort space etc.)? 2 3 4 s 
4. 
2 3 4 5 
s. Have security of anployment? 2 3 4 5 
6. Have cansidenbJe fnedom so adop& your own 
approach l0 die job? 1 2 3 4 5 
7. Have an opponmucy for hip eaminp? 1 2 3 4 5 
a. Uve in an area delinble to you and your family? 2 3 4 s 
9. Have an opponunity for advancement to hiper level jobl? I 2 3 4 5 
10. Get die recopilioa you delene wbea you do I p,od job. 2 3 4 5 
1 1. Fully me your skills IDd abilities 011 die job. 2 3 4 s 
12. Have nining opponunitiel (10 improve your 
slr:il1s. « learn new *ills) 1 2 3 
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Pan m. How do you PREFER to work with other businesses such as suppliers, or buyers. 
Please indicate your agreement er disagreement with the Strongly AgrN Undecided OisagrN Sllongty 
following swemerus concerning your preference on the best Agree OisagrN 
way to conduct business with others: 
1. It is expected tha1 lhe business relationship 
should be more imponant than a single transaction. 2 3 4 s 
2. The our.come of the tnnsaction is less important than 
the actual relar.ionship. 2 3 4 s 
3. The business relationship is only imponant as long 
as each ttansaction produces a positive our.come for 
our busines.1. 2 3 4 s 
4. The business reJalionship could best be dcsaibed 
a series of "one sbot deals, entered inro one 11 
a time" than a "lang term relationship". 1 2 3 4 s 
s. We Cxpecl a Slr'OIII spirit of fairness IO WSl in 
our exchange relarionsbips. 2 3 4 s 
6. A Yflr/ hip level of trust is expect.ed between 
die two parties. 2 3 4 s 
7. The ocher pmy is jmt a supplia. 1 2 3 4 s 
8. There are many apecmians between &be two 
busineaes which ao beyond die mae buying 
and selling m proc1ucu. 1 2 3 4 s 
9. The eschlnp relarionship is I simple buy and sell 
anangemmt and Lbe ro1cs are simply lbose of buyer 
and seller. 2 3 4 5 
10. The only ezpecudm we haw is dial die ocher party 
provide Lbe qned upoa quality and quality of 
pn,ducl • &bl ... upoa price. 2 3 4 s 
1 1. Tbe ucblap nehriansbip cnmes a compla web 
of apecraicm beCweea III ow:r all kinds of issues. 1 2 3 4 s 
12. If tbe ocber pany hu informaaiaa dlll would help 
our bulinea. &bell tbe ocber pany should provide 11111 
infCX'llllliaa. 2 3 4 s 
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PART IV. The rollowing quesdons are required to identify basic information 
about you and your busines.1 experience. 
1. Whal is your current occupation/position? __________________ _ 
2. What kind of business are you in? ____________________ _ 
3. What is your nalionalily/ethnic identity? _________ _ 
4. Are you: (circle one) 
a) Male 
b) Female 
5. Which age group are you: (cin:Je one) 
a) 24 or less 
b) 25 to 34 
C) 35 to 44 
d) 45 ex more 
Is mere anytbin1 else you would like co menrioa about your pnferences in wmtm1 wilh ocbers? Please use the 
space below. Your comments are very impanlDL 
mANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION! 
We would lib ro &blDk you far pa1liciplrins. and if you have IDY qllDlliaas abaal lbe research you may comact 
Susan Gupca. 310 Stokley MIDlpmen& Censer. DepL of Mamcinl Lopcics & Trampamion. University of 
Tenneuee. Knoxville 'IN 37966, (615) 974-531 1. 
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�MZETKOZI OZLETI KAPCSOLATOKAT VIZSGAL6 TANULMANY 
A Buciapesti Kozgazdasi.gtudominy· E1Yetem Ndominyos cellal kuwast vegez a villawok uzlcti. marttetin1·tevekenysqerOI. ,.\ 
kuwas an vizsgaljL hol)' a vallawok rnilyen kapcsolatot epitenek ki ilZleli pannereikkel. Kcrjtlk. hogy reszvaete,·el sqitse l 
lcuwast. 
El6SZOr ma kemenk. holY valaszoJjon a kovetlcezO kerdeselcre a sajal szemelyes preferenciak me&je!Olesevel. Minden kerdes a es ;, 
aJtemariv valaszbol all. Kcrjuk m a vilam je!Olje meg, amelyik megyOZOdese SZlrint ldott esetben le&jobbaa leirja az On helvmet. 
Tmneszeresen nines jo vagy rossz valasz. Emkelni fo111 nehiny eselben. bOI)' miDdket vqy qyik allitassaJ sem en egyer: Ilyc:: 
esetekben kerjuk. m a va1aszt jelolje me&, amelyikben On. szemely szenm jobban hisz. Probaijon mea minden kerdesre ftluetienui 
viJaszo!ni. a mqelOzO kerdesem adotr vilaszaj lehetalea ne befolyisoljik. kes6bbi kirdesek jelOleseben. 
I. RESZ: MIT GONDOL. A MUNKA VEGZESBEN MEL YIK UT A LEGJOBB? 
I .  LegaJibb ket lehetaseg all rendelkezesre a dol1ozok 
monvalisaban: 
11 Egyik ut. holY az qyenek szimira jct6lonk lei celolw. 
Ebben az esetben a munkaveps sorin mindcn szemelynek 
specialis celoiw kell elemie. 
bl Misik lehet6sq, hogy munJcacsoponok reszere 
hamozunk me1 celolw. Ebben az esemen az a kerdes. 
hogy a munkacsoport. mint ecYHI. teljesitme-e a lcmizott 
celolw. �em vizspljuk. hol)' a csoponon belill az ecyenek 
teljesnminye milyen volL 
A donteshomal ka utja: 
II A problcmil IZ ecyermek c:imezzuk. Ebben IZ eserben IZ 
qyin SDIDOS embemJ beszelher. ouzecyujmet 
informaciolw. de a vepn qyedQI foma mepomi a 
dOntest. �em kOtelezO azoknak az emberekndt a tlDicsaR 
fil)'elcmbe vennie. akikkel koazllllicicx folymott. 
4. Mamkaja sann nmdsmesen sok ldll6nb0zl5 feladaml kell 
mesbirxomia. Ka modja is van eldOnteni. holY mamyi 
idOt foplkozik muaajavaL 
I/ Addia dolgozik. ami1 be ncm fejezi munuji&. mq lkkor 
is. ba az ejszakakal vqy a hirYepw is munkivaJ kell 
tOltenie. 
bl Foams Onnek. hOI)' valla1merr keminyen dol10ZZD1L. 
azanban a c:salidjival UU!Ott illffi'e a sajil mqira szint id6 
szinten fonros. 
S. El)' villaJalj vezeta kUIODbOzO hmlommai rendelkezhet. 
II A vemo csak a sajal &JkaJmazoaajt irinynhatja az 
•lkelmaznaak munkafeladmin vaJo teltimmel. 
b/ A vemo birmeJyik alktbn•mcrar irillynbetja a 
villaJamal. bol)' birmilyen feledaroc eMpZ:Dnek. amely a 
vearo mmn SZl!kseles-
bt A problemei el)' csoport fil)'elmebe ajanJjuk. A c:sopon 6. 
Osszqyujti az infannaciokat es mermqa a kerdest. A 
A villa1eri teljesilminy j1abn•zisinak illeive 
SDDkciaaaJ.uill eld&arae� m heJym lebeaqes. 
�rt 'ta&Jai vtl'll kOZOsen evezmrm dOniesr fopak 
hom1. 
3. LepW,b ket modja lehmetes qy smvezet innydUllllk: 
11 Az uj muqww mqbeszelik az allwmazoalickal. 
mepzavumjik. illcrve jovibqyagik azom es mmn az 
alkaimazom.k valmitjik. mq ezeket. 
bl A villaw vem6je hozza mq a dOmat az uj sirarqw 
I/ Az qyilc. amikor a munkal qy csopon vepi. rnindenki 
el)'lltl dolaoz:ik is a munka sikeriert vqy a kudercien is az 
epsz csa,ort felelOs. 
b/ A maik. amikar u eom raze qy IDUDJtKsoponDak 
abol milldmki Cl)'di doJ1ozik is edal! munka sibreen 
vqy lcudlrc:uft amk az 'l)'ellek a fele16sek. &kilt abben a 
munkaba kOzvedmuJ rem vem1t. 
illaoen. DontlShomal ulin kOzlik az ailwmazamkkal az 7. A mUDka eJ..,epi1ill1k kil modja: 
uj muq1il. mut mq keJl vaJosiamnak. 
I/ CsoparlDI IIIUllkavepa. ez alktlmaznau. 
� m1lllkelinaikbl. £bbea IZ esetben 
rnindmiti IZllll dolpzik. bol)' I c:sopan I lebd lqjobb 
mun.kil vepzza. 
b/ CsoparlDI mllllkavepil. abol mind.ID SZ11Dely munujit 
oonb•w,lftjak a CIGpOft mmdln cacJliDak reljesnmenyevel. 
Ebben U ll8lben a 6ea,obb mllllkavepes eszkOU I 
vmm1es. 
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1. Ku10nboz0 modja1 vannaJc u 1Wet1 kapcsola.tolc:nalc: 
JJ Van ui abban htsz. hor., annalc , sDJlitonaJc , 
me�lali.u I fontos. amelytk a te11obb .vu fo11a u Cn 
szamara bizros1ran1.  
bi  \iisok UI)' 1ondoljik. ho1Y annaJc I szaJlitonak a 
megu1a.liu a fontos. amely1id(el On hosszu ravon cud 
.:101gom1. 
9. Kul�nbozO mqkozel itesek letemek , vallawl vemesben: 
11 .� vemOnek e11enc,nzn1e kell u uz!ea kapcsol11akar. Ha 
egy problem& felmerul I vezetOnek kllMfflek kell lerm1 a 
probiema mepqyaruuara es olyan intezitedaek 
mqnomaJirL un1iyek mquc&dlJyoz:zak. hol)' 1 problem& 
me1e;yszer elOforduth&uon. 
bl A vezetO nan ellen&ubea ttlja mlftekben IZ ilZleti 
k•solarokal. Seha a proolimak fetmenUaekor 
elOfordulh& hol)' senmur nan Nd temu. 
10. ECY fontos dOntes mepomaJa 1IOcij1llffll1s mtpaZ1tlisa 
es kumomunka folydc. de a vtpO dOnras mepo:nnlinu 
k11 modja vU1. 
11 �iumn mindent mepazelllk. m a  mepklia valuzqik. 
11111lyik11 Jonaic trZlk. 
b.' �iuan mmdent mqbazlhat. m a mepldill valuzgik. 
am1ty1k1t a tinyek a l911obbln cunopl)ak. 
1 I . Kil modja van a munuvlplllNlk: 
11 Fontos. hol)' munaaa,Ja elart mep 11am IIIY'ft. A 
cemak. am1lyekk1I mUllkanllpJa sor111 � 
fOfflOSSlll&k SZllfflll ldebln ti ICWIG dll1B ........ D&IIU 1 
Mkor fotl•Pnmk vetGk. amlkar II adl III m.....-
bl Fon1DL hOI)' udcar f'olletkommk • a_. llllikar az 
fttmen&J. Soumr a praeNlllek alllM ....._ inDa 
ipny• ""*11• 10 1,rsrtr rn t • 1 � m11alda. ba 
1ZD1U1&1 roat•tkonmk wtlk. • ...,._ • • t 111 
ll. KW411bed ,._...._ "--* lll'IW  llli aa vatatm jo �= 
l !. Kll!Onbozo emberelc:nek eltero i veleme:ty,Jk UTOl. :ior.,, 
kcll e1y alk&!mazctW dija.zru. ha munkate!Jesatmenye i 
norma.lis elvaruon felUli: 
a, Vannu akl.k "'IY 10ndoljik az er.- etler. e lfo1adhato 
dijaz.as a penzul}'1 etismem. az �IOrete�tetes nr.- ;utaiom. 
b, �isok U!Y velik. hOI.V ety J61 eiveize� munb le11obb 
jl!taim&. ha a tbnok elismen m. 
1 4  KulOnbozO nezetdc vannak mol hog:.·an iehet el}' mwikai 
le11obban elvecezru: 
11 A munkavepis akkor a lecjobb. ha a.zok az emberek 
aklkkel tl)"Ull dot10m surfflk es eifo1adjak Ont. mind a 
szervezeien belUI mmd pedi1 a.zon kavul. 
bl A munkavipis lkkor a lfliobb. ha az emberek lkikket 
qyUa dot10Zlk timatik az On munkaj&L mec Mkor is. ha 
Onok nan barirok. 
1 5. KiilODbOzO vilerninyek vannak UTOI hol)'ln leb1t ICY 
feladlrac I IIIJOb_OID 1lvipm1: 
11 Mimill a ciloka mlplllnmik a dol10zolmak szabld 
kem k1U adnL hOI)' otyaa modon erjek et a celok& aboV 
velanmyut SDl"IDl a lqbllikonyabb. 
b.' Muok UIY vilik. bOI)' mnmn a cilolw mqblalrozrak a 
dol10ZDkmlic ,.... umniloUl kill ldn1 a k111anbOze 
tlvepllldO fl�l a ceiok ..... miekebln. 
16. Sok llllbln I mnodis meram& kOzbln prablimlk 
vav naakUIOnbleps rMrlWllmek fel On es a maak fil 
kOZOCL A proohimak ••ldainak ket modja van: 
" �indln infannsioc ii an ldni a ftieasintk is m11 au 
. Vlffll lZ O innymUllralil. 
t,, Minden rendeilrailin ill6 infannKicx a au 1oadomil 
es Omllk au,.._.._ hOI)' rnety,k m910klil a l'IJC)bb 
bannil,- vifro,..tok is SZUkllpslk. 
17. Milllill 11daa10111. bol)' '1Zltm lcOC VU111111yik panwrr,el. 
kil modja • •  fa.,....... 
1/ A l-p 1Mlb do6oi. boiY U UzAllrOl dOmll lZIUllla a  
ur panDII' 1caa.. Mi llldjuk. hoO uraWm rn1k a 
kOvlllltmia!lil* iu riaias• kidolpzhaquk kilObb. 
Mindal 81 iDW,111111 (QI a JO ll,YUllffllikOda k� 
ha a lmH1biiiddNII ii eoua Mlllllk dol1cmu. 
bl FOIIIIDL boo miDdtll damill llirjllllk. s ii)' mmdm r,1 
aadja auba IIYall* -..  Eb;bel ro.;a Ndn1 mmdel),k 
panmr. boV metylk � la ftlltOs annak erd.euben. 
hOI)' 1 IIIUDiil lh'I a,h 
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1 8 . EIY mu1k emberrel vqy csoponw valo e1)'\imnukodes 
soran a munb KOOrd.inaJisanu !e1100b modja: 
at �un�cnm kesznese. amelv wuunazz:a a munkak 
utemezeseL Fontas mqiervezru. holY a feiad.atok mikor 
foptu. Jtlendcezru. 
bl Csupan 1dOvesztese1 a mqbeszelesek vqy fel&dalok 
felmeruleserOI iltemezest keszzmu elOre. �ivel m1nden 
helyut kuJOnbom. font0s. hoc- ru1&1muu lqyunk es 
me1en1edjuk a parbeszedet. amikor az szuxse1es es otyan 
JY&knn. IDOi)' &Z kiVIIWOS. 
1 9  A donteshozok ket npusa: 
ii AZ f1Y1k csoi,ort UI)' tmtinti I dOnrat. hc,r." 
tecvaiomnubben u fo1 tOmftnl IDllt tervemk. Az a 
fonros. hor. bizrosak lqyena abban m1 foe tortann1. 
bl Muok UIY tekinak a dOntat. hoCY ez ro11a a 11111qyobb 
eredmenyt hozn1 a va1la!al szamara. Niha mUIZIJ kocuz:uot 
vaUauu. 
:o. L.ep!abb kir modja van az ailwmuDaak moavaiuulak: 
11 Bizonyos aJJcaimazDmk 1l&tyben ram1cik. ha 
mepaaromll ellesmlpialuln ·mim pelcM&&J penz. vac)' 
JumGm· dol1oma es lalJan mlllWl81jllnm•yukal •LV 
ISfflank el. 
bi � •fketmema:ak elOaybln rilmllik a eel erdakiben 
vtJd olym mllllkaves-. anot a calj•nmm, ii 
ellmszolpllalil specli1is SZlll1j1 nn ...-.,Omct 
:1 .  Vuakivel vaio 1!16 'lfilkoliskor: 
II A kOlln� benulp lill* m...,__ a fantos. 
hoO dy fflOdaD I muak fil NUC10ft aAlpoz¥a iYGnm 
kepes teom fttmamL milyeD modaa ail Ona. 
viMtudml. 
bl Faam aadllli. Id 1Z illal aaDily ii..,_ pcmciOI f'oaJa1 
•• • ,,.. ...... .... .......  ...., ,..  .. IDlftll llli  
IIMI a ....,...  GdvtilWe 11 � 11 0.  f'IUiltl. 
::z. � .. ...  ,,. ..... .... .  ,Pr,teeznaetr 
szasa a _... -.,  ,,.. 
1/ A  ...... ...... .. . Wlllla ie lailaal 
411 t u  tt elrets . ...... JiP a caaaL  
13. Ha qy vezetO uw1t.i.st ad ety alkalmazonn». es az 
allwmazon rudjL hoty u h1bas. wor itet sze!sOse1es 
reuc:10 leneaqes: 
11 Lehmse1 van a vezeiO fil)'elmet felh1vn1 a h1ban. 
bt A le1tObb esctben a vezetOnek i1az.a van. Az 
allt&Jmazoanak IZI kell tennie. anut a vezeiO mond nek1 me1 
ukor 1s. ha a v� ttved. 
24. Az emberelmek elterc) a veleminye arrol, hotyan kell 
dOntesekll ftODlL 
11 Eoau qy JOftdoljik. hor. c:sak nehany mflhawozon 
szemelyna SZIDld m .. en,ednt I vaJlawon belilL hOI)' 
dOnteNUC bamla. 
bl Muok veilmiaye mrim foams. hOI)' &Z &doff problimll 
lea,obblll inO mamblr hozza m .. 1 dOaaist.. ftlgedenw 1 
va1lallma1 elfopu poz:ic:iojal. 
:5. A van, ii •fketmsnr kOzOll mksips a 'll+Prozas. bolY 
a va1lailm.if ftfllMIO prabWma m11beaaljik. Mindkmen 
rendkjvw elf'opaflak mirrtn�i munkajukkal A 
t1t+Prom .,,.,.,.,;c;, evikAk "IIY lllllldkmOjOk 
munuj& Metyik a llliobb mqoki+l a kOvllkml klllG 
kOzlU? 
11 A vaa, idljl "1 a I afDb. milll a alketmazmi ain a 
vaaa1aek � IDIIOkMII kill vtiumm a te1+lkans 
mmpaaqaboL 
bl Milla a YallO. miDa az •Pretrnemr ·taam mllllkat vqu 
I vu)m adeMINL Gin OfYID IIIIIOkMII kit! valarmm. 
ae!y mmdk.._ aiamn a llpbb. 
26. A muu.ekGr 1111111111II
Lllliroaldilli'a1-aklk � kil modja vm: 
11 A muaaklri lliril famDI. Al •Hratm•-nknak aam kill 
catjllillaiQk a -ke4r0ri .lailan kiwi IIO ft1 rtsrur 
1bl A mlllllmlalri lliril 111111 rm. Al •PrefeeZNDkn•k 
v.._ tc• 1 I e al •jeieeietr Ktp m kill 
IIIIIWlk I biiaym e,,> I I •ekijinetr 1lvepi I tr ii uj 
vav majelllp ftr t • . ....  ldlllln. ha em SZIUuel 
va. 
21. KAIGabOIII ma r '* k*r 111..ek Ii ev OIZlily vao 
c:so,ar1 j6 -,Hjt 
II £o caa,mlj6 lllj I ay. lDiDdlD llllbln flYUIIIS 
.,,,._., • a · ye. 1111ft a ca: p: ma. mmdnkn m11 
all j•nteUli ajol � 1lll1Pkiin. 
bl Ha 1Z Olllily ·VIV � j61 &atjllilllL 1Z I vaarOnek 
kouonewo, a111 oc ad jtn:-111; 
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:s .  Amaker lcet ember �ffdol1ozik. ket lehetOsei is  adodik 
el)'unmllkOdeswae: 
11 A le1tObb esetben a.z 'IY•k szemely nqyobb hawicorrel 
es hawommal renaelkezik. mutt , mutk. Ez a szemely iesz 
a feJelOs , mwib elvepesitff es o fol)& meJhozn1. a 
dOnteseket. 
b: Bir az esetex leJtdbbJiben kulOnbOzO hawkoru es 
hawommai rendeUcezO szemelyek doi1ozmx qyutt. 
mmdqy1ku'-: �ir.-elembt fo1J1 venn1 a mutk veJemenyet. 
ElkepzeihetO a ket ember szaman. hol)' qyenlO pannerxmt 
dol10ZZ1nak tjYUft. 
29 . A c:elok k1je!Olaekor kit kUIOnbOzO mepOzaiiies le!Ulk: 
&1 A celoknak hosszu tavuaicnak keU lmniuk. hol)' , 
c:seiekedeteket eveken kenszall irwnyitlik. A lepldnzclbb 
ertdmenyt I hosszu &&VU c:ilok foljik 1:11.ZIOIICIIU. 
bl Rov1d caw c:elokal kell mqbalirazm. az uj c:ilok • f'ell 
c:elok elirae f.lEIII kenUnlk kijelOtiln. A I� 
ertdmenyt I rcMd QYU c:ilok fOliik bmosianl. 
;o. KGIOnbOZIS modon lib« eldOn•i. boO kn newzzmek ki 
vuinove. 
� A vlZIUlftek � keU l•aue a vi11aw 
fflwtOdiseben ii I vi1i&llmal rDeCVl.ulO dOnlllbozul 
m�. 
bl A vez11115aek fflapllll ..... kall llllllie a V..-.. 
bizm ftmkcaaaa!is mr,&Jllln .  •ft( j p jo �J 
k1U rtndetkan11 a nt•mkenop,n nayililiblll. 
II FilYfllllllllm keU I- am. bolY I dOnlil 4alblll1bln 
ill-e 10W I val1ala&I hOIDII ODIN I keJ ii icOwa-e a 
mepetete dGa11sl! nnli fotyaa&. 
tw � eviai l111nn 151tz:ka n;11 .e.,,llkll ld klil  
llmlDL MildlD 1 1 t fi ...,_ ..,_i. 
;: 
11 0enlaa uil a 'ltt• IL , _ .H Wol. ma;d ki ail  
jeltlli a ,tt,.,., . jlp j 1 A MT I k a 
m p  .._ .... .  95ai a vepSaie 
A , ... ... ... ... ..... .  ... 
bn1ij tr t ... ., .._ ,ttl:cde llbll 
w • 
W A 'IMF 1 I lldrar fopa lradldni ll v9id ai 
.... a idl 11N A!Njf1t1tl. L1t11 t a111 tt1rt aadll&.  
"°1Y ...-,W idl notr t1• • .. .......  ..... 
F--., boff "VIII ldl a ... llltjll ...... lilire a IZ 
•Ulaanma lllepomaain. 
jj. A vezet6 fel1411l: 
a., A vallaitnal er., k1jelolt munbc:sooon 1ranv1� a mw,ita 
eive11esehez SZWtStJn feladlloic teijes1teseben. 
b,Tanacsaaokent mu.kodn1 az alwa vezemt albuna.zorw. 
koreben. tlanu� adn a mwik.atevekenvse1e1eben 
csuqy, mmt , problimlk mqold.asaban lilme 1 strareg11 
k11l&k1wa.ban. 
34. A.z aikaJ.mazoaax irany1wanak lec,obb modszm: 
ai- Azonnal juwmu1u a JO teljesnmenyt illetve sDnkc1onaln1 
a 1:1en1e teljes,anenyt. 
bl A juolmnu� tllffie a szuwconalut kesObbre haiasmn1. 
anukor eiq LD!ormKlo l)"Uc ouze a mqfel1l6 visetkeda 
k� Elkepzllb&IO. hoCY nehany ev smksqts a.z 
alkelmrm valodi taJjelnmmyenek mqmnensehez. 
11 Foams idOt SZllllli ranaJpsra s kOzben nem 
m�a 1Z uzillrOI. Vesill is a mvnk•k.-,olll 
kiepnlill a linyepa. 
bl FOIIIDI. bolY •lOaer u umn koncmnljunk. Ha mar az 
liZ1ea fetadll mepAdolL I tana1pl uilemts dolos. 
IIIIIDdylND a MID uadilyozza u ll)'eb mllakak 
tlveplNL 
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.\ vezerc5: Oontese1t alta.iiban azoMal meJhozza es v·1ligosan. namozoaan :smenen a beomoft]a1val. Elvar,a.. 101� a dOntm :0Jai1s; 
es nenez.segex wnaszr.asa nelkul teijesatsek. 
B vezttc1: Oonteseit alwaban uonnal meJhozza.. de :sme:-:e�es e!Ort me1probaija ezeket celjesen me1ffi11� a.run1 a beomortJ&tn�. 
lndou1t es dOncesett beJelenn es bamulyen felmeru!O kercesre valuzoL 
C vezetc1: OOntaet melhozmaia el&! alwiban konzulcac1ot folyw beoszroft]&1vaJ. �e1hall111J&. megfontoija w,acsadw. maJa 
beJeienn a dOntesct. Ezek uwi mmderumOI elvv,L nor. a mqvalos1w erdekebcn 10Jaliun dol1ozz0n ikar ri1yelembe ..,me 
dOnteseben a beoszioaa.c wiac:.sat. aur nan. 
D vaetc5 :  .�lcaliban ertelcezietet h1v ossu. ha ti)' fontos .:10ntest kell mepom1. lsmmet1 a problemat es v1w kezdemenyez. .� 
robbse1 ..,,iemenyenelc me1reieiO dOntest noz. 
I .  �ost :qyen szives me11etoln1 m 1 vezetOt1pUSt. ameiyiket l11J%Jvesebben elf01adna tbnokenelc. 1.CSik el)' vaiaszr JtlOIJon me; 
" A  vemo 
bt B vueio 
c.' C vemo 
di D vez.ttO 
A ntl)' apus kozul mtlyik illik !qmkabb u On tbno._en, 
" ,\  vema 
bt B veau, 
c.· C vezeu, 
di D vezetO 
11 Nqyon l."urlft  
� OyMrlll 
Cl �eha 
di Ridcan 
ti Nqyon mkin 
11 Mindil 
111 Aaw.n 
Cl Nella 
d/ R.ima  
t1 Sou  
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11. R.tsz FOLYTAT . .\.SA 
Leoen SZJ\les 1ondoljon e� tdealis 1ll&Sr1 ..,onldc:omsson el I ;elenlq1 munkaj110I. El)' 1deahs &Jlist \lawztVL mCMyirt RendkivuJ �ar.on Kcvabe E1yatraiin lenne fontos Onntk. h.01Y: fontos fornos Fontos fonu,s nem fontos 
( .  Olyan munw taliJjon. amely elq 1dOt hqyna szemelyes es 
culidi eletere. : j J 
., Kih1vast Jtlent6 munJw t&Wjon. welyben elismemek 
szemelyes teljesnmenyet. .. j s -
3. A munwonUmenydc ( vilq1w. JO szellOzes. elie !tely. stt:1. 1 
JOk ltl)'tndt. : 3 J 
4. Jo munkakapcsowban ltl)'en a kozvetten r�nokevtl. 2 j " 
s. Bmos iJlisa lll)'en. 2 j .. 5 
6. Mqfeleta szabattsap ltl)'tn sa)il rnunajinak vepisebln. 2 j " 5 
1. Lehl(Osqt 1-.Ytn maps JOvtdelemrt. 2 j J 
s. Sajac map t1 aaiidja mmara kivinalDS k�anbln ilj111. 2 3 J s 
9. Alk&lma lll)'tn rnapabb poZ1cioba jumi. .. j " j 
I 0. 16 m1111U111tjanmtny11 � ! 3 .. j 
1 1 . Tudmr t1 �r taljesmlnakbla killlmlalja 
111unuja sann. : 3 
l l.  Tovabbupasi lltl.,... IIIYlftlk (rtjl11111111 
mdil& ill. aj ISlllll"lllirt SZlft .. ,). 2 j ' 
I l. Olyan 1111blnkk1l dollfllDD ll)'QII. akik euaamukOdin .. 
j -
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K.APCSOLA TA.IBA. 'l? 
.-\ k:OveucezO lcsjelenteseic szaJlitoi vqy vevO, �leu kaocsola.cra 
vonaacoznak. Kerem. jelOlje meg, ho1y menny1re en egyet lZ 
al l l iwowL 
! . \riindent me;teszwut. !'logy egy JO munkakapcsolat0t 
m egOnzzunK. 
\,1e1fonr01juk. i.:1vei letes1nmk uz.len �soiuot. 
: .  Sz.aJlitoinwl. vevOinilel va.lo k�olarunkban 
megtan1wc a 'harom lepes ravolsqoc". 
-' Tudalosan tl)'ekszwut fennwuna az f1Y\lmnu.kodest 
szallit01rudw es vevOinkkel. 
5. HaJlandok leMri sqitena pannerem.lmek amenny1ben 
3k spectalis problemakkaJ var., kOnUmenyewl neznenek 
szembe. 
6. EIOforduihu. hoSY a nehez helyzemk mqol� 
erdetteben rtl)'elmen klwl hqyJuk a smz0da1 
felteceleket. 
Elm nem tilhuo konumenyex ISl!en mepa1tdj'1k a 
rionnaJis mlikOdaa kOveaunenylicrOl vi.lo eltenst. 
S. Ety-ecy 1d6sz:lkol tekimYe elOfordul hol)' a kOklqtt ii 
lluzna& riem ponCOSlll ,otni6 rntnlkbln oszi1nM m11 
1tozom11Ut. nouzabb panodusl tetanw UDnbla em 
kiqyenHtOdnek. 
9. Mindel)'1k fel erOfesznalna rnepeielO mll'likbm rmaoJ 
a twmnbol. 
1 0. �lffl blllJUL ha ll)'fflUlllk IZIVallpl tllZlallk. GIIK 
kis6bb kiel>'mtir6dDIK 
1 1 . Ozlea up:solnmkbm I Sljil iaZIII ndminye ii 
kOllllpltplbmila � a ips lrllly! upviMJ. 
12. 
13 .  Kaa v.-s a sn11tc· lr kianlai. ba a �  
Joob .,..... rzrt a + 
1,. S t laa f th llilUlllk kmfee r ttau &emc,bb 
..... .. . ......  iaaal. 
1 '. Nal va1 pilli ......_  ... , pila hlla:S1tpk 
...._ __. ii I t uil amdla a 
'11th • r .,,. IJllol t 1w -v mWIOC is vahnmnmk 
Haaromc 
I I 
ran Er.ftffllk 
I 
Kozombos I 
er.nenek 1 I 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
2 
3 
2 
2 l 
2 3 
2 l 
2 l 
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4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
E;)'&IW&n 
nem er.et. 
er.,·et 
s 
s 
m. RESZ FOLYTAT.�A 
A koveocezo kijejeruacx sz:aJlicoi vqy vcvdi l.lzieti k�olma 
vonaucomu. Kenm. JciOlje mc1, hol)' menny1re err qyet az 
l.llliwowJ. 
1 6. 
I i. 
I I. 
19. 
:a. 
2 1 .  
::. 
SzaJlitoi smnpontbol a vcvdk mqr:anasanak Cl)'tk 
eszicaze ;o hamevux femsmma. lnbbb biZW\.k 
mllitoiwan. hol)' szemnmc mqanan1 jo himcvukte 
vejunJc es CObbi vmikkci smnben. mmuem. hoty 
m1 mltessuk a SZlilicoi feltmin mqvaiiommu vqy 
WilnU:ZU I YfflllDytlnl ffYOIIIUI. 
SzaJlitoinknak inubb a 1ovobeti ilZtea leheae1ncn 
keU kemcnyen doip,mL mau a vencnymsak.kaj 
SZIIIIDCIII barcoc felvauu. 
AlcaJabln eifopdjuk a szailimk irvalromri•ir nan 
rapsrtocuank mmamaron az eredla wz:odishez. 
A SZi1UtainkkaJ olyaa a �laamL hqy a nan van 
piKi va.lcamok es.an a mqi,IJap,,tillmtcrol elt.lrtlea.wt. 
Oztea kapcsolmankbln nll)'foiai riszrnlfil'K vanmk cl. 
Pannenanknlic mmdan ofyln iafonnacioc II kaU ldni 
mm� 1111eiy bllmlillal sepane. 
A mqufolai bimom Im mlkMla a uc panner kozoet. 
z1�1�1 
: j 
2 j 
? j 
.. 
j -
: j 
.. l -
: . 
Nan 
I 
£cyai
wu 
ineir. nem eneit I 
qyet �·et 
4 ! 
,i � 
" s 
4 s 
4 ' 
" ' 
rv. RESZ A KOVETKEZO ICER.DESEK ONRE ts AZ ON 0ZLETI TAP.�ZT.U--'.TAIRA 
VONTAKOZNAK 
I .  �i az �n Jatniell fop&koma a beonnise? __________________ _ 
" Huy ne doJpak amel a vallallmal? 
3.  Mi a vallama fB Qziali �? ---------------------
-----�t. .u � IDIKkan rillll kipm az mq,ari _.,_ 
j. A valJailll 'll.lljd tte, S ..a lcllaldi aue;daa? 
" ,pa: 
Mil,- r+-e  p: 
Meickan a dlaldi  vallll1t ..,. . vitl!etffllt? -� 
bf 111111 
6. Jeta*-1 mema,t ben11N pa..,. � a vitllull? __ _ 
':'. Jelelu .. mmdun I vffdkGn & ¥ia!•f-t? _ 
EzaK kOZl&J � I id&Ulldi Yfft7 __ _ 
S. HM� ta dolpzlk a v•Uet-1? _______________________ _ 
9. Hiav r� dot1cmk u On  � �  -------------------
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IV. RESZ FOLYTAT.iSA: A KOVETKEZO KERDESEK ONRE ts AZ ON tZLETl 
T APASZTALATAJRA VONT.-\KOZ:"iAK 
I 0. Mir gondol hiny ev11 fo1 meg a jelenle11 vallalawial dol1ozr11., 
a1 ket ev a leJtdbb 
b, i<ettO es Ot ev kozott 
.:.· tobb mint over r de vaJoszmuleg valtozwok m1clOtt nyu1dijb1 vonulnek) 
di nyugdijig 
l I .  AZ On ncme: a/ fem b, no 
1 :  . .  � llampolgarsqa: 11 mqyar t,, er.eb: _____ _ 
I j .  Y1ely1k korosm.lyba cartoZlk'? 
11 • 24 
bi 2, · j4 
C: .35 • .u 
di 45 • j4 
ei H felea 
14. �i I lelfflapsabb iskow vqzffllqt� 
a/ 'l)'Nffl 
bl f8iskola 
CJ kOapi.skola wan1 f9lsc1foku szakosir.o � 
CJ kOzepiskola (pnnazzum. szakkdaplSkola. tadmikum) 
3/ �em 
bl l1en (Kmm. nevaza m .. az ormipl vao onzqokll) 
1 6. �ilyen nyetvtken besal? ________________________ _ 
b1 Nt111 
II lpn (Ka'IIII. NVGlll - • lllllllplarit), ________________ _ 
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Ha :,a.mu etyeb de l1oc sze�me a remavai i.:apc.seiarban me1emmen1. kerem. 11)1 az &labor � mzre. A velemenye.  :net;et;, z:ese 
:iq�on fences sz.amunKn. 
K0SZ0N10K V ALASZAIT! 
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Business-to-Business Reladoasbips Study 
As pan of die Univeniiy of Tmam11's l"llardl in t,u.sineu to business maracmc. we an canduaia1 1 survey of how COffl1:lllly's hind 
b111111as wicb IDocbtr company. We pauy a,pncia your w11Hnpm to pancipae m dlis survay. 
Fim we wouJd lib you to ....., me followia1 q&Mlllions concanin1 your pmonaj preflrmc:a in concluaina buaineu. Eads question 
a pair of aJClfflllivt11. '1' o, 'b'. ta llll'Nr'iDI these qualions. pl- select die one which you raon mon1ly bltin• to be die cue u f 
u you are concamed. Obvioua!y men n no ript o, wron1 answers. la some ca111 you may discovtr dla& you belint bodl mument 
or nerdier one. ta sudl CINI be sun to select the one you more monpy believe ro be dl1 caa u fir u you an concaned. Try to rapor 
to each item 1�dently whm llllkinl your choice; do noc be 1nflumc:ed by your pnvioua c:hoic:a. 
PART L Which Way Of Workia1 Do You nmk 1t Usually Best? 
I .  Then an ai 1 -two W1l)'1 ia whicb to mociv• wortms: 
1) One way is to • pll far dll individual. la dlis 
CU&, -=b plftGII baa speciftc pall dla tMy lfflllC 
m• ia cbeir own wart. 
b) Allocblr way is to - ... far I work paup. la WI 
c:111 cbl only cancan is if dll paup • 1 ....,._ 1111 
ma die pal It ii of no c:aDC11n1 bow illdivicluli 
manDIII of die paup pwfaamad. 
1) One way ii ..... dll ....... ii pla CO a 
iadividulA. la dlia c:aa. Ill • • aipl caak co 
11'¥n palpla_ llld  .... .. .  bul ia dll 
ad. mt iDdmdal will .... .. ...... ..  .. 
DOC haYe co ca.t die advica ol ..,_  :am11lr-. 
b) AIIGdllr way i1 ..... dwi. il a probllm m bl lOlwd  
- it is ... co die -- "' . .....  la dlia 
C111 die pwp...., die idnJ l(ffl ad diw me--. 11al 1111a1Nn o1t111 __, .w  ..... ..  ________ ., 
3. l1NN n a l- Ne -,. il  .... a a5 I . W 1CIII .............. 
a) O.. wa, il  .... _ ....... .. ...... .., 
..... ., ... ¥Ila . . ........ .., .. ...  ... 
elm ,. - .... "' .. ·- 7i711f',,... 
b) MOdllr wa, il llr dll _  ...... .. ..  ...... .., .. _ "  . ....., ... ...  .. 
1111111a:,_ .. ....  ol dll - .....,  - .. . ,. .. ..... 
•. la )'Glll' joll. ,- - .... .  - - "'  
; 1J aak • a ,.... llllil. .,_. .,. ewe -,. • _. .. _., ... ,. ........... 
I) Y• - Wllfl a -,  lllllm a il 1*11 m  ...... 
dll jlla. twa if ... .... .... . . lede 
b) fl ii ..... to Wlft hanl ftlr .,_, CGIIIPIIIY, bul 
tia1 ftlr yow faiJy ad ,...._r is allO tfflPCIIIIIIL 
,. A M1111pr ia I canq,my CID have diff'IIWIC kinds of 
llldloncy. 
1) One killd is wbln dll ftlallltr CID GIiiy diner his or 
1w -,1oye11 -... CG11C111U111 dllir job cam. 
b) 1be adllr ii ..... -a lllllllpl' CID dina 111Y 
... � ia .. cmlllllllY co pllflna ....... -
il lllldld by dle lllllllpr. 
6. W11111 dlcidial bow 1D mnrd • puailll mparllL•-ra iD 1 
campay, .... ..  Nie paalible job  . .......  
I) 0.. ldild of jalt ii ... dNl9 ii I WIit saap 
wbn lHl"1'Wd) WIID ...... llld dll - « 
fli1we "' .., .... ii .. "" libilily "' die ..... ..... 
b) Mllllllr Did "' job ii .. ..... .  illdmdual ii 
111111 ol • was .,.. ... naybact) WGlb 
iadiwllllly, •-•failure of a projal  is die 
i $ L ''lillly of dll illdh. t h dinaly ilMlfld iD ............. 
1. n.. .. '" ..,_ .,.._ 
1) O.. wa, il  ..... ia a .-,  ..... '"'YGIII 
.... ...... ll ia  .... ...,- :a:ap www u  .............. 
b) Mallllr -, ii ..... ia a .., ...... -=i 
.... ii ...... . .. ... lt ia wtllll dlin is 
p .. .. .. .... ...  ii .... 
L l1NN n diftllrllll ..,_ ID do ....._ 
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a) S... bltiawe lMl .. .....  dlia& il co llln:ll far  
die ..... ilr WM wiU � yw wida dll bla pric& 
b) Odllr's bllift9 IMI die ..... dlilll is to sardl 
f• & ..,. .. dlll ,W CIII wen widl ovtr I lonl 
pariod of tim&  
9. lba'w are ditfa"mc appn,ach• to mmlllJDI a busiD.,: 
a) A 11111111W ibowd be ill camrol of tbc business. i( a 
probla occun. die mmqs sbowd be Ible to 
accoum for ic IDd pur procadur'lil ill plam to stop it 
&om occunma lpiD. 
b) A maDIIII' CIIIIIOC camplaly concrol the business. 
Somcci11111. wbm problam occur thtrl is nQlbin1 
you CID do. 
I 0. Wbm rmkinl an imponmc dlCisioa. tbtn is a toe of 
discu.uion and r...-ch WI tlk• pl8':8. bowwv• tbe ftlW 
dlcisioa CID be made ill rwo ways. 
1) Once IYtl')'dlial 11111 blila said. 10 ,.;111 ,ma OM tba 
r ... ripe. 
b) Once r,arycbiq 11111 bllla said. daooN the opcioa 
belt suppanad by dll flm. 
I I. 1111n n rwo ways iD wtlicb to WGlt: 
a) tt ia illlpGllllll to ldladu19 youl' wart clay. TllDl ra  
lddrw die iaale CIII bl r:trswf ..... ID 
....... llld will bl  ........ ....  riml ..... 
b) It ii i111pG111111 to lllra can of .... • it oa:an. 
Mllly rimll  ....... ,. ,..... ,.  ...... will 
aa:ur dllrillc die _, ad it ii blll to tau can of 
dNIII rips ..., if ,-iblL 
12. 1111n n � idlal .. .... llllkll a pod 
.....-: 
a) A pod ....... il a ,._ .. ... .. ,;. ...,  
tlkilla can ofdll iab r • ,..... ... ..,.rn 
llledld far dll alalliall of tlll lllb.  ,,.. ...... 
lava .. •• ,: hi • dD dllir plll of die 
job. ..C illlll'Vlllll amy if llllllllllY, 
b) A ..- ....... pidll Ml OIi lllr ' M · -i,.--.-IOlw ............ 
iactudiq badl ......... ... ,..... 
lJ. °' ... ,... ...... a,illiaa .. .... ..  
tllould cm-- ,. .., ,,. llr jalt •pa.,1w1111-ia 
...,_ ,..,. ,....  .. 1 
a) s...,...._ .. _,, ala , de 
ia a ,-,  ..... F u l11 s pna  
b} Odair ..... ..... .. . C ·t t., yas ball. of  .............. _. ..... 
14. 111 ... arw differmc opinions cancennn1 now a JOb can 
bat be done: 
a) lbe belt waft occurs whm tbe pe01:1le you work wilh 
like you and accepc you tbe way you .._ both within 
and oucside the orpaimion. 
b) lbe belt work occun whm lh• people you work with 
respect tbe waft you n doiq. eo,en if tbey are not 
your friend.a. 
1.5. lbtn n diff'cran idea about bow work can best be 
done: 
a) Once tbe &oala have bllla de-;1dad, works, sbould be 
pwn tbt � to l"IICh .:.e p,a1s. ill the rmancr 
tbey beti..,. ia l1lOI& efflcimc. 
b) Ocb• paople believe tba once tbe pals have been 
dlcidld. dll workln sbowd be pven dewled 
dincaaaa f'or die Yll'ioua Cllb l"lqUind to l"IICh tbe ..... 
16. May aalll ..... ....... I c:amml. probllllll or 
11 a - may aa:ur .._ yaa 111d me ocber 
pmy. 1111n .. rwo ways ro Jalv9 dNlle problmla: 
a) You mould Wm Ill of 1111 illlanlllriaa bli:k ro your 
..... ... ...  f'or clirtaiam.  
b) YOG IIIOldd rwiaw lil ofdll ialanallioa. llld dlcidl 
die b111 way to l'IIDlw'IIII prablllll makinl willl8vtr ...... ....., . 
11. Oac11 :,a 1111We dlcidld to c1D  ..... wa macblrpany, 
dllr9 ;  .. two ways to  ...... 
a) n. mall .,.... - ii dlll dlll dlciaioa baa 
. .,.. .... to . .....  willl .... ocblr. w. know 
wtlll ,.. .....a, Nlllft ad die dllaila ,cm be 
..... . ... .. ....  will Kl iD pod faidl 
if ma, willl to  ... ..... ....  
b) IC ia illlpGIIIIII to .. IAI cllmial iD WlfflDI 10 1ba 
balll panila .. ....  o1w1111 1111 bllil .-Au,oa. 
11lil wiU ..._ 111111 pany ro 1mDw w11o it 
I 11,: 1'Jblt ftlr ftllY llak ,....._ to cmapllla cbl 
jab • 
II. Wlllll __ wida ___ ,._ _. arou, tbe blll way  
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ro m 1· ._._ii: 
a) To ...,. a pla ol .._ dla c:aalaim a tcMdule of 
waltt. lC il ..... to be lble to pla  .... wcn 
will oaca. 
b) It ii a - of ,Qlllle ID ...._ way ia advlace. 
dllll far ....... ,. ._ to ocar. Since � 
silllllliml ii di .... it ii --- to bl flaible. 
_, allow iwaaiaa to ocaar whln it is lllldld. 111d 
• oftm • rlqllind. 
1 9 . Thaw arw two rypes of dlcuion makers: 
a) One loou for cu dlcilion dlal will rnosc likely 
llappa II planned. It i1 inq,onam to be sure IDOU1 
wha wiil hlppm. 
b) The adw toou for dl9 decision cha will have the 
hipm l"IWll'd for die conq,any. Someumes. you 
have to tMa • risk. 
�o. There n • lasi two ways in which to mocivae 
emi,loy-: 
a) Some mq,loyea pnflr to wort town a specific 
rewn sadl II money, or a pr;a for m1111111 a 
spaciftc ps(annlDcll IIWI ia their wort. 
b) om. mq,loyea pnnr t0 wan COWll'dl a 1• wtMrw 
a spa:iftc level of parfannaace i1 nae 1i.,m. 
a) re is impor11111 t0 be IIIY piq llld ftillldly, 111d to 
be aele to quickly flpn OUI die blll way co aa with 
dlil Pl"IGII baNd oa dllir l'IIClialll ro you. 
b) IC is --- tO kDow who die Pl"IGII is 111d tblir 
paliliaa ia die CG111P111Y IO dla yw wiU lmow wtlll 
will be die ........ ....... .  aaiGIII OIi )'Giii' 
pan. 
22. n.. n • 1- rwa wa,1 ro _..illl .-. far .... � 
a) a.. .. blll dlcidld t., ttr ·• --
m J 111d die 111111..,,_ wllo 1111111 111111 die ..... 
b) a.. .. blll dladld by mc_,_.., 
23. If a - pa • _... to • -.1,,-. 111d die 
..,..,_ _.. ._ .. .  ....._ ._ .. ewe _..,..NIii: 
a) ., ..... .  ,..... . ... . . .. ..... .. 
111, .. ... .  ...... 
b) la _. - • ...... ii rill& Ewa if die .............. ,,,.. ............ 
_ .... a..- . ..  
2, . ...... ... ..... .... ... ... ....  ... 
a) s-,..,. ..... .., . ........... ......................... �. 
b> a. ,.._ .._ .. • ii ·z w far • .......... .., .. ,... ............ 
........, ,...... au;a l!m aldllir paailiaa ia die 
CGIIIIIIIY. 
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:J. A rnaaac• and ni,loy• need to me« conc:aa1n1 a 
problem tnll hll occurred in the comi,my. Boen arw "W'Y 
busy in dleir ewryday wort reqwrancna. a m11DD1 will 
require one or badl to 1ntam11X thatr woriL Wbicb of Iha 
follow1n1 cwo ways ii bell to l"IIOlva the problan: 
a) The maaapr's time is more iml)Oftlllt than !he 
employ-. thenfon me mecnn1 should taaa place u 
ltislb• conv•1111ce. 
b) Bodi the manapr md emi,loyee IR involved in 
imponaat wort for the comi,any, tharefon a time ta 
meec shou!d be dlOMa thal is bm for bodL 
26. Then an • ,_ rwo ways co deftne a pmans job: 
a) Job datlnitiam .. iaq,aftanL Eml'loyea should noc 
have co pafarm warit tbl& i1 oua1dl o( thm job 
� 
b) Job dlftlliliam .,. no1 illlpOftlllL Eaq,ioyell should 
be IDie co parfal'III a Ylritcy of tllkl 111d flll ia for 
.....,.,_ wtlo may be ....._ at pldann new or 
difl'lnllt wart if it ii ...... 
27. n... .. difflnlll .. ia whidl a dilrt ip; -1a1 or pap 
PII l'IWll'dld far a job ..a dal: 
a) � a wartt  . ...., patanm wL it _ ..._ 
of die caaiDld daft_ dllnfan ...,.. ia .. 
.,_, .... bl l'IWll'dld whm 111Y Pftlila ii '"'1 .... 
b) lf a wam ...,  paltaa.ad ..i. it ii 11-. aldll 
palllll ia dllrp. .... - - a, lllldlr 
...w ... & IWWII& 
21. \VIia rwa .... .. ..tdlla widl -*  adllr 1bn n 
rwa -. ia wtmla -, ca iDllna: 
a) Moll al dll cilla. .. pa11111 will haw -. 
...., . .... ... ... .... la dlil 1C111 dla  
llllilr pa11111 wtU '119 ia dmp al die wen. lllll 
..... ., . · ·m 
b) Ewa ... - ol dlll dllll dll ,.... ilMNYelt 
wtU .... ctiSll'lll llw* olllllicllily ar ,.._. a:11  
wtU J11111111y 11111111 dle -- alt111 -.. lt il ,.._.tar• ,rwa •was...-.•...-. 
29. WIim .... ..  _.. n cwo c1iflnlll ""  t 
a) OGlll .... 119 ...... m pidl lClila owr ftllllY  
y,an. 1'1 111ipa ,.,.e wtu ,-ea.._. ... ...... 
b) ...... .... ....  • - to pida llliaL widl . .-s-a lllilll • • -*  pn¥iaa am ii ra:llad. 
n. m..- � will ra111t ha man-cam ..... 
JO. lb_.. an diff'.,..t ways to dlcidt w1lo sbou!d be I 
malll"· 
a) The 11111181• IDOU.Jd bl Gl*ialClld ia tb1 way dlt 
caaq,my warb 111d bow dlcisicm .. made iD die 
caaq,my. 
b) lbe ,...... should bl .,., skilled in tbe ftmcrionu 
.. ro be mmapd IDd have pwa pocemia1 for 
l..tin1 dlt wort poup. 
l 1. Wilm matins dtcisions: 
a) You sbould ra1ra imo cmsidnriaa wll«blr die 
dlciaiaa ft1I widt die odlllr dlc:iliaal mMI iD ID9 
campmy IDd lbJIOWI dll4Po;&.S. dlcisiaa llllkinl 
pra 211P 
It) You shou.ld tlka ldYlllllp of 1llliqlae oppanuaidll 
Iba pnlllll dllmlliVIL !wry dlmiaa IIIIUll 
silullia ii llllique. 
32. n... .. CWO ways ID pia baliDIII mllliDp: 
a) Decide .. ....... ....  ., .. ,...... tor 
dll IDllliD& ad 111111 • I dall fbr dll ..... ID 
_.. Mlllillp lllauld lNlia llld llld aa dall llld  
il man dml i1 ,....... 1D caapm  .. bulilllll. 
.... .....  c:a ltl  ct tJed 
b) Mlllillp wiU blpl m ad .._  die lilll ii ripL 
lt il illlpOllible ro lmow llaw _. cN- ·x will be 
,....... fbr .  iall. fl ii --- ... ..  dml ii 
Clllra IO ftally C-. m ,_.. die iallL 
JJ. n. ,. of a ._.  ii: 
a) To lad a ,......  .n ... 11 die ...-,  ia ..... ,......tar .. . 
b) To ftlllclioa a I W llr .. �· ,- of .. 
.. .., 11w111a  ....... ....  ,.. ..... .  
wam aamdll. • •l & ,_._ amlll llld  ... ,, .. ....,. 
3'. n. .. .., . ..... ...  ,,..ia:  
a) To . t' r, ,__ ... •pal'11aln-& . ,.._  
poar pa&.u 
b) To ..... NW1111 o, ;  I t  a1iJ ... ii 
.... ...  I . .... .. ....... ....._ 
II -,  ... ....a ,-.  a .... dll INI 
,... of •  ,, ,. 
35. Wbm meam1 wida sameon• to conduci busmea: 
a) It is inq,onam ta spmd time socia!i.zill1 u well u 
coaducaq dlt busiam II hind. It is the buildin1 of 
worit rwtaiomhips tbal is ultima&ely imponanL 
b) It is � ro conq,lete die business • band. 
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Once the busineu Ellk is completed. socia!izin1 is 
fine. a 10111 u it does not interfere w1dl other wonc 
responsibilities. 
PART 0. 
lbe dac:rq,Ciou below apply to four dittll'lllt rypes of IDID.lpft. Fim. pl- rat mroup these delcriptioas: 
Maalll' A: Usually rnaus bislbar deeisions promptly and conununie1111 them to hillb• subordinml cfarty and firmly. Expecu 
man co carry 0111 die decisiou IO)'llly and widloul rmin1 difflcultia. 
Maaapr 8: Usually makes billbar dlcisions prompuy, bu&. bcm 1oin1 ahead. tries to explain chem fully co hislb• subordumes. 
Gives them tba reaou ot die decisiou and IIISWtn whmner quarions thsy may have. 
Maaa1tr C: US1Wly coasu!u wi1b hillb• subordiaala before h6'sbe reaches llillher decisions. Listens to their advice. considers ir. 
and then announces ltis,bar da:ision. H&lsbe tbea apem aU to wort loyally to impleman 1t whedlw or not it is 1n accordlnce with 
rbe adV1ce they pve. 
Maaapr D: Usually calls a m..aq of his/har subordinlUs when chin is m imponam decision to be made. Pua the prob Ian before 
the ,roup 111d iDvita ducuuion. Acc,pu the raajomy Y1awpoilll u me dacision. 
I .  Now, for the above typll of 1111aa1•. pl .... mark the one which you would p,wfo, to wortc I.Uldlr (circle ant answer on!y): 
1) M ...... A 
b) M ...... 8 
c) Maupr C  
d) Maaapr D  
1) Maaapr A  
b) Maapr B  
c) Maaapr C  
d) Maaapr D  
I) Vr, f......., 
b) ,......., 
C) Sa1Mi­
d) Seldam 
1) Vr, Seldam 
,. How oftlll • ,- r..1 � • - • wen? 
I) , ....,.  ... ..  .., 
b> u...a, 
C) $� Wll1 
d) MIia 
1) , .... ... ... .., 
s. c r , ,,... .... . ..  ..._na.._ .. � dullb i11 ill dla aapay'1 blll illlll'III.  
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I .  
2. 
l. 
4. 
,. 
6. · 
1. 
I. 
,. 
10. 
1 1. 
12. 
13. 
Pan n. Coadaaed 
Pleae dlink of •  idal j• disnprdin1 your present 1 -= job. lD cboNiq m ideal job, bow imporrml wouJd it be m you to: 
Haw a job which leaves you sufflcimt time for your 
penoaaJ or family life. 
Have chaJJmsin1 tasks to do. &om which you 
c:111 1cc a penoaal sense of aa:amplisbmmL 
Have pd physical wortdna c:aaditiam (lood 
vmtilllioa aad lipliq, adlquaa work space lie.). 
Have a pd wartdDa rmliamhip wim your direcl 
lllplriar. 
Have tbl -=urity dall yoa will be Ible ro work far 
-,wr campmy • Ja111 • yoa ... ro. 
Haw camidlnlble hldam to adapt your own 
wwdl ro tbl job. 
Haw .  oppcalliUy tar lup ...... 
Liw ia • ... 1ee· able to ya 111d your family. 
ffavw a oppcalliiiity tar adYa C mi to bipar lfflt jobl. 
Ge tbl racapidall ya dlllrw wlllll you do a II* job. 
Fully me -,wr mlll ad llbWdll cm die job. 
Haw niliDa oppaaaaidw (ID illlpnM yGIII' 
*i1II, ar •- 111W *illl) 
Wan willl paapll wtao ca , a Wlll widl cme  .... 
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""' "' fll lillll  ,.:.::: I .,... ....... ....- I � 
2 3 4 s 
2 3 4 
2 3 
2 3 s 
2 l 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 ' 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 l ' 5 
2 l ' 5 
2 l ' 5 
Part m. How do you PREFER to work witb other businesses sucb u supplien, or buyen. 
I .  
2. 
3 .  
4. 
,. 
6. 
1. 
•• 
9. 
10. 
1 1 . 
12. 
13. 
., 
Please indicaie your qreement or disqreement wilh the 
rollowin1 smemenu concemin1 your preference on the best 
way to conduce business wich olhcn: 
We are committed to preservin1 a 1ood workinl 
reluionship. 
We consider them to be our business panner. 
Our relationships with diem can be best described 
u an 'arms lmpJI' relationship. 
We c:onscimtiously tty to maintain a coopenlive 
relationship. 
We would willina!Y make adjusancms to help them 
out when faced with special probl11111 or circumstanca. 
We would padly Mr •ide me COll1ndUa1 terms in 
ordlr to wort throup difficult situlliom. 
WIim uafonNla c:in:umltlncll arise. we allow diem 
to sUlpllld dN normal a,mliDs r1q11inmllla. 
Evm if C0111 111d bmefttl n no1 IWlliy slund becwelll 
UI in a siv• time pariod. dlly ba&IDce 0111 ov• time. 
w. am ..nt 111d - in prapartioa to m. 
tffin we pu& ia.  
We do IIOC llliDd owiaa lliCll ocbar favan. 
My buainell uaaally pa a fair slln of dN l'WWll'ds 
IDd COIi savillp ia doina buliDIII widl odlln. 
We rap.larty III man dllll cme supplilr f'ar praducll 
ia ordlr to ....,. dlll we pl die ball 111'1111. 
We radily sndl  4; 11111 tor a praduct if a 
U1$ .,. oftln ......... 
We bly ha .. ....,U. WM olllll dll .,_ mlftlll 
.... ,... ... .. ....... ..  -- dll bllt. 
1.5. Wllllll llllll wtdl e  J I I I � IIIIIUI caadittom for I 
16. 
1 7. 
....... .. ... ...... . ... ....  by ftliuldaa .............................. 
We ...., ... a a .....,._,. clllirl to ffWDIMI ill •IP,,._ to U1P it woddla ia._. iDlll'IIII. t11111 
011 our lftbra to tllfarce CM a,ana t1r1111 or 011 
conapaidw ..-,e. 
Our ...,, .. ..  rnodvarad to work hard f'ar III men by 
promilll of ftllun buainell dllll by compllinve prmun. 
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S..1*7 A ..... Undacadali Di .... =j A ..... 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 s 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 
2 ] 
2 ] 
2 ] • ' 
2 j • ' 
2 ] 
2 ] 
2 3 
2 ] ' 
2 ] 
2 ] . 4 .  ' 
2 l 
Part UL CoaUaaed 
Pl- indi..., your ...-=  or �I with !be 
I 
s..t'7 AIN u......- Oi-.rw 
(ollowiq - rmcomiDa your pn(onnce on lhe bes! � 
way to conducl business with others: 
1 1. We pmnlly ldj1111 the price dial we pay for a product to 
reflecr cbmps in the supplier's c:osu. rmher than stick 
to the oripw terms. 2 l 4 
19. There is lansuace in our apeemem widl our supplien dial 
enable us or the supplier to Ilk for c:haa1• in terms. due 
to wiapced c:hanps in mauc conditions for this produa. 2 3 4 
20. We apecl a strona spirit of faimas to aisl in 
our ac:hlaae. relaliombipl. 2 3 4 
2 1 .  If die odler parry hll infannllion dial would help our 
busiDea. mm me odall' pany sbouJd provide u 
informlliOD. 2 3 4 
22. A wry hip lewi of lr'lllt ii apa:rad .,.,._ 
tbe two pllUIL 2 l 
PART IV. ne fo11owta1 qalldou an reqllind to idmdfy buic iaformadoa 
aboat yo• ad yoar buia• aperieace. 
l. Whll ii your CUll'ml accupllialllpal? ----------------
2. How may y1111 baw yoa WGlbd tar dlil caaqa)'? ____ _ 
3. WIIII ii die primary buliDIII ... of die ca ; )'? _____________ _ 
4. Whll n die tOCli sallll tar die camp111y dais .,..,, ____ _ 
Whal pacmllp of cblll llill n ha a,art _,. 
,. b dla'l ftnip .,....., of dll 111111 )'? 
a) ya: Wllll ,._. al tlll ftna il ftnip OWIIIII  _% 
b) no 
WIiia ii .. NI' !My ol .,.....,7 ------
WIiia .... f//11111 I • n &nip ___ % 
6. DOIi ,-r $ y ._. a, ftnip F htwtll"ia'pllllllnllqllla!U....7 
a) Y• � ...,  wllillll calllll'ill) ________________ _ 
b) No 
1. How 111111Y ....... cllll ,die �_., __ How 111111Y .,.  &nip __ 
I. How 111111Y buym cllll die W1DP111Y haw •  praac? __ How 111111Y n fonip __ 
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PART (V. Coadaued-
9. How many employees work ai this company? _____ _ 
10. How many employees do you supervise? _____ _ 
1 1 . How Ions do you think you will continue to work for your current company. 
a) two years at tbe most 
b) from two to five years 
c) more than five years (but I will probably leave before I mire) 
d) until I mire 
12. Are you: (circle one) 1) MaJ� 
13 .  Are you a U.S. Citizen? 1) Yes 
b) Female 
b) No: Whai is your nationality? _______ _ 
14. What is your edmic/raciaJ identity? ______________ _ 
IS. How loa1 have you lived in the U.S.A.? 
a) Since binb 
b) Number o( yan __ 
16. Which •• arc,up an you: (circle one) 
a) 24 or leu 
b) 2' 10 34 
c) 35 to 44 
d) 45 to 54 
e) 5' or men 
l 7. WIIII is rh8 hi ..... lnel of fannal educalion dlll you have complelld? 
1) ,_ dllD hip school 
b) hip scbool 
c) � niDiDI 
cl) w.dap *- colllp ... 
•) ,...... dlp'llitMBA  
f) duc:IG• 
1) Y• (Plw � dll -,  ar caa•ial). ___________ _ 
b) No 
19. WIii& 1 S I dD ,- ...-, (plllll ll*iff) ________________ _ 
20. WIIII n tiw ._. ,- nftlld to? (plllll s,ecify) ______________ _ 
21 .  Have you '"" .- • ,,,_ 1ed plriod of time (6 moncbl or man) ill macber coumry? 
1) v. (Wlucll COUDll"ill) --------------
b) No 
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ls there anythin1 else you would like to mention about your preferences in woncin1 with othen? Please use the 
space below. Your comments are very important. 
TiiANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION! 
We would like co tbaak you far plllicipllina. and if you haw IIIY qullDOIII about the rlNll'Cb you may contact: 
Sulla Forqmr Ouplll 
3 10 Stokely Mr I m-,r C_. 
Olpe. of Mlrbdna Lopdcl & Tnuponaiou 
Uniwnicy of t- 11 
KDnville Dl l7966 
(423) 914-531 1  
FAX (423) 914-1932 
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LIST OF AMERICAN FIRMS IN HUNGARY 
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l\ 1.A .. � 1..TF A CTIJRIN G 
Automobi les and Comnqnents  
Escade Kft .  
Ford Hungaria Manufacturing & Sales Ltd. 
Gcncnl Motors Hungary 
GMI LLC 
Goodyear Magyarorszag I nfonnacios � Servi% lroda 
Hunguard Aoat-Ovcg Kft. (Guardian Glass) 
Loranger Ipari Kft. 
United Technologies Automotive Hungary Kft. 
Chemigls 
Auto Hid Rt. 
())emol Kercskcdclmi R t .  
Columbia Tisz.ai Carbon, Ltd. 
Continental PET Technologies Hungary 
Dow Hungary Chemicals Lld. 
?on, . .  Conoco Hungaiy · Lid. . . .. . . . \ . . 
csc:ade Kit. 
Nalco Kemiai, Ipari, Kereskedelmi Kft. 
Navix Hungary Biochemical R&D Co. Lid. 
Pangus Lld. 
Pan1us Rubber Corporation 
Polichem Kft 
Qualipaclc Kfl. 
Qualiplastic Rt. 
Omwrner Qoods 
3M Hunpria KA. 
Americade JCft. 
\ 
American Alutech Industrial & Commen:ial Services 
Amway Hun&arian Marketing Kft. 
AYGa Cosme&ics Huncary Lid. 
Bask« Lid. 
Clnier • Budapest .,. 
Colptc Palmolive lfisyuonzq KfL 
Escee Pedume,y R..U KfL 
.bro Mqyarorm& ICA.  
Allflland Impon Corpo12don (Rockport Shoes) 
m Budapest Attaltnos Kereslcedelmi • Termel6 KfL 
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;�v & Seq,;rirv Ecu 1rment 
.{ Hunfat'IJ Kft . 
.. orup-Safc Kcrcskcdc: , � 1 1  cs �wl&ili2 t6 t� t t  
Jomi-MS Secunty K f� .  
Scnsormatic: Kft .  
Tusih: &; Atmml 
C.athy K.ft. 
Levi Stnus.s ud. 
lma-Shearling llC 
Liz Oaitt>ome Forc�:n Holdings 
Manin LLC 
Trewex Ltd. 
Za-Ko Tnde ud. 
IUGH TECHNOLOGY 
Aqpmacc 
Aeroplex of Central Europe Kft. (Lockheed) 
McDonnell Doualas Helicopter Co. 
Commna: B1c4wamt$ottwm 
3M Hunpria ICft. 
Advanced Manqement lnformacion Systems Kit. 
Di&ital Equipment (Hun1ary) Lld. 
Duna Eckuonilca Rt. 
EDS Hunpry Edcuonikus Adauendszer Kft. 
EER Sys1ems Corporation 
Emacomp RL 
Gapbicld xtL  
llemiDpay Compudna JCft. 
lkwlea Pldcard Raapry Lid. 
IBM H1111p17 
ID•aa• a....,, Lid. 
Miaanedc:s Earape Rl 
NOfGlala IAlonnacios ln>da 
Paqan Defp Lld  
... � .. Lid. ., 
Pnlll Clblll _r 
SUD Micn,sysfems lntamndnental 
Unisys/Sysland 
US West lntemtdonal, Budapec 
Vitro Software & Applied Sdmce Ltd. 
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Kodak F6.,yk�peszeti Kcre.skedclmi cs Szolgaltato Ltd. 
Ma l t c l  Toys K ft 
P 1 octc.: r  l... (j;, 1 : ; t ,k  J l w 1r :u y t� l r . 
Qu i ttner K fi .  
R . H .  Macy Prod uct Development Budapest Office 
Rigler Electronics 
Schwinn (USA) - Cscpel Bicycle Co. Ltd. 
Singer 
Tungm.rn. Co. Lui. (General Elccuic) 
VulU'on Tr.de Lld . 
Whirlpool 
Food Processing & E.quipment 
Egri Dohanygyu Kft. Philip Morris 
Fusion lnvcstmcnu Company Ltd. (Burger King) 
Hargita Holding Bcfektct� � Kulkercskedclmi Bt. 
Jacobs Suchard (Philip Morris) 
Magyar Foods Ltd. (Heinz) 
Master Foods Hungary 
McDonald's System of Hungary 
New England Machinery, Inc. 
Orient Ltd. 
Pepsi Cola International 
Qualipack Kf t. · · · ·· · · · · 
RJ. Reynolds Tobacco Hun1uy Kft. (marketing) . 
RJ. Reynolds Tobacco RL (producuon). 
Wente Brothen 
Zalaegem.cgi Hutoipari Kft. 
Machinery 
Caterpillar H11n1ary Components Rt. 
Gokcr Lad. 
Mapelek·Evi& UC 
New fAa1and Mldliaay, Inc. 
Ods Fel\'OIIO Ltd. 
Qualipack ICft. 
VSZM-Moldkraft K�. 
Prirnaa MesaJs 
Elcomeal UC" 
Alcoa·K�f � ltft. 
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\'u l uor. Tra..:!c Ltd .  
\\'al 1 on Nctworkins Lld . 
\\'estc l  R.ad1otclcphonc: Ltd . (US West ) 
Me4ic.al & Sctcntific E.gujpment and Instru mc:m 
Kun J. Lcsker Company Centnl European Representative Office 
Medicontur Kft .  
Modtechker Kft . 
Rosemount Ag lnfonnacios c.s Sz.crviz lroda 
Pharmaceuticals 
Abbott 
Baxter 
Bionavion LLC 
Johnson &. Johnson Kft. 
Lilly Huncaria Kft. 
Merck Sharp Dohme Idea Inc. 
Navix Huncary Biochemical R&D Lld. 
N. V •· Upjohn S.A. Hun1arian Direct Commercial Represeniation 
Pfizer Bio&al Lid. 
Scherin1·Plou1h USA 
.Syntex Tudomanyos Jnformacios lroda 
IcJg;pmmuniqtions 
3M Hunpria Kft. 
Aurimpex Technolo1ies Inc. Maayarorszaa 
Duna Edcuonika Rt. 
Hunpro Disiiel 
MOIOrOla lnlqrmacios lroda 
Pirelli Cabla 
JU&le,' Eec:amicl  
US Well lntamdanal. Buhpat 
Westel ladlofelepbane Lid. (US West) 
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Chcmon 1cs I n t�rr.aLional 
ConAgra Hungary 
Hol stei n Gcnetik.a Kft .  
Hungarian Agricu l tural Publ ishing LLC 
Indian R,jce Ltd . 
Pioneer Hi-Bred Magyarorszag Ltd. 
Purina-Hage Ltd . 
Energy 
Au10 Hid Rt. 
Esso Hungaria Kcreskedelmi Kft. 
Mobil Oil J.tungary Kft. 
Enyjrpnmenut Consulting & Pollution Cooa:oi Equipment 
Comco Manech Hungary 
Ecology and Environment Budapest Ltd. 
Gibb Tanacsada.si Lad. 
Global Environmental Technolocics KIL 
Vildn&·VeiJa Environmenul & Power En1ineerin& Co. Lad. 
IV. SERVICE:S 
Am,vnt;ng, Busioas Adyisgry & Mana&m1cn1 C,qnsuJting finns 
Amuecon International 
American App�sal Hun1uy Co. Lid. 
Anhur Andersen & Co. Kft. 
Aston Bradley Group, Inc. Hunpry 
Booz Allen & Hamilton 
Coopers & Lybrand JCft. 
Delaiue & Touc:he - a Tanacado XfL 
Dun A Bnldsawl Banpda Lid. 
m Syseor1 Oarpcndau 
Ray Mlll81lzlmeal TaaMIIMok ICft. 
RBIC U.C 
HPR lLC  
DD Valuadan Resean:11 ICft. 
l.n1emadonal E1ecadve Semel CGlp. 
Iaternational Valu,daa SeMcel - KIL 
Jawsto!J U-C  ... 
lnwest XfL 
IClflla Ozleuzeiw.zo m KGJbnskedelmi Mqylr·Amerilcli It. 
IComlFctry lntemadonal Budapest 
KPMG Reviconsult 
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L: r:c  LLC 
l J ��  l n : c::i: .1 ! 1 C'ln:! l 
� �cFerre:i Ho ld i ng  GMBH 
f\:e1,1,· Era Invest Ltd . 
Price Waterhouse Budapest Kft .  
Publ ic Accc.ss Inc. 
Sanborn upit.al Management 
Scmcor Europe K.f t .  
Sute of  I l l i nois Hungary Office 
S�te of New Hampshire Tr2de Office 
Syncom Marketing 
Wall is  USA Inc. 
Advenisjng and Publ ic Relations 
Burson-Marsteller Lid. 
DOB Needham Worldwide Advenisin& A1ency 
DMB&B Budapest 
GCI Tabori U.C 
Leo Burnett Budapest Lld. 
Mc:Cann-Erikson lnterpress 
0&i1vy & Mather Budapest Rt. 
Promoter American-Hungarian Public Relations Lid . 
TopReklam/BBDO 
Young & Rubicam Hun1uy 
A rchiscetvre & Construcriqn 
Atlantic In1at1an Kft. 
Beaby-Faraao U.C 
Blue Danube U.C 
Collien International (Hunp1y) Lid. 
Emory Roth & Sons. I.LC 
Express Sips lntemadonal U.C 
F1at Lid. 
Group'92 ICfL 
Huaprila-Amertcall Omauclan, Inc. 
lzobla U.C  Lora.- lput lnpdlnfejlemo a Huznosito Rt. 
Pama lntemadoaal l:ld. 
Paall Company 
Planea Xft, 
Savany &�Pannen, Aldliteca 
Szemai Memold lrada Lid. 
Thermosca Xereskedelmi 6s Rocecbnikll Kft. 
Tnnsqent KfL 
Uniccnt Kft. 
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. .. 
Brpadg�� Mec1� & Prinr i ng/Publish in_g 
83b it.s Lt d .  
Ba.rt,aross.a u, . 
Budapest Busi ness Journal 
Copy GcncraJ 
H1D Printing and DatA Processing Ltd.  
Hungarian Agricu lrural Publishing LLC 
IBID Kft. 
IDG Hungary Ltd. 
lnc.cmational Management Group Hungary Ltd. 
1lX Manager Kit. 
Kabdkom Kft. (HBO) 
New Europe Media Ltd . - The Budapest Post 
Printosh 
Puslci Publisher Kft. 
Reader's Digest l<Jado Kft. 
RKO Pictures. Inc. 
Busjness/Officc Services 
Business Express Kft. 
Copy General 
IBID Kft. 
INWEST Kft. 
Xorn/Feny International Budapest 
Manhamn Mqyar-Amerilcai Munbk6zvedt6 Kft. 
Mlnpo'Mer 
Planert Kft. 
Trustrade Kft .  
f4yqriqnal 
lnsdane of International Eduction 
Salos J=oundation. 
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Jt her Services 
Cen tem (Df)·cl c.a.n i n f.) 
V. FINANCE 
Banking, Investment & Other Financial Seryjccs 
American Express Hunsary Ltd . 
Antn Ltd. 
Bankers Trust RL 
Odbank Budapest Rt. 
COHJ=!N Kft. 
EurAmerica Capital Corpor2tion Ltd. 
Fust Hungarian Investment Advisory Rt 
Genen.J Banlcing & Trust Co. Ltd. 
He.min,way Financial Consulting 
Hemingway Holdin& AG 
Hun1arian-American Enterprise Fund 
Rediker International Capital, Lad. 
Riverside Budapest Rt. 
lnsunnce 
Concordia Biuosiwi Broker Ltd. 
FU'St American Hunprian lnsunnce Co. (AHICO) 
Marsh &. Mclennan Budapest Kft. 
BAI Estate 
Atlantic Inaadan Kft. 
Beczby-Farqo UC 
Blue Danube U.C 
Co11ien In� (Hunpry) Lid. 
flat Lid. 
Gn,ap'92 Kft. 
Remlnpay Boldin& AG 
Lenna• 1pm lnpdanfejteszao a Hasmosito Ill. 
PaJcava lntemadonal Lid. 
Stewart Inf ormatioa International • Hunpry 
, . Tansaimt ICfL 
Uaicent Kft. 
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R . H .  Macy Product Development Budapest Office 
Rj m i -MS Sc("uri t y  }: ft . 
WaJlis  USA 
1&ul 
Arent Fox Europe 
Arnold & Poncr 
Baker & Mckenzie Budapest Representative Office 
Debcvoisc & Plimpton 
Ea.stEuropeLaw Ltd. 
McDowell, Rice & Smith 
Seward & Kissel Representative Office 
Shearman & Sterling 
SJaddcn, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Aom 
Squire. Sanders & Dempsey 
Stroock & SU'OOCk & Lavan 
Weil, Gotshal & Manges 
White & Case Budapest 
BCNYADJS 
Fusion Investments Company Lid. (Buqez Kin&) 
Harsita Holdin& Bef ektet&i a Kiilkereskedelmi Bt. 
Hcminpay Boldin& AG (Pizza Hut. Kentucky fried Chicken, Dunkin' Donuts) 
McDonald's System of Hunpry 
Orient Lui. 
Tourism & Iovcl 
Amaic:an &press Hungary Lid. 
Delta Air U., Inc. 
Eurolimo Kft. 
Gcu IDtanationa1 Trawl. Inc. 
Tradesco Tours 
DPPP'S & ShJJmiDI 
Amepla of Cmall Europe KfL (Lockheed) 
Deceal Tmel Aae,w;y 
Euralmeriea Tnnspon ICft. 
Jtoaenaa Ain:raft Corporadon 
SaJand Service:& Information Office 
Trio-Markel 
UPS KereslcedelrrJ ICepYiselet 
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CORRELATION TABLES 
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Correla� ion Analyaia 
haraoa Correlacion Coe f f 1cieaca / •rob >  l • l  under Ho: ltho•O 
/ lluaber of Olaeervac ion• 
1•1 1111>2 IND) INDt INDS IND6 IND7 INOAVG 
INl>l 1 . 00000 O . JJOU 0 . 00)51 o . oun 0 . 07869 O . J l 0 9  0 . 1 2780  0 . 566U o . o  0 . 0001 o . ,no 0 .  '1511 o . 1u2 0 . 0001  0 . 0 17 1 0 . 000 1  JSJ HO )ti  )52  )51 )50 3'8  3'2  
llm2 o . nou 1 . 00000 0 . 117 15 -0 . 05'1'1 0 . 0005 0 . 2 1 :ZOl  0 . l278)  0 . 55966 0 . 0001 0 . 0  0 . 0005 0 . 2'H o . nn 0 . 0001 0 . 000 1 0 . 000 1  HO HO JH 350 JH JU JU 3'2  
11a>J 0 . 00351 0 . 11'115  1 . 00000 -O . OUl'1 -o . 0091'1 0 . 05361 0 . 1 2l93  o . , 2 u o O . H'10 0 . 0005 o . o  O . t o ) )  0 . 16''1 0. ) 18 7  0 . 02 2 2  0 . 0001  Jtl JH JH ) 0  ltl 3U 3t6  3'2  
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Pearson Correlat ion Coef f icients / Prob > I R I  under Ho : Rho=O 
/ Number of Observations 
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